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Abstract
The relevance of land use and land cover change (LULCC) impact on sustainability and well-being
is increasing due to the urban growth challenges. LULCC data offers significant insight into the
historic development patterns and their relations to various sustainability indicators. Different from
the previous LULCC studies that merely focused on investigating LULCC problems in a small
area (e.g., a city of an urban area) within a short span of time (e.g., a year), the current study intends
to assess the long-term urbanization trend within a 20-year period for a whole country through the
tracking of LULCC changes within the period. Specifically, the Landsat satellite data was analyzed
in Google Earth Engine to detect the characteristics of land elements and changes over the period.
Then, LULCC was modeled as the predictor variable of a series of socio-economic factors (e.g.,
urban population, total population, GDP) and sustainability-related factors (e.g., emissions, energy
use). Lastly, a Driver-Pressure-State-Impact-Response (DPSIR) framework integrated with the
investigated factors was proposed to enhance the understanding of how human-environment
interactions impact sustainable decision making. The theoretical implications, methodological
implications, implications for practitioners, research limitations, and future research directions are
also addressed.
Keywords: Remote Sensing, Sustainability, Urbanization, Driving Factors, Land Use Cover
Change Modeling.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1: Background
Increasing awareness of the pitfalls of urbanization has made the research on the
relationship between urbanization and sustainability more important to urban communities.
Urbanization often has undesirable impacts the natural environment, such as loss of biodiversity
(Grimm et al. 2008), climate change (Ntelekos et al. 2010), global deforestation (Foley 2005), etc.
Land use and land cover change (LULCC) studies have played an essential role in providing
information for understanding the urban change patterns and landscapes. To reveal the impact of
LULCC on the environment, past studies have focused on the causes of LULCC (e.g., Lambin et
al., 2001), the relationship between LULCC and urban growth dynamics (e.g., Hassan and Nazem
2016), the transformation of landscapes driven by LULCC in urbanization process (Su et al., 2011).
As previous studies suggest that the urban development process can be detected through
LULCC information, LULCC classification map is widely used for the detection of LULCC types
that are manifesting the urbanization growth patterns (e.g., Dewan and Yamaguchi 2009, Pauleit
et al. 2005). For example, Dewan and Yamaguchi (2009) investigated the spatial and temporal
features of urban expansion, such as municipal boundaries, road networks, cultivated land, to
determine the major types of land use and the trend of the urban expansion.
A common procedure of generating the LULCC classification map is through remote
sensing data at various spatial and temporal resolutions. Studies focusing on the spatial
characterization of LULCC information discovered that the LULCC changes that are associated
with urbanization, such as urban sprawls and physical expansion of urban areas (Bhatta 2009), are
among the most detectable LULCC changes monitored by remote sensing data (Giri 2016). Also,
the detection of sustainable and unsustainable land practices that are catering to the effects of
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urbanization can be detected by remotely. Furthermore, the studies that emphasize the different
temporal scales of LULCC information found that remote sensing data of multiple time periods
can be utilized to detect LULCC changes in a particular area in order to investigate the long-term
environmental consequences of urbanization (Li et al. 2013).
Another stream of LULCC and sustainability-related research has identified the
relationship between socio-economic factors and environmental issues caused by urbanization. For
example, Wilkinson et al. (2014) suggested that sustainability-related decision making should be
explored within the context of socio-economic paradigms. The sustainable development strategy
can be optimized by considering the relationship between social, economic, and environmental
factors (Wilkinson et al. 2014). The exploration of social and economic factors, such as population,
human utilization of natural resources, etc. can help develop the potential solutions to sustainability
problems, as socio-economic factors are found to be the key aspect to sustainable development
strategies (Goodland 1995). For example, the urbanization involves both the increasing population
in urban areas and the development in residential and industrial areas (Jaffee 1998). This
development process is accompanied by the industrialization, economic growth, as well as social
change (Rabb 2014). Thus, bridging socio-economic factors and sustainability problems acts as a
valuable resource for decision makers to build a sustainability-based policy framework, and the
relevant social and economic factors need to be identified to fully understand how the factors
accurately drive LULCC during the urbanization process and play a role in sustainable decision
making.
1.2: Research Gaps and Questions
The current study specifically focuses on investigating LULCC information and its relation
to social-economic and sustainability-related factors at a large spatial and temporal scale. Different
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from the previous LULCC studies that focused on investigating LULCC problems in a small area
(e.g., a city of an urban area) within a short span of time (e.g., a year), the current study intends to
assess the long-term urbanization trend within a 20-year period for a whole country through the
tracking of LULCC changes within the period. LULCC research investigated at large spatial and
temporal level is important because: long-term LULCC changes can be detected within large
spatial and temporal level (Verheye 2009); a country-level research involving big data is especially
common when associating with socio-economic contexts in which human aspects play important
roles; other than that, sustainability development decision making is typically occurring at a
country-level, for example, a nation exerts control over the sustainable use of land, etc.
As indicated before, previous studies of LULCC are seldom conducted at high spatial and
temporal resolutions. An important reason for this limitation has been the amount of data
processing required to do analysis at a finer resolution. The extremely large amount of image data
with high spatial and temporal levels require special handling and computing resources, thus
cannot be easily operated for researchers without special computational systems. However, in the
last decade, the progress of remote sensing technology and machine learning platforms, such as
the development of Google Earth Engine (GEE), has made the access to high quality remotesensing data and powerfully computation methods available to the researchers (Gorelick et al.
2017). This work adopted a cloud-based computing platform, GEE, to carry out LULCC analysis
and investigate the relationship between LULCC, urbanization-related social-economic driving
forces, as well as the sustainability-related factors.
GEE (Gorelick et al. 2017) is a platform that provides access to satellite imagery features,
accompanied by algorithms as well as cloud computing for processing global-wide time-series
data (Gorelick et al. 2017, Kumar and Mutanga 2018). It provides large-scale cloud computing
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capabilities and high-performance computing resources, thus enables researchers to access and
analyze mega-file data (Gorelick et al. 2017). It is an innovative cloud-based geospatial
information platform that can utilize Landsat dataset to process large amount of remote sensing
data (Mutanga 2019). Different from the other remote sensing computer systems GEE does not
require the large file downloads from a huge volume of dataset collections or processing
capabilities. With cloud computing capabilities, GEE can derive and analyze big datasets such as
remote sensing data for a large area over a longer time period. Thus, the acquisition and analysis
of Landsat data can be simplified with GEE. Figure 1.1 provides an example of the online
JavaScript development interface available through the GEE platform.
The decision making on sustainable land use relies on accurate estimates of LULCC
information. Researchers need to balance the accuracy of spatial and temporal levels of LULCC
details (e.g., delineation of the classes) as well as the meaningful implementation of LULCC
mapping and monitoring at the macro level. GEE provides all Landsat images, which are satellite
images of medium to high spatial resolution, thus allows researchers to detect LULCC changes at
macro level without sacrificing the accuracy and quality of satellite images.
The current study chose United Arab Emirates as the study area to represent Middle East.
UAE is an ideal study area because the country has been experiencing fast urbanization in the last
two decades. Simultaneously, the country is developing various industries, which leads to large
areas of commercial and residential land uses.
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Figure 1.1: Example of coding and analysis of Landsat 8 image data through GEE for year 2019
For example, the expansion of transportation network as well as the large-scale
infrastructure construction have been important components of the newly developed urban areas.
Though the country has various types of land categories, the focus of the current study is the urbanrelated land uses as the urban area increases most rapidly in the last two decades. Urbanization
becomes a concern in the area because of high percentage of urban populations in the country. The
rapid needs for resources, such as infrastructure, water resources, electricity, etc. pose a challenge
on the sustainable urban development (Gorgenlander 2011). Though UAE was chosen as the study
area, the method can be utilized in any other study areas (especially at high spatial level, e.g., a
country level) to detect the long-term LULCC trends, as the current study supports the feasibility,
fit, and applicability of the method in studying the LULCC and its relationship to sustainability
related factors in large study areas.
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Specifically, the main research questions of the dissertation are:
•

RQ1: How does LULCC change during the urbanization process between year
1999 and 2019 in UAE?

•

RQ2: How do the social-economic factors play roles in driving the LULCC
changes?

•

RQ3: How are LULCC changes due to urbanization related to the sustainabilityrelated factors such as air pollution and renewal energy use?

•

RQ4: How to summarize the above information related to LULCC, the driving
forces, and the sustainability-related factors in a conceptual framework?

1.3: Structure of the Dissertation
To answer the above research questions, this dissertation was structured in Chapters:
For addressing RQ1 (Chapter 3):
•

Landsat satellite 7 and 8 data from USGS archives was analyzed in GEE to
detect the characteristics of urban elements and changes over a certain period
(between 1999 and 2019).

•

Supervised classification was used to classify land use map. Accuracy
assessment was conducted to compare the classification images and data
sources on the real ground. The outcome is the generation of LULCC maps
indicating the changes across four classifiers: urban areas, vegetation, bare land,
and water.

For addressing RQ2 (Chapter 4):
•

Driving force analysis was used to define the relationship of socio-economic
variables and LULCC changes.
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•

LULCC was modeled as a function of a series of socio-economic factors (e.g.,
urban population, total population, GDP) through correlation analysis.

For addressing RQ3 (Chapter 5):
•

Sustainability-related factors (types of air pollutants, renewal energy use) was
used in a correlation analysis with LULCC to detect potential correlations.

•

The combined factors and the detected relationships may provide a better
understanding of LULCC dynamics and long-term prediction of sustainable
development.

For addressing RQ4 (Chapter 6):
•

A DPSIR framework (drivers, pressures, state, impact, and response) integrated
with the investigated factors was proposed to enhance the understanding of how
human-environment interactions impact sustainable decision making.

•

Sustainability Development Goals (SDGs) and reference points were integrated
into the sustainability decision-making process to provide a holistic approach
in terms of urban sustainability implementation. The research in this study can
provide useful information to stakeholders (e.g., policy makers, government,
land managers) regarding sustainable actions and responses in urban
environments.

A conceptual diagram in Figure 1.2 indicates the basic steps and the research design
methods employed in this dissertation:
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Figure 1.2: Conceptual summary of dissertation research methods by chapter
1.4: Contribution of the Dissertation
The current study is the first study that employs LULCC analysis for a whole country
within a long-time interval (20 years) through GEE and links socio-economic driving forces and
sustainability-related factors with spatial patterns of LULCC dynamics. It is pioneering research
that not only provides the feasibility and applicability of analyzing LULCC data at a national wide
level on a long-time frame, but also initiates the research interests of investigating various roles in
changing the LULCC patterns in an interdisciplinary context by developing an adapted DPSIR
framework integrating socio-economic, land changes, and sustainability-related factors.
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Chapter 2: Toward a Theory of LULCC in Urbanization Research
2.1: Land-Use and Land-Cover Change Research in Urbanization and Sustainability
Related Problems
Urbanization is defined as a process involves activities (e.g., construction, transportation,
energy use, industrialization, services, etc.) that create and maintain urban environment (Elvidge
et al. 2012). Urbanization is a form of social change that assumes not only the economic purposes,
but also the movement of population and social network (Epstein et al. 1967). The consequences
of urban transformation include the economic growth (Nguyen 2018), increasing productivity and
competitiveness in global market (Estrin et al. 2017), improvement in the quality of resident lives
(Lu and Yao 2007), urban and rural development (Long et al. 2009), the narrowing for the
disparities of development level between urban and rural regions (Hu 2006), and technology
advancement and innovation (Shang et al. 2018). These studies indicated that there is a need for
urbanization due to the economic and social development benefits for the society.
Research on urbanization suggest that urban transformation can bring about environmental
changes, thus can largely impact the potential of sustainability of the area. For example, previous
research has indicated that urbanization and industrialization exert significant impacts on air
pollution (e.g. Li and Lin 2015, Li et al. 2016, Pata 2018); rapid urbanization can cause the forest
transition and deforestation process (Baptista and Rudel 2006); there exists the long-term
relationship between energy consumption (e.g. petroleum, coal) and urbanization (Shahbaz and
Lean 2012); urbanization, industrialization and urban sprawl lead to agricultural land loss (Kurucu
and Chiristina 2008).
Thus, the consequences of urbanization need to be considered in a sustainable-development
model. The emphasis on sustainability reflects the goals of transforming the current urbanization
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trends and moving towards a more sustainable utilization of natural resources and ecosystem (e.g.,
Enserink and Koppenjan 2007). In other words, achieving the goals of socio-economic
development is no longer the only goal of urbanization; the sustainable utilization of environmental
resources should be considered into the urban development planning as well. Previous research
studied how to embed the goal of sustainability in urban development. For example, urban
development can be constrained in a more sustainable development framework in which both
economic and environmental factors are involved (e.g., Cobbinah et al. 2015); the urban quality
can be measured based on the sustainable development (Zhu 2007); the formulation of certain
public policies can help reach the goals of sustainable development (Hall 1999).
However, the implementation of sustainable decision making in urban planning requires
spatially accurate and timely information on urban development. Previous research indicated that
LULCC information is useful for devising sustainable urban plans (Dwan and Yamaguchi 2009).
For example, LULCC classification can provide accurate information regarding the landscape,
land use types, patterns, existing land use, land monitoring activities, etc. at a specific location.
This information can be used directly to implement sustainability-related decisions (e.g.,
Renetzeder et al. 2010). Furthermore, land cover and land change information can be detected to
monitor the urban development, understand various development factors, and further investigate
the relationship between development factors and LULCC.
2.2: Importance of Integrating Remote Sensing Data
The detection of LULCC can be through remote sensing technology. Remote sensing refers
to as “the collection of information about an object without being in physical contact with the
object” (Chuvieco and Huete 2009). Satellite based remote sensing can retrieve the physical
properties of objects to monitor the landscape features and characteristics on a certain time, and it
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can detect the temporal evolution (e.g., slow or fast growth) of the landscape patterns. The wide
range of satellite data sources can deliver data set with different spatial and temporal resolutions
that can be used for classifying land cover types. Thus, the satellite allows researchers to identify
and analyze many issues in various environmental fields with high precision. Besides, the data
sources from the remote sensing system provide cost-effective and readily available data for
identifying and comparing land-use and land-cover change. It is considered as a fast and
inexpensive method of acquiring the current LULCC information in a large geographic area.
Furthermore, remote sensed data can record earth resource information invisible to human eyes
(Thenkabail 2018). The digital processing, analysis, and interpretation using remote sensing data
has become easier and low cost. It is also feasible to combine the remote sensing within various
database to perform a comprehensive analysis (Bondur and Tsidilina 2005).
To understand better the land change dynamics and the integration of sustainable decisionmaking, past studies suggested a synthesis of various models, frameworks, maps into the analysis
(Verheye 2009). One relevant method is to integrate remote sensing and image analysis with the
conceptual DPSIR framework (DPSIR framework will be introduced in Chapter 6). DPSIR
(drivers, pressures, state, impact, and response) framework requires a holistic approach while
integrating the pressure and impacts from sustainability and socio-economic perspectives. A
combination of remote sensing data analysis and the conceptual DPSIR framework can help
recognize the relationship between sustainability, socio-economic, and urbanization-related
factors to yield a comprehensive understanding of human-environment relationship. Generally, the
understanding of urbanization patterns, processes, and characteristics can help decrease the risk as
well as the negative impact of urbanization process on the environment (Weng 2016).
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2.3: Measuring Urbanization with Remote Sensing
Traditionally, urbanization is defined as “a long-term demographic process whereby once
predominately rural population is increasingly become urban populations” (Dierwechter 2018).
The level of urbanization is related to the percentage of the whole population living in the urban
areas (e.g., Njoh 2003). Accordingly, urbanization is measured by the percentage of the population
residing in city areas (Gibbs and Martin 1962), urban potential (Stasavage 2011), composite city
primary index (Zhu 1999), etc. As GIS and remote sensing techniques have been well developed
in the recent years, the applications of remote sensing on urbanization research becomes quite
common, as remote sensing techniques are more affordable and technologically reliable. Past
studies have used remote sensed data to monitor urban sprawl (Jat et al. 2008), urban climates
(Voogt and Oke 2003), urban air quality (Engel-Cox et al. 2004), urban infrastructure (Jensen and
Cowen 1999), urban heat island (Streutker 2002), etc. Generally, remote sensing data are great
sources for capturing urbanization features in terms of spectral, spatial and temporal properties
(Mesev, Gorte, and Longley 2003). Furthermore, the remote sensed images can also be used to
identify urbanization trends for better management of resources in the targeted urban area and the
planning of sustainable growth and development (Rahman et al., 2016).
Remote sensing techniques can be a useful tool for providing information for the current
study, as the study requires the data that spans a large temporal extent (in the order of one to two
decades). The conventional methods (e.g., land survey) cannot effectively capture the exact
LULCC characteristics and dynamics and are not cost-effective. Furthermore, the conventional
methods cannot be implemented for large areas, neither provides accurate monitoring and analysis
results in the study area. Remote sensing techniques, instead, become suited to provide LULCC
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information in broad spatial range. Thus, the current study applied remote sensing techniques
available from the Landsat program in analyzing the LULCC dynamics.
2.4: Role of Google Earth Engine
The acquisition and analysis of Landsat data can be simplified with GEE. GEE (Gorelick
et al. 2017) is an innovative cloud-based geospatial information platform that can utilize Landsat
dataset (and several other publicly available datasets) to process large amount of remote sensing
data (Mutanga 2019). It provides large-scale cloud computing capabilities and high-performance
computing resources, thus enables researchers to access and analyze mega-file geospatial data
(Gorelick et al. 2017). Different from the other remote sensing computer systems, GEE does not
require the large file downloads from a huge volume of dataset collections or processing
capabilities, but instead, rely on web-based application programming interface (API) (Gorelick et
al. 2017). With cloud computing capabilities, GEE can derive and analyze big datasets such as
remote sensing data for a large area over long time periods, and allows rapid visualization
generated through algorithm process (Gorelick et al. 2017). The rapid and interactive analysis of
geospatial data is operated through an advanced system architecture diagram that includes GEE
code editor, client libraries (such as Python), APIs, etc. (Gorelick et al. 2017).
2.5: LULCC at High Spatial and Temporal Level: Its Role and Importance
Previous studies indicated that majorities of LULCC studies focus on regional or local level
(Milanova 2005). It should be noted that it is possible to apply the methodology on a large spatial
and temporal scale, such as a national level across decades. LULCC research investigated at large
spatial and temporal level is important because of the following reasons:
1) long-term changes cannot be detected within small spatial and temporal levels (Verheye 2009).
the LULCC information from large areas (e.g., national level) can better determine or yield
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aggregate trends in the area, and thus lead to a better understanding of LULCC at the national level
(Singh et al. 2001)
2) certain factors, mechanisms, or paradigms need large-scale properties in order to explain a
general phenomenon, or a large systematic context (Effrat 1973). A macro-level research is
especially common when involving socio-economic contexts. For example, the study of
sustainable decision making requires the investigation of interactions between human and macro
level environments, which commonly entails a context of a large social unit, and the macro-level
factors influencing the human-environment interactions.
3) sustainability policies: the environmental policies related to sustainable decision are often taking
place at the national level and international level. These policies are often exerting long-term
impact on the environmental performance and guiding a wide range of national-level
environmental actions.
The decision making on sustainability and sustainable urbanization relies on accurate
estimates of LULCC information. Researchers often need to balance the accuracy of spatial and
temporal levels of LULCC details (e.g., delineation of the land use classes) as well as meaningful
implementation of LULCC mapping and monitoring at the national level. GEE provides all
Landsat images at fine resolution, thus enabling researchers to detect LULCC changes at macro
level without sacrificing the accuracy and quality of satellite images.
2.6: Study Area
United Arab Emirates (see Figure 2.1) is a federation of seven emirates (named, Abu Dhabi,
Dubai, Sharijah, Fujayrah, Umm al-Quwain, Ajman, and Ras al-Khaymah) located in the southeast
of the Arabian Peninsula (McCoy 2014). The urban areas of UAE are mainly along the Gulf
coastline. It has a population of 9.6 million (2018, UN data), with 86.52% of the population living
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in the urban areas (2018 UN data), and nearly 60% of the population living in the two leading
emirates, Abu Dhabi, and Dubai (Abed, Hellyer, and Vine 2006).
United Arab Emirates economy relies on oil income, the international trade and tourism
(Downing 2006). In the recent years, the country has focused on the development and
diversification into various industries such as tourism, trading, financial services, etc. (Noack
2007). Meanwhile, the economic and social development induced by government policies as well
as the demand on domestic and foreign labor are expected to increase the urban population
dramatically in the next two decades (Abed, Hellyer, and Vine 2006), because of rural-urban
migration and immigration. Like many other countries, UAE faced unprecedented growth in urban
population for decades, and have had explosive growth of urban areas continually.
Because of its high urban transition rate and urban population growth, the issues regarding
urban sustainability and sustainable urban transformation have been brought into question. For
example, often environmental unfriendly technology due to industrialization and economic
development exerts negative impact on environment, causing the depletion of natural resources
and various types of pollution (Sillitoe 2014). Considering the potential environmental threats
because of urbanization, it is imperative to aid policies and regulations monitoring the urban
development process as well as socio-economic circumstances.
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Figure 2.1: Study area: urban regions of UAE
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Chapter 3: Remote Sensing Data Acquisition, Processing, and Analysis
3.1: Introduction
This chapter will introduce the processes of data acquisition, processing, as well as analysis.
The principles of acquisition, pre-processing, classification, accuracy assessment, and the final
mapping procedure will be discussed. Specifically, Landsat 7 and 8 data has been used to
distinguish surface features with higher spatial accuracy. The data has good spectral resolution and
wider spectral coverage. GEE by co-locating the data and processing capability has made the task
of processing the data easier and faster. Thanks to the sufficient revisit frequency (the revisit time
of Landsat is 16 days), the study was able to sequentially collect and process satellite data to
conduct time series analysis. Since the pre-processed remote sensing data are in image forms, the
multispectral content of the multiband image is classified using Random Forest classifier. Then, a
quality assessment analysis was conducted to validate the classification results. The data
preprocessing and analysis flow are shown in Figure 3.1.
Several satellite data can be used to detect the land-use and land-cover change (LULCC)
classes. The United States Geological Survey (USGS) and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration NASA launched Landsat program to provide the longest continuous space-based
imagery with high precision on the surface of earth. The program is designed to enable the
environmental decision-making works for both policymakers and land actors on various
environmental problems. The Landsat programs were launched in 1972 and are continually
operational. Multispectral scanner Landsat 1-5 provides imagery at 80 m resolution. In the Landsat
series, Landsat 1 provides data from 1972 to 1978, Landsat 2 provides data from 1975 to 1982,
Landsat 3 provides data from 1978 to 1983, Landsat 4 provides data from 1982 to 1993, and
Landsat 5 provides data from 1984 to 2012. The newer Landsat program, Landsat 7 and 8 used
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upgraded sensor, which are Landsat 7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) and Landsat 8
Operational Land Imager (OLI) (USGS EROS). In this study, Landsat 7 and 8 data has been used
to identify surface features with higher spatial accuracy, as compared with data provided by the
previous Landsat programs, the data offered by Landsat 7 and 8 has better spectral resolution.
Different wavelength bands can be classified and divided from scenes images (Patel et al.,
2015). These bands acquired at given periods were used for lands classification mapping, as well
as urban/vegetation/water monitoring. The images derived from the Landsat 7 and 8 were then
stored

and

analyzed

by

using

GEE

cloud

computing

platform

(https://code.earthengine.google.com/) (Gorelick et al., 2017). GEE platform was used in the
dissertation for the following reasons: 1) the processing and management of satellite images with
various sensors can be extraordinarily complex because of the large amount of downloaded data.
GEE cloud computing platform provides better solutions by accessing and processing a large
amount of freely available online satellite imagery. Thus, GEE opens up the possibility for more
rapid analysis for land-use and land-cover imagery data; 2) GEE also offers a set of the pixel-based
classifiers with different classification techniques that can be used for land mapping. Landsat
imagery sensors were used to acquire remote sensing images, and the acquired images were then
used to map LULCC in the study area from 1999 to 2019. The URL links for all the data and
coding script sample are provided in Appendix A and B.
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Figure 3.1: Three-stage procedure of Landsat data training and classification for UAE urban areas from year 1999 to 2019
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3.2: Data Acquisition
3.2.1: Selected Datasets
The satellite data was be obtained from medium-resolution satellite - Landsat. Landsat
satellite is equipped with four main instruments: Multispectral Scanner (MSS), Thematic Mapper
(TM), Enhanced Thematic Mapper (ETM+), and Operational Land Image (OLI) with Thermal
Infrared Sensor (TIRS). The Landsat collects images in various spectral bands in a different
wavelength of visible, near-infrared, and short light wave to observe a 185 km [115 mile] broad
swath of the earth in 15 m to 100 m resolution covering the broad area of the Earth landscape. It
enables satellite networks to reach wide areas and provide sufficient resolution to distinguish
features like coastal urban area (Roy et al., 2014). The data provided by Landsat satellite can detect
the characteristics of the urban system and how the system changed over time, thus forms the
foundation of observing the phenomenon of land change patterns .
The current study adopted a combination of Landsat 7 images (the carried sensor:
Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus ETM+) and Landsat 8 images (carried sensors: Operational Land
Imager OLI and Thermal Infrared Sensor TIRS). Though Landsat 7 is working well in a degraded
mode, it was launched in April 1999, and thus provides available data that covers a longer time
span. Landsat 8, launched in February 2013, provides data with better accuracy and improved
image quality. The current study thus classified the Landsat 7 data from year 1999 to 2012, and
the Landsat 8 data from year 2013 to 2019 to identify and quantify the influences of urbanization
trends on different land-use and land-cover classes and their changes in the periods between 1999
to 2019.
A cloud masking technique was used to distinguish clear pixels from cloudy pixels, as
cloud can block the surface image thus inhibit further classification. The cloud masking algorithm
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detects the differences in reflectance values between clear pixels and cloudy pixels in order to
remove cloudy pixels (Mateo-Garcia et al. 2018). In order to perform a cloud masking technique
through GEE, both cloud shadows and cloud (bit 3 and 5) were identified and cleared. The code
script for cloud masking technique is shown in Appendix B.
Then, all the Landsat surface reflectance images were analyzed by a categorization into
four different groups: urban areas, vegetation, water, and bare land. The Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (NDVI) and Modified Normalized Difference Water Index (MNDWI) were then
used to further characterize the LULCC types as both vegetation and water properties were
included, and these indexes provide accurate information regarding the vegetation and water body
(e.g., Teillet et al. 1997, McFeeters 1996). While the NDVI is used for identifying vegetation cover,
MNDWI is used for identifying water cover.
3.2.2: Determination of Urban Areas
To initially determine the urban areas, the current study utilized WorldPop project as the
digital maps to measure the population density and detect urban areas (Goldblatt et al. 2016). The
reasoning is that combining the variable of urban population distribution and spatial data can
determine a focus of population density from the suburban sprawl, thus lead to a recognition of
urban populated areas (Lwin et al., 2009). The population density data was estimated on a 100 m
by 100 m grid level resolution based on the census population data (e.g., Stevens et al.). WorldPop
project is derived from census population, thus enabled a revelation of large-populated areas and
a preliminary detection of urban boundaries. Then, the jurisdictional boundaries provided by
Google Maps (shown in Figure 3.2) was utilized to further identify the urban boundaries, combined
with a visual identification method for the modification. With the clear semantic and topological
information provided through Google Maps, all recognized urban areas could be detected. This
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method was utilized to help eliminate the noise from the initial identification by further considering
the shapes, sizes, and layouts of the urban components as the landmarks are clearly shown on
Google Maps. Accordingly, the locations of possible urban areas as well as urban-rural boundaries
were identified based on the boundary features.
3.2.3: Classification of Image Categories
The remote sensing satellite that produces the images related to the area of interest was
available in early 1984. Previous studies support that these sensors are highly relevant in
determining LULCC patterns. Moreover, past studies have developed the classifications system
for land-use and land-cover maps and data. For example, multiple different major classes were
defined in the classification process (Mohan et al., 2011). Due to the discussion regarding the
application of classification systems for testing and research accuracy, it is also important to note
that merging some of the classes for consistency across classification systems can create efficiency
for their intended purposes (Kirk et al., 2016).
Regarding the image category classification, because there were no internationally
accepted standard classification systems (Gregorio and Jansen 2000), the current study considers
the factors that were important for the research problems. In keeping up with the main purpose of
studying the LULCC driven by urbanization, only the important factors were considered.
Accordingly, four generalized categories labeled urban, vegetation, water, bare land were predefined and classified, because urbanization caused the rapid changes in not only the urban areas,
but also vegetation, water, and bare land. For example, as indicated before, deforestation and water
resources depletion have happened as a result of urbanization. The urban transformation may
exploit water bodies and decrease vegetation.
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3.3: Data Preprocessing
The data was created by making an annual median composite of all images taken from
Landsat 7 and Landsat 8 surface reflectance products every 16 days (as the satellite has a repeat
cycle every 16 days). The dataset was achieved by the atmospherically corrected surface
reflectance through GEE, then the median composite of eight spectral bands were calculated. The
eight spectral bands were shown in Table 3.1.
Besides the bands mentioned above, Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and
Modified Normalized Difference Water Index (MNDWI) were computed for all the Landsat
images derived from GEE. As discussed before, The Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI) and Modified Normalized Difference Water Index (MNDWI) were used to characterize
the LULCC types and extract LULCC information, and these indexes provide accurate information
regarding the vegetation and water body and are widely used (e.g., Teillet et al. 1997, McFeeters
1996). Also, adding the available bands such as NDVI and MNDWI can increase the accuracy of
the image classification (Adepoju and Adelabu 2019).
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Figure 3.2: Map of the study area showing each urban region of UAE
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Table 3.1: Landsat spectral band, spectral ranges, and resolutions selected for the classification tests of the land types (urban, water,
vegetation, bare)

Spectral
Band
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7

Landsat 7 (Enhanced Thematic Mappers Plus
(ETM+)
Wavelength
Resolution
Band Name
(Micrometers)
(Meters)
Band 1- blue
0.45-0.52
30
Band 2 – green
0.52-0.60
30
Band 3 – red
0.63-0.69
30
Band 4 – reflected IR
0.77-0.90
30
Band 5 – reflected IR
1.55-1.75
30
Band 6 – thermal
10.40-12.50
120
Band 7 – reflected IR
2.08-2.35
30

B10
B11
NDVI
MNDWI

(B4 – B3)/(B4 + B3)
(B2 – B5)/(B2 + B5)

0.1-0.13
-0.5- - 0.5

30
30

Landsat 8 Operational Land Imagers (OLI) & Thermal Infrared Sensor
(TIRS)
Wavelength
Band Name
(Micrometers)
Resolution (Meters)
Band 1 – Ultra blue
0.435-0.451
30
Band 2 – Blue
0.452-0.512
30
Band 3 – Green
0.533-0.590
30
Band 4 – Red
0.636-0.673
30
Band 5 – Near Infrared (NIR)
0.851-0.879
39
Band 6 – SWIR 1
1.566-1.651
30
Band 7 – SWIR 2
2.107-2.294
30
Band 10 – Thermal Infrared
10.60-11.19
100 (resampled to 30)
(TIRS) 1
Band 11 – Thermal Infrared
11.50-12.51
100 (resampled to 30)
(TIRS) 2
(B5 – B4)/(B5 + B4)
0.1445 – 0.132
30
(B3 – B6)/(B3 + B6)
30
-0.492- - 0.473
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NDVI is a statistical indicator that combines the visible and near-infrared bands of the
electromagnetic spectrum of a sensor (Nouri et al., 2014). NDVI is based on the contrast in
reflectance between red and the near-infrared part of the spectrum range (red reflectance nearinfrared/red reflectance + near-infrared). MNDWI is a statistical indicator that combines bands in
the green and short wave infra-red parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. The MNDWI formula
was modified based on NDWI formula, with the substitute of short wave infra-red parts for near
infra-red parts (Xu et al. 2005). Compared with NDWI, MNDWI leads to better results of mapping
water. See equation 1 and 2.
𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 = (

𝑁𝐼𝑅 − 𝑉𝐼𝑆
)
𝑁𝐼𝑅 + 𝑉𝐼𝑆

𝑀𝑁𝐷𝑊𝐼 =

(1)

(𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 − 𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑅)
(𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 + 𝑆𝑊𝐼𝑅)

(2)

3.4: Classification Procedure with Random Forest
There are several methods to classify satellite images (e.g., supervised and unsupervised
classification) which can be applied for information extraction of remote sensing data. The major
steps of image classification involve extracting highly relevant and functional image data on
LULCC that is of great interest. This study adopted a pixel based supervised classification as it is
a common technique for quantitative analysis of satellite data. The supervised classification
process relies on the computer algorithms to classify diverse LULCC types in GEE (Li and Yeh
1998) and is commonly used technique to detect the changes in lands surface dataset in different
global datasets (Tuia et al., 2011).
The Supervised classification works by assigning collected and interpreting pixel values
that are representing specific features which are then identified by the users for their research
interest. Particularly, image values can be acquired from existing maps and then converted to
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radiometric measurements based on estimates derived from historical data. For example, if the
user knows that there is a lake in the study area, the user will track and identify the area with
multiple markers that consist of pixels in each image. The purpose is to generate spectral
characteristics enclosed on the map with polygon information for the spectral feature collection.
Then, these spectral features will be processed and stored into groups of signatures belonging to
multi-spectral classes. Meanwhile, the appropriate algorithm for supervised classification needs to
be applied to establish the relationship between these stored group of signatures.
In the current study, a combination of supervised classification through Random Forest
classifier as well as the visual interpretation for modification process was conducted. As a
supervised learning algorithm, random forest is machine learning classifier that is based on a
combination of the individual decision tree predictors. It is derived from the traditional decision
trees model which yields the results based on the sequential decision logic of “if-then” conditions.
Random forest algorithm is more advantageous compared with decision tree model in its control
for over-fitting and the prediction of the accuracy of the outcomes, as it is trained through a bagging
process to merge the predictive results of each random subset of decision trees (Breiman 2001). In
other words, it is based on the creation and the merge of a pool of uncorrelated decision trees, with
each decision tree trained separately and randomly and creates its own prediction outcomes, thus
results in more accurate predictions.
For the supervised classification specifically, random forest algorithm is widely used
because of the well-performed classification capabilities and high accuracy for classification (e.g.,
Gislason et al. 2006). The classification algorithm of random forest involves several steps: data
samples are selected from the dataset randomly, and these selected data samples will be formed
decision trees for each, from which the prediction will result in (Biau and Scornet 2016). Then the
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prediction results can be voted to form the final prediction results. It involves both training set as
well as validation set in calculating the final results. The details regarding the hold-out method
(the split of observations to a training and a validation set) will be discussed in the accuracy
assessment section.
Random forest algorithm includes hyperparameters to optimize classifier performance
(Probst et al. 2019). The hyperparameters need to be set before the training process to get a highly
accurate random forest result. The typical hyperparameters available for tuning through GEE
include number of trees, the number of variables for each split, the maximum number of nodes for
each tree, etc. (Gorelick et al. 2017). Following Goldblatt (2016), the values of different
hyperparameters are set before training process begins. Note that besides the test of different
number of trees, other hyperparameters are set to the default value in GEE, suggested by Goldblatt
(2016), which are shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Hyperparameters that optimize random forest classification: the set of
hyperparameters are presented and the hyperparameter values are set and examined
The Selected Hyperparameters

Set Value

Number of Trees

50, 100, 150, 200

The Number of Variables in Split

Square root of the number of the variables
(Default)

The Points that Split the Nodes

1 (Default)

Trained data to be used for bagging fraction

0.5 (Default)

Maximum number of nodes for each tree

0 (Default)
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Different number of trees were tested on what number of trees can provide most accurate
predictions of classification, as shown in Figure 3.3. And the results showed that a tree count of
100 is optimal for accuracy and becomes the optimal choice, suggested by the previous studies
(e.g., Gislason et al. 2006). The details of the procedure of accuracy assessment will be introduced
in section 3.6.

Figure 3.3: Contrast the results of different tree counts based on the accuracy assessment test: the
optimal number of trees for the classification model is determined
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3.5: Accuracy Assessment
Generally, Accuracy Assessment is an important part of the classification processing of the
remote sensing data to establish the information value of the resulting data for users. The
information value refers to “the amount of correspondence between the remotely sensed data and
reference information in value models” (Mohamed and Samy 2016). In this study, the accuracy
assessment is needed to examine LULCC image classification and make a comparison with the
actual landcover conditions. The Accuracy Assessment can compare the classified images and the
reference data sources that are accurate on the real ground (e.g., ground truth data). However, the
real data with accurate ground truth is time-consuming and difficult to manage. Using GEE with
deriving high-resolution imagery can make it easy to assess the accuracy of the image classification
with dataset in long-term time frames.
Furthermore, previous studies indicated that Overall Accuracy is the most recommended
quantitative measures of accuracy (Foody 2002) and can be estimated through the validation data
not used for training. The labeled data was split into a training set (70% of the observations for
training) and a validation set (30% of the observations for validation), which is referred to as a
“holdout” method (Kim 2009). After training the model, the validation data has been classified in
order to get the expected accuracy, as the previous studies suggest that overall accuracy calculated
from the training data may result in the overestimate of the “fit” (Zhen et al. 2013). Thus, the
confusion matrix has been called through GEE, and Overall Accuracy of the validation data has
been calculated. The results show that all the classes for each year reach the satisfactory Overall
Accuracy (reached above the threshold of 80%), as shown in Figure 3.3.
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3.6: Interpretation of the Results
To generate the maps for 20 years for the further time series analysis, the above process
has been repeated for year 1999 – 2019. The code script for each year has been processed through
GEE, including the training, the classification and the validation, respectively. Then the
classification results and the image have been displayed. The sample code script can be found in
Appendix B. As suggested by Li et al. (2013), the polygons that represent the four land types were
marked, as the visual evidence of LULCC, as shown in Figure 3.4. The image results show that
the urban area has been expanding since year 1999 and reaches the largest in year 2019. The
general expansion patterns are displayed as the urban spillover from the coastal regions to inner
land with the physical layout of the whole urban areas growing. While the urban areas have faced
the dramatic increase during the study period, the vegetation, bare land, and water have been
reduced significantly, which may indicate that more urban areas have replaced the non-urban areas
over the years and exerted environmental influences of land uses.
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Figure 3.4: LULC maps for four categories in year 1999, 2004, 2009, 2014, and 2019
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The time-series data for the urban areas are also summarized in Figure 3.5: the urban areas
have been constantly expanding from 1035.02 km2 in year 1999 to 1974.95 km2 in year 2019, with
an overall expansion rate of 90.8%. Though the urban area expansion rate varies for each year, the
spatial expansion is in a continuous manner, indicating the steady urban development over the
previous 20 years.
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Figure 3.5: Landsat-based LULC change in urban area in UAE from 1999-2019
Furthermore, the net change of the land types is shown in Figure 3.6. Over the study period,
the urban areas are increasing by 939.93 km2, the vegetation areas have a net decrease of 76.29 km2,
the bare land has a net decrease of 417.75 km2, and water areas have a net decrease of 326.28 km2,
respectively. The relative increase of the urban areas and the relative reduction of the other three
classes during the same period indicate the substantial development associated with the urban areas.
The expansion area, expansion percentage, and annual change rate across categories for year 1999,
2004, 2009, 2014, and 2019 were listed in Table 3.4. It clearly shows
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Net Change of the Classified
Areas (km2)

450
314

303

266

200

250

57

3

50

-30

-150

-43

-115 -95 -104

-159
-256 -251

-350
-443

-550
-581
-750

Urban
Vegetation
Bare
Water

1999-2004
266
-159
3
-30

2004-2009
303
200
-581
-443

2009-2014
57
-43
-256
-251

2014-2019
314
-115
-95
-104

Figure 3.6: Net change of LULC across the four classified categories in UAE from 1999 to 2019:
urban, vegetation, bare, water
that the conversion has been occurring between non-urban land uses and urban land uses for
development purposes. As the urbanization trend is accompanied by population growth, economic,
and industrial development, the underlying mechanism will be explored through correlation
analysis to assess the effect of socio-economic factors on the land changes, which will be discussed
in the next Chapter.
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Table 3.3: The LULC change information of the UAE classified areas from 1999 to 2019:
expansion area, expansion rate, and annual change rate
The Urban Area in Different Periods
1999
2004
2009

Year

2014

2019

Area (km2)

1035

1301

1604

1661

1975

Time Period (Year)

-

1999-2004

2004-2009

2009-2014

2014-2019

Expansion Area (km2)

-

266

303

57

314

Expansion Rate (%)

-

26

23

4

19

Annual Change Rate (%)

-

5

5

1

4

2014
229

2019
114

Year
Area (km2)

The Vegetation Area in Different Periods
1999
2004
2009
230
71
272

Time Period (Year)

-

1999-2004

2004-2009

2009-2014

2014-2019

Vegetation Change (km2)

-

-159

200

-43

-115

Vegetation Change Rate (%)

-

-69

281

-16

-50

Annual Change Rate (%)

-

-14

56

-3

-10

2014

2019

Year

The Bare Area in Different Periods
1999
2004
2009

Area (km2)

6616

6618

6037

6293

6198

Time Period (Year)

-

1999-2004

2004-2009

2009-2014

2014-2019

Bare Change (km2)

-

3

-581

-256

-95

Bare Change Rate (%)

-

0

-9

-4

-2

Annual Change Rate (%)

-

0

-2

-1

0

2014

2019

Year

The Water Area in Different Periods
1999
2004
2009

Area (km2)

1013

983

540

791

687

Time Period (Year)

-

1999-2004

2004-2009

2009-2014

2014-2019

Water Change (km2)

-

-30

-443

-251

-104

Water Change Rate (%)

-

-3

-45

-46

-13

Annual Change Rate (%)

-

-1

-9

-9

-3
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Chapter 4: Driving Forces on Urbanization Trend
4.1: Role of Driving Force Factors
Given the importance of understanding the basic dynamics that influence LULCC patterns,
driving force analysis provides an essential way to examine the interrelated influencing forces and
the interactions between the forces and the resulting LULCC process (Lambin and Geist 2008).
Due to the fact that the current study is mainly focused on urbanization-related LULCC, and the
underlying human-environment dynamics, only the socio-economic factors were chosen in order
to better answer the research questions. The human activities of modifying land to obtain resources,
expanding the land use, and driving unpredicting changes in environmental processes at local,
national, and global levels have become a global challenge. Understanding the driving forces of
urbanization are widely used to assess the decisions in environmental sustainability issues, and the
technique has been widely used by many researchers studying the urban environment (Weng et al.,
2002). Furthermore, monitoring and measuring the negative consequences of LULCC become a
significant priority for researchers.
The analysis of socio-economic factors is essential for identifying the sustainability
indicators that will be mentioned in the next chapter. As the concept of “sustainability” should be
taken a holistic view and accomplishing sustainability goals always involves a balance between
social, economic, and environmental points of view (Chang and Pires 2015), sustainability
indicators are categorized under three dimensions: social, economic, and environmental aspects in
Agenda 21 (UN 2007). The indicators and their interrelationships can then be used to explain a
process towards sustainability in which a driving force can impact a current situation and produce
a response in a Driver Force-Pressure-State-Impact-Response (DPSIR) framework (the framework
will be introduced in Chapter 6). This requires a recognition of understanding sustainability
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concept from social, economic, and environment perspectives, and their interdependencies and
complexities (Hackett 1998).
Assessing the driving forces behind LULCC is a necessary step, as LULCC can be affected
by various human factors. Previous research has well identified the relationship between multiple
factors and the changes: for example, Xiao et al., (2006) proposed that the LULCC is driven by
population, transportation, industrialization factors related to urban growth. Mundia and Aniya et
al., (2005) argued that the urban expansion is usually accompanied by loss of natural habitats and
increase of urban sprawl. Another study conducted by Ji et al., (2001) revealed that urban
expansion is mostly driven by socio-economic factors such as population growth, and economic
development. All these studied supported that demographic and socio-economic factors should be
integrated with LULCC to systematically reveal the factors promoting urban expansion (e.g.
Mundia and Aniya 2007). Accordingly, LULCC is modeled as a function of a series of factors that
serve as “driving force factors” (Turner II et al., 1993) and investigating these “driving force
factors” is the main focus of this chapter.
However, previous studies have not investigated the relationship between LULCC and
driving force factors at a country level. A study at the country level is important because economic
and social factors are more likely to exert the influence in a country level policy rather than in a
local level plan, as the former entails a great amount of controls within large social and economic
units. Additionally, environmental policies related to sustainable decisions are often taking place
at the national level and international level. These policies are often exerting long-term impact on
the environmental performance as well. Thus, a study examining the factors at the country level
can more easily explain the human-environment interactions on sustainability issues.
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The current study specifically intended to investigate the relationship between urban area
changes and socio-economic factors in the UAE. It is because of the notion that the choice of the
factors included in the study are dependent on both the theoretical framework drawn from the
previous research as well as specific land features of the selected regions. While previous studies
emphasize the importance of social and economic development in driving the urbanization process
generally, the development trends were occurring underlying the urban transformation in UAE,
accompanied by the rapid population growth, and increasing industrialization. The relationship
between economic and social factors and urban development manifested obviously in the decades.
Thus, the driving force analysis for the urban process of UAE requires the inclusion of socioeconomic aspects to explain the complexity of LULCC during the transformation.
4.2: Selection of Driving Force Factors
The selection of the driving force factors is based on the following criteria: 1) whether the
factors are theoretically related to the process of the urbanization 2) whether the factors are of great
interest and importance to researchers 3) whether theories can support a causal link between the
socio-economic factors and the LULCC. Based on the above criteria, three groups of factors are
selected: population growth-related factors, economic factors, and employment factors. The
factors were chosen and grouped because: although population growth is the main contribution for
rapid urbanization, other causes such as economic development, industrialization, and
employment also need to be examined. Also, urban population rate and rural population rate were
also included, as the previous research pointed out that migration from rural to urban areas is one
main factor that leads to the substantial rise of population in the area (e.g., Bhagat and Mohanty
2009). Because the LULCC data is at the country level, the use of country-level driver factors is
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appropriate to quantify the key constructs and relationships of LULCC and socio-economic
indicators.
Also, it is essential to make the distinction between characteristics of LULCC as the two
types (land use vs. land cover) of changes have varieties of causes and consequences (Lambin et
al., 2007). While land cover refers to a bio or physical cover over the land surface, land use is a
more natural human activity such as social and economic purposes. Accordingly, the investigation
of the LULCC and the driving forces is merely focused on both the two types of the urban area
changes caused by the urban transformation and the corresponding land-use changes. The land
changes that are originated from natural causes (e.g., bio-physical factors) were not be considered.
Based on the above notion, the chosen factors, their definitions, and the related hypotheses
to LULCC is listed below in Table 4.1:
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Table 4.1: The selected socio-economic factors for the correlation analysis: the definitions and
the related hypotheses
The Factor Selected

Definition of the Factor

Proposed Hypothesis

GDP

“The sum of gross value added by all
resident producers in the economy plus
any product taxes and minus any
subsidies not included in the value of the
products” (World Bank 2020)
“Gross domestic product divided by
midyear population” (World Bank 2020)

H1: GDP is positively correlated
with the urban areas

“People living in urban areas as defined
by national statistics offices” (World
Bank 2020)
“People living in rural areas as defined
by national statistics offices” (World
Bank 2020)
“The urban population living in the
country’s largest metropolitan area”
(World Bank 2020)
“Population total is the estimate of de
facto mid-year population at first level
administrative division” (World Bank
2020)
“Persons of working age who were
engaged in any activity to produce goods
or provide services for pay or profit”
(World Bank 2020)
“Corresponds to ISIC divisions 10-45
and includes manufacturing” (World
Bank 2020)
“The proportion of the population ages
that is economically active; who supply
labor for the production of goods and
services” (World Bank 2020)
“Agriculture corresponds to ISIC
divisions 1-5 and includes forestry,
hunting, and fishing, as well as
cultivation of crops and livestock
production” (World Bank 2020)
“Refers to industries belong to ISIC
divisions” 15-37 (World Bank 2020)

H3: Urban population is
positively correlated with the
urban areas
H4: Rural population is
negatively correlated with the
urban areas
H5: Population in the largest city
is positively correlated with the
urban areas
H6: Total Population is
positively correlated with the
urban areas

GDP Per Capita
Urban Population

Rural Population

Population in the Largest City

Total Population

Employment in Services

Industry

Labor Force Participation

Agriculture, Forestry, and
Fishing

Manufacturing

Services

“Corresponds to ISIC divisions 50-99”
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H2: GDP per capita is positively
correlated with the urban areas

H7: Employment in services is
positively correlated with the
urban areas
H8: Industry is positively
correlated with the urban areas
H9: Labor force participation is
positively correlated with the
urban areas
H10: Agriculture, forestry, and
fishing is positively correlated
with the urban areas

H11:
Manufacturing
is
positively correlated with the
urban areas
H12: Services is positively
correlated with the urban areas

4.3: Procedure of Correlation Analysis
A bivariate correlation analysis is selected for the current study because a bivariate
correlation measures both the relationships strengths and directions of the two variables, which
elicits empirically the theoretical relationships between LULCC and each of the socio or economic
factor. Compared with the multivariate correlation analysis, bivariate correlation analysis is more
suitable because the current study emphasizes the exploration of the relationship between each
particular socio-economic variable and the urban change variable rather than the interactions
between socio-economic variables and their influences on the urban change variable. For example,
Ma and Xu (2010) examined the bivariate correlation between economic growth factors,
population growth factors, etc., and the urban expansion areas. Hasan et al. (2019) investigated the
bivariate correlation between socio-economic development, industrialization, and land use land
cover change.
Also, compared with a regression analysis which assumes that the independent variables
exert the predictive effect on the dependent variables, a correlation analysis is more appropriate
for this study because the LULCC and drivers are affecting each other interactively and
interdependently. Based on the existing information, it is theoretically infeasible to support that
the drivers have causal effect on LULCC, as the following conditions need to be met: 1) the drivers
are developing before the changes of LULC; 2) there are no other confounding factors impacting
the effect of the drivers on LULCC. Since the study is investigating the LULCC over the 20-year
study period in which many other socio-economic factors are involved, and socio-economic
development and LULCC are occurring together, a causal effect cannot be demonstrated and thus
can not be tested methodologically. Instead, the study merely focused on the mutual connection
between LULCC and drivers, through a correlation analysis.
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Moreover, the study used Pearson correlation coefficient based on the notion that Pearson
correlation coefficient (e.g., Benesty et al. 2009) is a commonly used measure of correlation
relationship between two variables, which is denoted by r. Pearson correlation coefficient assumes
that a linear relationship is being measured between two variables. To support that a linear model
is appropriate, a pretest was conducted and the results showed that a non-linear model did not
produce a significant better model fit compared with a linear model. In other words, a linear model
is sufficient to explain the relationship between socio-economic variables and urban change
variable.
All the data related to socio-economic variables were taken from the World Bank (2020).
Please refer to APPENDIX C for data sources of all the selected socio-economic factors. Then, a
correlation analysis was conducted for investigating the relationship between urban area changes
and each socio or economic factor.
4.4: Interpretation of the Results
Using Pearson correlation coefficients, all the hypotheses were supported. Specifically, a
positive relationship exists (where for each relationship, a Pearson coefficient shows a positive
sign, and p value is significant) between urban areas and the following variables: GDP, GDP per
capita, urban population, population in the largest city, employment in services, industry, labor
force participation, industry, manufacturing, and services; while a negative relationship exists
(where for each relationship, a Pearson coefficient shows a negative sign, and p value is significant)
between urban areas and rural population. Tables 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 indicate for each variable and
the relationship, the value of the Pearson coefficient, and the significance level. Also, Figures 4.1,
4.2, and 4.3 visualize the matrix correlation. Thus, the correlation analysis provides the evidence
for an empirical relationship between LULCC and certain socio-economic factors.
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Table 4.2: Pearson Correlation results between urban area change and the following social
factors: population in the largest cities, urban population (percentage), rural population
(percentage), and total population
Pearson Correlations
Urban
Urban Area
Population in
Population
Changes
Largest Cities
(Percentage)
**
0.97
0.98**
Urban Area
Changes
< 0.01
< 0.01
**
0.97
0.98**
Population in
Largest Cities
< 0.01
< 0.01
**
**
0.98
0.98
Urban Population
(Percentage)
< 0.01
< 0.01
’- 0.98**
‘- 0.98**
- 1.00**
Rural Population
(Percentage)
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
0.93**
0.95**
0.97**
Total Population
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Rural
Population
(Percentage)
‘- 0.98**
< 0.01
’- 0.98**
< 0.01
- 1.00**
< 0.01
‘- 0.97**
< 0.01

Total
Population
0.93**
< 0.01
0.95**
< 0.01
0.97**
< 0.01
’- 0.97**
< 0.01
-

Table 4.3: Pearson Correlation results between urban area changes and the following economic
factors: GDP and GDP per capita
Pearson Correlations
Urban Area
GDP
Changes
0.93**
Urban Area
Changes
< 0.01
0.93**
GDP
< 0.01
0.69**
0.79**
GDP Per
Capita
< 0.01
< 0.01
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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GDP Per
Capita
0.69**
< 0.01
0.79**
< 0.01
-

Table 4.4: Pearson Correlation results between urban area changes and the following
employment/industry-related factors: labor force participation, agriculture/forestry/fishing,
industry, manufacturing, and services

Urban Area
Changes
Labor Force
Participation
Agriculture
Forestry
Fishing

Urban
Area
Changes
0.84**
< 0.01

Pearson Correlations
Agriculture
Labor Force
Forestry
Industry Manufacturing Services
Participation
Fishing
0.83**
0.82**
0.82**
0.97**
0.96**
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
0.48*
0.92**
0.86**
0.85**
0.03
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01

0.82**
0.48*
< 0.01
0.03
**
0.82
0.92**
0.52*
Industry
< 0.01
< 0.01
0.01
**
**
0.97
0.86
0.80**
Manufacturing
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
0.96**
0.85**
0.77**
Services
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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0.52*
0.01
0.89**
< 0.01
0.84**
< 0.01

0.81**
< 0.01
0.89**
< 0.01
0.97**
< 0.01

0.77**
< 0.01
0.84**
< 0.01
0.97*
< 0.01
-

Figure 4.1: Pearson correlation scatter plots with significance levels between urban area changes
and the following social factors: total population, urban population, rural population, and
population in the largest cities
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Figure 4.2: Pearson correlation scatter plots with significance levels between urban area changes
and the following economic factors: GDP per capita and GDP
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Figure 4.3: Pearson correlation scatter plots with significance levels between urban area changes
and the following industry/employment factors: labor force participation, agriculture forestry
fishing, industry, manufacturing, and service
4.5: Discussion and Conclusion
Results of the study imply that the urban development was at fast speed in the last two
decades. Though the expansion rate is different in the investigated periods, the major trend of
urban transformation was evident. Specifically, the fact of urban transformation and the migration
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of the general population into the urban areas in UAE in the last two decades is supported by: 1)
the urban area changes are positively related to the population in largest cities and urban population
and negatively related to rural population, and 2) urban area changes are more related to population
in largest cities and urban population than total population. The social factors supported a direct
relationship between urban land changes and social development. The land has been transformed
into urban land use because of urban expansion, which is caused by a large amount of migration
and urban growth. Accompanied by the increasing urban population, the labor force participation
is increasing as well, and is positively correlated to the urban area changes, which indicates that
both urban migration and employment are important part of the social development process in the
study area.
It is evident that the economic development and growth is highly related to an increase in
urban areas. Moreover, the urban area changes are more correlated to total GDP rather than GDP
Per Capita. This is possibly due to the reason that while total GDP is increasing dramatically, the
general population is increasing too. Additionally, the employment / industry factors that are more
correlated

to

the

urban

area

changes

are

manufacturing

and

services

than

agriculture/forestry/fishing. This supports the fact that the urban land has been transformed for
employment and industrial development.
Though correlation analysis show that the significant relationships can be established
between the urban area changes and social or economic factors, the discussion on the relationship
between the urban changes and the underlying factors needs a consideration of a combination of
both social and economic factors. In other words, the interactive processes between social and
economic factors, such as the migration of population into the urban areas that is accompanied by
the economic development in the area, need to consider all the factors together, thus yields a
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comprehensive view of the LULCC as a function of environmental, social, and economic factors
and their interactions. The introduction of the environmental factors will be in Chapter 5.
Also, conducting the research linking the remote sensing images with socio-economic
factors are feasible as well as efficient. Though remote sensing maps are widely used for the
detection of LULCC in the previous studies, this study supports that the urban transformation that
is associated with socioeconomic factors can be identified at a country level, and macro-level
socio-economic factors play an important role in the urban expansion and growth in the whole
country. The socio-economic factors will be further discussed in the DPSIR (Driver-PressureState-Impact-Response) framework mentioned in Chapter 7 where a connection between LULCC,
socio-economic factors, and sustainability factors will be built into a sustainability-based response
framework.
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Chapter 5: Sustainability-Related Environmental Factors
5.1: Relationship between LULCC and Sustainability
Sustainability refers to “the development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs (WCED 1987).”
Environmental sustainability issues have emerged because of severe global problems, such as
population growth, utilization of natural resources, climate change, pollution, etc. Sustainable
development faces great challenges due to the environmental and social changes induced by
urbanization. The interaction between urbanization and sustainable development has drawn
significant attention from researchers (e.g., Wang et al, 2014; Shahbaz et al, 2014; Li et al, 2012).
LULCC study aimed at resolving urban sustainability problems is highly relevant because
LULCC information and tools help describe the patterns of global environmental changes and the
related sustainable issues such as biodiversity loss, climate change, global deforestation, etc.
(Foley 2005). To reveal the impact of LULCC on sustainability, past studies have focused on the
causes of LULCC (e.g. Lambin et al., 2001), the relationship between LULCC and urban growth
dynamics (e.g. Hassan and Nazem 2016), the transformation of landscapes driven by LULCC in
urbanization process (Su et al., 2011), the combined factor of LULCC and socio-economic
development on sustainable development (Wu et al., 2013), and the ecological effects of LULCC
on sustainable urbanization (e.g. Zhao et al., 2010), along with others. These studies all support
that the understanding of sustainability needs a combination of social, economic, as well as
environmental views.
On the other hand, the study on sustainability indicators has become an effective approach
to understand sustainability-related problems. Because economic and social policies are frequently
involved when national policy makers are planning on sustainability-related policies, it is
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unreasonable to ignore the social and economic aspects and merely consider the environmental
perspective of sustainability issues (e.g., Gallego 2006). Thus, the integration of social, economic,
and environmental indicators can more precisely define the concept of “sustainability”, and
sustainability needs to be empirically measured through all three dimensions. Though the
understanding of sustainability requires the recognition of the interdependencies and complexities
of economic and social characteristics (Hackett 1998), the sustainability indicators are highly
sensitive to environmental factors as well. While Chapter 4 discussed the measurement of social
and economic performance of sustainability by linking the underlying socio-economic factors with
LULCC, Chapter 5 will mainly discuss the measures from environmental dimension and the effect
on LULCC, thus provide a more comprehensive view of understanding the implications of
sustainability factors on the LULC outcomes.
5.2: Environmental Factors for Sustainability Problems
As the definition of “Sustainability” indicates, understanding “Sustainability” requires a
combination of various environment-related factors into this holistic concept. For example,
environmental sustainability can be measured using natural energy sources (Winograd 1995), the
quality of the environment (Alberti 1996), air quality (Vlachokostas et al. 2012), water quality
(Hester and Little 2013), etc. Previous studies also classified environmental indicators according
to the specific topics involved (e.g., EEA 2005) such as the indicators that are related to physical
environment and the ones that are related to human activities that may exert significant changes
on the environment.
Though previous studies have discussed the development and utilization of the
environmental-related sustainability indicators to measure the practical progress towards
sustainable development (e.g., OCED 2000), there is no consensus over which environmental
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measures of sustainability should be considered universally. Instead, the usefulness of the types of
environmental factors depends on the research goals in a specific context. In the current study,
considering the environmental measures of sustainability in an urban context at a macro level, the
sustainability-related factors are conceptually categorized into two groups: pollution-related
factors and energy use-related factors.
5.3: Correlation Analysis
The correlation analysis is chosen as a preferred method because sustainability-related
factors represent strong associations with LULCC theoretically but cannot serve as a predictor for
a causal relationship. For example, though LULCC urban areas and air pollution have been both
increased dramatically, reported by various previous studies (e.g., Huang and Du 2018), no direct
evidence has shown that a causal relationship between the two factors exists. Instead, the changes
are occurring due to the human-induced changes during the urbanization process. For example,
recent studies show that the human activities contributed to the release of a vast amount of carbon
dioxide into the atmosphere, and simultaneously, the human activities cause the changes in land
use/land cover (Salam and Noguchi 2005).
All the data related to environmental-sustainable variables were taken from the World
Bank (2020). Please refer to APPENDIX D for the data sources of all the selected environmental
factors. Then, a correlation analysis was conducted for investigating the relationship between
urban urban area changes and each environmental-sustainable factor. The selected environmentalsustainable factors, the definitions, and the related hypotheses are shown in Table 5. 1.
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Table 5.1: The selected sustainability-related factors for the correlation analysis: the definitions,
and the related hypotheses
The Factor Selected

Definition of the Factor

Proposed Hypothesis

Total Energy Use

“Refers to use of primary energy before
transformation to the end-use fuels, which is
equal to indigenous production plus imports
and stock changes, minus exports and fuels
supplied to ships and aircraft engaged in
international transport” (World Bank 2020)
“Is the share of renewables energy in total
final energy consumption” (World Bank
2020)

H1: Total energy use is
positively correlated with
the urban areas

Renewable Energy
Consumption

Total Green House Gas
Emission

CO2 Emission from Gaseous
Fuel Consumption

CO2 Emission from Solid
Fuel Consumption

CO2 Emission from Liquid
Fuel Consumption

CO2 Emission Per Capita

Methane Emission

Nitrous Oxide Emission

H2: Renewable energy
consumption is positively
correlated with the urban
areas
H3: Total Green House Gas
Emission
is
positively
correlated with the urban
areas

“Are composed of CO2 totals excluding
short-cycle biomass burning (such as
agricultural waste burning and savanna
burning) but including other biomass burning
(such as forest fires, post-burn decay, peat
fires and decay of drained peatlands), all
anthropogenic CH4 sources, N2O sources and
F-gases (HFCs, PFCs and SF6)” (World Bank
2020)
“Refer mainly to emissions from use of H4: CO2 Emission from
natural gas as an energy source” (World Bank Gaseous Fuel Consumption
2020)
is positively correlated with
the urban areas
“Refer mainly to emissions from use of H5: CO2 Emission from
petroleum-derived fuels as an energy source” Solid Fuel Consumption
(World Bank 2020)
is positively correlated with
the urban areas
“Refer mainly to emissions from use of coal H6: CO2 Emission from
as an energy source” (World Bank 2020)
Liquid Fuel Consumption
is positively correlated with
the urban areas
“CO2 Emission divided by the population” H7: CO2 Emission per
(World Bank 2020)
capita
is
negatively
correlated with the urban
areas
“Refer to those stemming from human H7: Methane Emission
activities such as agriculture and from is positively correlated with
industrial methane production” (World Bank the urban areas
2020)
“Are emissions from agricultural biomass H8: Nitrous Oxide Emission
burning, industrial activities, and livestock is positively correlated with
management” (World Bank 2020)
the urban areas
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5.4: Interpretation of Correlation Results
The Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated. The results showed all the hypotheses
were supported. Specifically, the correlation results (indicated in Table 5.2, and 5.3, Figure 5.1,
5.2, and 5.3) showed a significant relationship between each sustainability-related factor and the
urban areas. Specifically, the correlation analysis revealed that the following factors are correlated
with LULCC urban area changes: 1) energy-use factors: renewable energy consumption, total use;
2) the emission / pollution related factors: total greenhouse gas emissions, CO2 emissions from
solid/liquid/gas sources, methane emissions, and nitrous oxide emissions. Note that thought the
total CO2 emissions from solid/liquid/gas sources are positively related to the urban areas, CO 2
emissions per capita is negatively correlated to the urban areas.
Table 5.2: Pearson Correlation results between urban area changes and the following energy-use
factors: total energy use and renewable energy consumption
Pearson Correlations
Urban Area Changes
Urban Area
Changes

Total Energy Use
0.58*
0.02

*

Total Energy Use

0.58
0.02
0.79**

Renewable Energy
Consumption
0.79**
< 0.01

-

0.23
Renewable Energy
<
0.01
Consumption
0.41
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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0.23
0.41
-

Table 5. 3: Pearson Correlation results between urban area changes and the following pollution-related factors: total green house gas
emission, CO2 emission from gaseous / solid / liquid fuel consumption, CO2 emission per capita, methane emission, and nitrous oxide
emission
Pearson Correlations
Urban Area
Changes
Urban Area Changes
Total Green House
Gas Emission
CO2 Emission from
Gaseous Fuel
Consumption
CO2 Emission from
Solid Fuel
Consumption
CO2 Emission from
Liquid Fuel
Consumption

0.97**
< 0.01
0.93**
< 0.01

Total Green
House Gas
Emission

0.97**
< 0.01
0.97**
< 0.01

CO2 Emission
from Gaseous
Fuel
Consumption

CO2 Emission
from Solid Fuel
Consumption

CO2 Emission
from Liquid Fuel
Consumption

CO2 Emission
Per Capita

Methane
Emission

Nitrous
Oxide
Emission

0.93**
< 0.01
0.97**
< 0.01
-

0.79**
< 0.01
0.86**
< 0.01
0.83**
< 0.01

0.65**
< 0.01
0.65
< 0.01
0.67**
< 0.01

- 0.63**
< 0.01
- 0.69**
< 0.01
- 0.69**
< 0.01

0.97**
< 0.01
0.93**
< 0.01
0.92**
< 0.01

0.96**
< 0.01
0.98**
< 0.01
0.97**
< 0.01

- 0.26
0.35

0.78*
0.02

0.91**
< 0.01

0.34
0.34

0.69**
< 0.01

- 0.63
0.05
-

- 0.60**
0.01
0.96**
< 0.01
-

0.79**
< 0.01

0.86**
< 0.01

0.83**
< 0.01

-

0.80**
< 0.01

0.65**
< 0.01

0.65**
< 0.01

0.67**
< 0.01

0.80**
< 0.01

-

- 0.63**
- 0.69**
- 0.69**
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
0.97**
0.93**
0.92**
Methane Emission
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
**
**
0.96
0.98
0.97**
Nitrous Oxide
Emission
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

- 0.26
0.35
0.78*
0.02
0.91**
< 0.01

0.00
0.99
0.34
0.34
0.69**
< 0.01

CO2 Emission Per
Capita
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0.00
0.99
- 0.63
0.05
- 0.60*
< 0.01

0.96**
< 0.01

Figure 5.1: Pearson correlation scatter plots with significance levels between urban area changes
and the following energy-use factors: total energy use and renewable energy consumption
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Figure 5.2: Pearson correlation scatter plots with significance levels between urban area changes
and the following pollution-related factors: total green house gas emission and CO2 emission
from gaseous / solid / liquid fuel consumption
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Figure 5.3: Pearson correlation scatter plots with significance levels between urban area changes
and the following pollution-related factors: CO2 emission per capita, methane emission, nitrous
oxide emission, and other green house emission
A key aspect of results shows that various types of air pollutions have a positive correlation
with the increase of urban areas, while the increase rate per capita is reducing (by a negative
correlation to the urban areas). For example, the CO2 emissions per capita is negatively correlated
with the urban area changes, which indicates that though the population, economic, and social
growth are representing the main human activities in the urban transformations, the CO2 emissions
are better controlled despite the future trend of large population growth. There are many reasons
behind the decreasing of CO2 emissions per capita such as the economic conditions (e.g., efficiency
in industry), tourism income (Tsai 2019). Furthermore, the higher correlation between CO2
emission from gaseous fuel consumption and urban areas than the correlation between CO 2
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emission from solid fuel or liquid fuel consumption also indicates that the country is adopting a
cleaner fuel consumption plan overall over the previous 20 years. Along with other factors such as
the increasing sustainable use of renewable energy, the electricity consumption from natural gas
consumption rather than oil sources, and the reduction of fossil fuel energy consumption, the
sustainable energy policies for the study area are directed toward a good outcome and work well
despite the urban crawl expansions.
Generally, the study emphasizes the correlation between the LULCC and pollution and
energy-use related factors, which provides the implications on sustainable development policy on
environmental grounds, such as the sustainable use of energy resource, land use and pollution, etc.
Along with the economic and social factors mentioned before, these sustainability-related factors
provide great insights into understanding sustainable decision making in a comprehensive DSPIR
model, which will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6: The Integration of DPSIR Framework
This chapter will use a theoretical model (DPSIR Framework) to link LULCC with socioeconomic driving forces and sustainability-related factors and explain why DPSIR framework is
important to understand sustainability and sustainable decision making. The UAE region has
unique climate, biology diversity, environmental protection policies, dense population, as well as
natural landscapes. Utilizing remote sensing as an environmental monitoring tool that detects and
monitors LULCC, the study is able to develop an adapted DPSIR model for sustainable land
management in the study area and explore the applicability of integrating remote sensing and
sustainability conceptual framework to analyze changing dynamics.
6.1: The Background of DPSIR Framework
Environmental sustainability issues have emerged because of urbanization-related
consequences, such as population growth, utilization of natural resources, climate change,
pollution, etc. As previous chapters indicate, sustainable development faces great challenges due
to urban transformation, accompanied by both social and economic development. The meaning of
sustainability implies any development that satisfy the demands of the present world with no
sacrifice on the needs of future generations (WCED 1987). Because sustainability is a broad term,
past studies proposed various models and frameworks to describe the concept. Among the
proposed models and frameworks, a conceptual driving force-pressure-state-impact-response
(DPSIR) framework has been widely used for indicator development (United Nations 2007).
DPSIR framework has been widely used for analyzing various environmental problems. For
example, it is a common technique for defining the sustainability indicators (e.g., Pissourios 2013).
Also, DPSIR framework can be considered at micro level (e.g., a DPSIR framework at local level
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that aimed at resolving local water pollution issues) or macro level (e.g., a country level of climate
change and its impact)
According to DPSIR framework, every sustainability indicator can be classified as a
driving force (which refers to the activities that impact sustainability), pressure (forces that act on
the state), state (current situation), impact (the effect of the state) or response (response actions
intended for sustainability) (UNEP 2007). The indicators and their interrelationships can be used
to explain a process towards sustainability in which a driving force can set pressure and impact a
current situation (state), take on effect, and produce a response. For example, in the scenario of
urban environmental sustainability, a common driving force can be human activities, and a relevant
pressure can be water pollution, a corresponding state can be wetland change, which produce an
impact on the environment, and a policy or social sustainability action (response).

Figure 6.1: The original DPSIR (driver-pressure-state-impact-response) framework
Despite the strengths and advantages of using DPSIR framework to explain the relationship
between socio, economic, and environmental factors (Svarstad et al. 2008), previous studies
pointed out that DPSIR framework was criticized because of its limited explanation of a one-to61

one relationship between the factors rather than a more complicated framework that involves the
interrelationships (e.g., Patricio et al. 2016). between all factors. LULCC study involves theoretical
understanding and modeling of land changes supported by empirical evidence and data. Due to the
complexity of the assessment of LULCC impacts, past studies have suggested a combination of
various resources of methods including models, maps, and frameworks into the analysis (Verheye
2009). Combined with remote sensing analysis, the DPSIR framework can provide more valid and
reliable land surface information, and quantify the influences of driving forces and LULCC, as
well as predict the impact on the corresponding urbanization and sustainable transformation. It
also enables the framework to explain the variables, the outcomes of the variables, and the
antecedents in an interactive way without the isolation from the system.
Furthermore, DPSIR framework emphasizes studying the driving force indicators as it
views the sustainability process as dynamic rather than static. The relationships between driving
forces, pressures, states, impacts, and responses are the foundation of the current research: what
are the driving forces of the particular sustainability problem, and how to explore the causal
relationships between driving forces, outcomes, and responses towards a more sustainable
development? As the public concern about how human activities impact sustainability for future
generations is rising, the sustainable exploitation and utilization of land resources attracted great
attention. Adopting DPSIR framework, the LULCC study consists of the current LULCC situation
(LULCC is viewed as a “state”), the identification of driving forces of LULCC (which are viewed
as drivers), the corresponding pressure initiated by driving forces, impacts (on environment) and
response components regarding sustainable development. After empirically exploring the
relationship between LULCC and its driving forces, an adapted DPSIR framework that includes
all the variables in the empirical study mentioned in the previous chapters can be developed.
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6.2: The Adapted Model: Integration of Driving Forces and Sustainability Factors
Based on the remote sensing data and correlation analysis results, an adapted model of
DPSIR is adopted to describe within the context of sustainable urbanization in UAE, as shown in
Figure 6.2. In the adapted DPSIR model, the LULCC information obtained from remote sensor is
marked as “state”; the socio-economic factors, which represent the driving forces from human
activities, are marked as “drivers”; and sustainability-related factors, which represent the
correlated environmental variables, are marked as “pressure”. The correlations results indicate the
interactive and interdependent relationships between the three groups of factors: 1) the
urbanization process is accompanied by both economic and social development, as urbanization
needs to satisfy human demand for socio-economic activities. Also, sustainable development is
highly dependent on the social and economic conditions in urban areas (Pugh 2014); 2) socioeconomic activities in the urban areas exacerbate the LULCC and modify the environmental
systems; 3) The socio-economic development and LULCC exert the negative impact on the
environmental systems, while the pressure on the environmental systems (such as the exhaustion
of natural resources) in turn inhibits the land use and socio-economic development.
Previous studies indicated the importance of including sustainability indicators in order to
provide a better prediction in the model (e.g., DPSIR framework) with less uncertainty (Prouzet
2014), as indicators can provide updated information about variables that are specifying the states
and driving forces underlying the impact. It is especially important for a national policy, as the
integration of indicators into the planning can dramatically alter the directions and goals of the
national policies regarding the actions toward sustainable development. For example, when
environmental sustainability is considered, the monitoring process of social and economic
activities can be investigated to ensure whether a sustainable objective is accomplished, as that
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sustainable objective can be particularly associated with the specific social, economic, or
environmental indicators. Furthermore, the empirical data on LULCC and driving force factors
can guide the current actions and impact the state, impact, and response in the future. When
combined with remote sensing analysis, the DPSIR framework can explain the urban
transformation, the underlying factors, as well as the influences, outcomes, and responses in a
more dynamic way, with the aim of predicting the future consequences of the policy actions.
To further analyze the effects of the components in the framework, it needs to be pointed
out that the changes of certain sustainable indicators can be favorable to some of the outcome
variables but bring about negative consequences to other outcome variables. For example, the
industrial construction operations in the study area can lead to great economic growth which
positively transform the unused land and improve the overall planning on land use; however, the
construction planning can exert short-term and long-term impacts on the environment, originating
the air pollution, noise, etc. Also, when facing the scenario that the socio-economic driving forces
are harder to be intervened, policy makers can still cope with the issues resulted from the driving
forces and pressure.
6.3: The Configuration of the Adapted DPSIR Framework
The configuration of the adapted DPSIR framework followed the steps suggested by
Prouzet (2014). As discussed before, the study included five groups of indicators in the model:
driving force indicators are defined as the human activities from social and economic aspects
during the urbanization process; pressure indicators are defined as environmental changes during
the urbanization process; the state refers to changing conditions of the land, and in this scenario,
refer to the LULCC in the process of urbanization. The driving forces, the pressures, and the state
are the quantified variables in this model, in which the quantified relationships between the driving
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forces (Chapter 4: socio-economic factors), the pressures (Chapter 5: sustainability-related factors),
and the state (Chapter 3: the urban area changes) were quantitively articulated into the DPSIR
framework.
It should be noted that the adapted DPSIR framework still organizes the indicators in the
correlated relationships, with an emphasis on the dynamic and interactive approach. This is
because not a single cause can contribute to the entire changes in the model, and the variables can
serve as both the cause and the effect. Additionally, following the previous research, the adapted
DPSIR framework adopts an intermediate approach (Prouzet 2014), which includes a hybrid of
both qualitative (e.g., pressure, actions, responses) and quantitative indicators (e.g., state, driving
forces). The quantitative indicators are measured based on the real data in the past and present to
describe or project the trends and responses in the system. For example, remote sensing technology
provides the quantitative measures of LULCC in the given period as a way of predicting the future
LULCC in the urban transformation process and monitoring whether the sustainability-related
policies can be effective. Prouzet (2014) pointed out that qualitative indicators are important as
well, because it can also serve to predict the outcomes of the system, especially when the outcomes
cannot be easily quantified. Thus, the quantitative measures such as LULCC, driving forces, and
sustainability-related factors (e.g., pollution, energy use) that act as impacts. The adapted DPSIR
model also includes the qualitative measures regarding the analysis of actions and responses to
form a more complete and complex system of explaining urban transformation in the study area.
Qualitative measures refer to the sustainability indicators that cannot be quantified numerically.
For example, national policies are typical qualitative measures as it describes the sustainability
policy, goals, and implications conceptually rather than in a quantitatively measured model.
Qualitative measures of sustainability are equally important as quantitative measures because they
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are defining the scope, the characteristics, and the types of sustainability policies, thus contributes
to the establishment of a conceptual DPSIR framework that can identify the key practices and
decisions of sustainability.
According to the correlation results, the pressures that are related to the changes of the state
are ranked. The higher correlation coefficient indicates the stronger correlation between the
pressure and the state. Previous research indicates that the variables need to be evaluated based on
“prioritization” to determine which are the most influential ones (Reckermann 2012). See the
ranking according to the prioritization for impacting the environment during the urbanization
process in Figure 6.2. The driving forces and pressures that have higher correlations with the
LULCC discussed in the previous studies are ranked higher, as these factors contributed more
largely to the urban area changes in the urban transformation.
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Figure 6.2: The adapted DPSIR framework: drivers and pressure are detailed by the socio-economic and sustainability-related
factors (the prioritization of the factors is derived from the correlation results)
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Including the qualitative variables enables the framework to predict the response of the
dynamic system more comprehensively. There are two qualitative variables that explain the
consequence and reaction components. One group of qualitative variables are called “impacts”,
which refer to the effect generated from the interactions between driving forces, pressures, and
state. The common “impacts” are marked in various interacted relationship between driving forces,
pressures, and state, as shown in Figure 6.3. An example of these impacts can be that the air
pollution sources from methane, CO2, and other primary greenhouse gas have negatively impacted
the environment, causing problems such as warmer temperature, deterioration of fields, reduction
in agriculture crops, wellbeing and health of the residents, lower air quality in the urban area, etc.
The other group of qualitative variables are called “responses”, which refer to reactions in
response to the immediate and long-term effect of other variables. Responses are typically
employed by human that relates to public policies, reactions, and activities. The impacts and
responses highlight the fact that the system in the DPSIR framework involves a bidirectional
process, in which the impacts and responses have the effect on the other variables as well. For
example, the policy over the subject of pollution control at the regional and country level. The
framework is adapted from the schema developed by Prouzet (2014), where along with the five
indicator groups / variables, the objectives of system improvement and reference points are also
included (Figure 6.3). The general objectives as well as the reference points should be addressed
so that the focus of the response section of the adapted DPSIR framework can be expanded. The
general objectives of system improvement are aimed at improving the status of the system with
the effective actions. Previous studies, for example, identified objectives such as sustainable
development goals (SDG) in order to assess the impacts more comprehensively in a cause-effect
network (Chandrakumar and McLaren 2018). As the previous research suggests that sustainable
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development goals (SDG) cannot be considered in a DPSIR without examining the social and
economic aspects (Capaldo 2020), the current study adopts the concept of sustainable development
goals (SDG) in urban transformation context and integrate it into a broad and adapted DPSIR
framework. Additionally, it is important to assign the objectives specifically to the qualitative
variables, so the two qualitative variables, impacts and responses, can be evaluated or measured,
in a broad range.
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Figure 6.3: The adapted DPSIR framework: drivers and pressure detailed by the correlation factors, Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGS), and reference points for evaluating the impacts
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As shown in Figure 6.3, the sustainable development goals (UN 2018) are categorized into
the major six objectives: sustainable cities and communities (Goal 11), climate action (Goal 13),
life on land (Goal 15), affordable and clean energy (Goal 7), industry, innovation, and
infrastructure (Goal 9), and responsible consumption and production (Goal 12). Though there are
17 total goals proposed (UN 2018), only the more relevant ones that aimed at promoting the
sustainable development from social, economic, and environmental perspectives in the context of
urban transformation were selected. These sustainable development goals provide guidance on the
maintenance of the sustainable and resilient human activities in a complex social-economicenvironment system, and the solutions to advance the environmentally sustainable policies and
socio-economic development simultaneously. It should be emphasized that a framework that
brings together these sustainable development goals considers the interactive effect between socioeconomic driving forces, environmental pressure, LULCC, as well as the policy responses
regarding the sustainable urban development, industry development, well-being of the residents,
energy use, as well as air pollution control. Also, it is noted that the sustainable development goals
are inter-correlated. For example, Goal 7 “affordable and clean energy” illustrates the objective of
building clean, efficient, and affordable renewal energy into the resident communities and
commercial areas, which helps explain how to achieve Goal 11 “how to build sustainable cities
and communities”.
Also, align with the sustainable development goals, reference points provide the reference
values that describe the acceptable state of the system, thus form an important part of the
sustainability indicators that indicate how the sustainable development goals can be applied in an
urban scenario. Because sustainability involves three dimensions (economic, social, and
environmental), the selection of reference points needs to capture all the aspects of the
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sustainability dimensions in a coherent way and meet the requirements from various stakeholders.
For example, energy resources are still essential for the social and economic development in the
study area, and thus require a comprehensive plan integrating sustainable use of energy resources,
the development of renewable resources, mitigating the negative impact from the traditional fossil
fuels to satisfy both the environmental and socio-economic needs. Furthermore, reference points
can help clarify the management actions that operationalize the management objectives in a wellcontrolled system (Prouzet 2014). To define the reference points, the current study utilized a
combination of spatial, historical, and functional approach (Prouzet 2014). A spatial approach
allows the remote sensing technology to be applied to make a comparison between the land surface
changes in different study time frame, especially focusing on key surface characteristics changes,
such as water, bare ground, forest, etc. A historical approach can be integrated as well when certain
land changes need to be explained in numerical models. For example, the phenomenon of the land
changes can be accompanied by the change in pollutant levels, which needs to be evaluated and
compared using time-series data. A functional approach, on the other hand, allows the study of the
mechanisms underlying the land change phenomenon to be feasible by studying, for example, the
human activities associated with converting lands for urbanization and social and economic
development. The investigation on reference points is thus essential for detecting the impacts, state,
and pressure indicators as well as tailoring and monitoring the response policies.
Based on the above discussion, the response indicators are formed in terms of suggestions
on governmental policies regarding sustainable improvements. The social, economic, and
environmental perspectives are translated into the response policies. Though the response
indicators are focusing on the outcomes, they also provide information for decision makers to
establish the action plans on a development of the process to improve the government’s responses
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to other indicators, as the indicators are utilized to identify the responses toward adapting,
mitigating, relieving, or improving the current state. The implementation of these response
indicators is following the key Sustainable Development Goals mentioned before. For each
sustainable development goal, the response indicators are listed in Table 6.1. It is recommended
that the supportive policies be implemented at a national level and monitored using reference
points and other indicators to track and measure the progress towards a more sustainable status.
For each Sustainable Development Goal, response options have been addressed along with
the bases from the outcomes of the current study (correlation results) or previous literature.
Responses are regarded as the perception of influences of each Sustainable Development Goal on
sustainability-oriented decision making or public policies. Specifically,
a) For SDG Goal 11 Sustainable Cities and Communities: key response options include
1) utilizing the edges of the cities / suburban sprawl and take advantage of the
economies of scale. This is based on the correlation results of a strong relationship
between urban population and urban land change, as well as a strong relationship
between population in the largest city and urban land change. Furthermore, previous
studies indicate that efficiency of public utilities can be achieved by the effects of
population density and economies of scale (Prieto et al. 2015); 2) improve public transit,
e.g., fixed route transportation – this argument is based on the previous literature
(Miller et al. 2016) that effective public transportation system is one key factor of urban
sustainable development; 3) increase public space and services for community land use
– which is based on the previous literature (Ma et al. 2019) that there remains a
relationship between multifunctional land use patterns and sustainable land
development; 4) proper allocation of the public resources – which is based on previous
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studies (e.g. Evans et al. 2019) that the appropriate allocation and sharing of resources
are necessary in order to resolve the sustainability problems and promote eco-friendly
communities; 5) adopt renovated applications on green infrastructure for public use.
This argument is based on the evidence that the effects of renovated applications and
green infrastructure offer sustainability benefits (Dhkal and Chevalier 2017), such as
improving climate change problems, etc.; 6) promote sustainable construction and
replacement on land resources – which is based on a positive relationship between
sustainable land construction and replacement and the release of land resources (Wang
et al. 2019)
b) For SDG Goal 13 Climate Action, the key response options include: 1) reduce methane
emission and nitrous oxide emission from energy production. This is based on the
correlation results of both a strong correlation between methane emission and urban
land change and a strong correlation between nitrous oxide emission and urban land
change. Note that methane emission is generally sourced from agricultural activities,
energy systems, and industrial processes, etc., It should be emphasized that this study,
however, focuses only on the change of methane emission in the urbans setting.
Previous studies supported that the contribution of urbanization to the methane
emission is due to the various types of energy consumption and industrial activities
(e.g., Churkina 2016, Hopkins et al. 2016, Zhao et al. 2019, etc.). It can be concluded
that a positive correlation between methane emission and urban land change can be
supported. Aligning with SDG Goal 13 Climate Action, the proposed response options
are more related to methane emission from oil & gas operations as well as municipal
wastewater treatment. It is suggested that the renovated procedure should be applied to
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reduce methane emission from these industry operations in energy systems and
wastewater treatment systems. Similar response options should be also applied for
nitrous oxide emission, as nitrous oxide emission is sourced from land use and
industrial operations (e.g., wastewater treatment, etc.) in the urban setting. 2) reduce
carbon emissions in the construction of sustainable communities, which is based on the
correlation results that carbon dioxide emission from all sources (gaseous fuel, solid
fuel, and liquid fuel) are strongly correlated with the urban land change. Various green
construction techniques can be used in constructing sustainable communities and
reduce carbon dioxide emission. 3) develop simulated models for land use to predict
the outcomes of land-use activities. This is based on the previous research that
simulated models for land use can more effectively assess the outcome of urban
sustainability (Maoh and Kanaroglou 2009). This kind of simulation models integrates
the modeling of various biophysical and socio-economic factors and the effect of these
factors on land use activities.
c) For SDG Goal 15 Life on Land, the potential response actions include: 1) adapting land
management practices on land dissertation and drought caused by urbanization.
Various research shed light on various land management practices and their mitigation
effect on land desertification and degradation (e.g., Smith et al. 2020); 2) protect land
ecosystems and biodiversity based on the bio-physical factors of the area. Though this
study did not consider the bio-physical factors in the urban environment in UAE or
how the bio-physical factors may exert the effect on land ecosystems and biodiversity,
it is still important to note that previous studies examined the relationship between
various bio-physical factors and urbanization and proposed several protection method
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on ecosystem and biodiversity in urban setting (e.g., Song and Deng 2017, etc.); 3)
promote quality of life with a predictive model that manage the interactions between
resources, environment, and life on land – which is based on the research that the
computational complexity in modern predictive and analytical tools enable sustainable
development process to be monitored and controlled in a more effective way (e.g.,
Lucia et al. 2017, etc.)
d) SDG Goal 7 Affordable and Clean Energy: the potential response actions include: 1)
high technology to increase energy efficiency and reduce cost, which is based on the
correlation result that there remains a positive correlation between total energy use and
land use change. Renovated technology and design may improve energy efficiency,
reduce cost, and emissions as well; 2) utilize more green technologies, which is based
on a strong and positive correlation between renewable energy consumption and land
use change. Though the efforts on renewable energy consumption have been witnessed
in UAE in the recent decades, the continued effort regarding the utilization of green
energy sources, such as wind and solar energy, should be continually expanding in the
urban area; 3) develop programing-based control for renewable energy systems. High
relevant to the response action 2), this argument is based on the previous research that
the optimization of renewable energy systems can enhance the system applicability, as
renewable energy may require advanced control methods for optimization of the
performance (Erdinc and Uzunoglu 2012); 4) data mining to improve energy services
and understand user energy needs. This is based on the previous studies that data
mining technologies can be used in building energy systems to predict energy demand
and consumption (e.g., Fan et al. 2014); 5) The adoption of green energy calls for
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government policy support and investment. This argument is supported by previous
studies, such as Owen et al. (2018), that renewable and green innovation projects,
especially those at early-stages, require government support and proactive policies to
provide incentives for the development of renewable energy.
e) For SDG Goal 9 Industry, Innovation, and Infrastructure, the key response options
include: 1) improve technology and innovation for green industrial development, which
is supported by the correlation results that both industry development and total
greenhouse gas emission are positive related to urban land change. In order to attain a
sustainable industrial development, the manufacturing and the related sector need to
improve technology and innovation to enhance productivity and reduce emissions; 2)
community support for resolving the conflicted interests between industry, community,
and environment. This argument is based on the correlation results that labor force
participation is strongly correlated with the urban land change. The community
workforce can support industry and become a key stakeholder in influencing
environmental decisions and providing labor support for resolving the conflicted
interests between industry, community, and environment; 3) innovative strategic
planning integrating the corporate social responsibility practices. This is based on the
previous research that companies need to enhance the concept of sustainability at
strategic planning level for organizational improvements (e.g., Teixeira and Junior
2019) and practices of corporate social responsibility behavior to exert a positive
impact on sustainability development within the community; 4) optimize data
management and analytics in the value chain – which is based on the notion that big
data analytics can be utilized to improve companies’ efforts in considering the impact
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of supply chain flows on environment and promoting sustainable supply chain
performance (e.g., Bag et al. 2020).
f) For SDG Goal 12 Responsible Consumption and Production, the potential response
actions include: 1) collaborate with governmental agencies to improve technology for
sustainable production with minimal environmental pollutions. This is based on the
correlation results that manufacturing and GDP have positive correlations with urban
land change. Sustainable manufacturing sectors and healthy economic development
require technology improvement for sustainable production that exerts the minimal
impact on environmental pollutions; 2) optimize the resources consumed with cost
benefit analysis – which is based on the previous research that the cost benefit analysis
enables stakeholders to evaluate the economic and environmental impacts
simultaneously to optimize the resource allocation for communities and industries; 3)
reasonable land use for consumption and production. This is based on the results that
services, manufacturing, as well as agriculture/forestry/fishing have positive
correlations with urban land use. The utilization of land resources for production as
well as consumption needs to consider various environmental conditions to ensure the
land use planning for sustainable consumption and production in various industry
categories.
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Table 6.1: The response indicators and bases for each sustainable development goal
Sustainable
Development
Goals

SDG Goal 11
Sustainable Cities
and Communities

Responses for DPSIR
Framework

Bases for the Responses

Measures / Sustainability Indicators
for SDG Goals

1: Utilize the edges of the cities /
suburban sprawl and take
advantage of the economies of
scale

1: correlation results (C) – urban
population (0.98**), population in the
largest city (0.97**); reference (R) Prieto et al. (2015) the relationship
between population density
and economies of scale

1: city investment / cost / ROI; urban
population rate; population density

2: Improve public transit, e.g.,
fixed route transportation

2: reference (R) – Miller et al. (2016)
– how public transportation can
promote sustainability

2: access rate to public transport;
transit time

3: increase public space and
services for community land use

3: reference (R)- Ma et al. (2019) – the
land use supply on sustainability
demand

3: public green space, rate of public
land conversion; productivity in
public sector

4: Proper allocation of the public
resources

4: reference (R) – e.g., Evans et al.
(2019) - to resolve the sustainability
problems and promote communities,
the appropriate allocation and sharing
of resources are necessary

4: rate of resource allocation in public
sector

5: Adopt renovated applications
on green infrastructure for public
use

5: reference (R) – e.g., Dhkal and
Chevalier (2017) - how the
application of green infrastructure
offers sustainability benefits

5: rate of green infrastructure
implementation; air quality
indicator; water quality indicator

6: Promote sustainable
construction and replacement on
land resources

6: reference (R) – Wang et al. (2019) –
the sustainable land construction and
replacement can promote the release
of land resources

6: utilization rate of sustainable
construction materials; air quality
indicator; water quality indicator
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SDG Goal 13
Climate Action

SDG Goal 15 Life
on Land

SDG Goal 7
Affordable and
Clean Energy

1: Reduce methane emission and
nitrous oxide emission from
energy production and
wastewater treatment

1: correlation results (C) – methane
emission (0.97**), correlation results
(C) – nitrous oxide emission (0.96**)

1: methane emission concentration

2: Reduce carbon emissions in the
construction of sustainable
communities

2: correlation results (C) – CO2
emission from gaseous fuel (0.93**),
solid fuel (0.79**), liquid fuel
(0.65**)

2: carbon dioxide emission
concentration

3: Develop simulated models for
land use to predict the outcomes
of land-use activities

3: reference (R) – Maoh and
Kanaroglou (2009) simulated models
for land use can better assess the
outcome of urban sustainability

3: adoption rate of renovated models
in predicting land activities

1: Adapting land management
practices on land desertification
and drought caused by
urbanization

1: reference (R) – Smith et al. (2020)
the land management practices such
as increasing the land productivity
exerts mitigation effect on land
desertification and degradation

1: land desertification rate

2: Protect land ecosystem and
biodiversity based on the biophysical factors of the area

2: reference (R) – e.g., Song and Deng
(2017) for the area with flat
topography and high level of
urbanization, the response policy
should focus on the protection of
cultivated land

2: ecosystem diversity performance

3: Promote quality of life with a
3: reference (R) – e.g., Lucia et al.
predictive model that manage the (2017) – the computational
interactions between resources,
complexity enables the sustainable
environment, and life on land
development models to provide more
robust predictive control

3: environmental quality indicator;
life quality indicator

1: High technology to increase
energy efficiency and reduce
cost

1: technology adoption rate in energy
sector; total energy consumption

1: correlation results (C) - total energy
use (0.58*)
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SDG Goal 9
Industry,
Innovation and
Infrastructure

2: Utilize more green
technologies, e.g., solar energy,
wind, etc.

2: correlation results (C) – renewable
energy consumption (0.80**)

2: renewable energy consumption

3: Develop programing-based
control for renewable energy
systems

3: reference (R) – e.g., Erdinc and
Uzunoglu (2012) – the optimization
of renewable energy systems can
enhance the system applicability

3: technology adoption rate in energy
sector; renewable energy
consumption

4: Data mining to improve energy
services and understand user
energy needs, e.g., consumption
for electricity

4: reference (R) Fan et al. (2014) –
data mining can be used to predict
energy demand and consumption by
predictive algorithms

4: rate of machine learning
technology adoption in energy sector

5: The adoption of green energy
needs government policy and
investment

5: reference (R) Owen et al. (2018) –
early-stage renewable and green
innovation projects requires
government policy

5: amount of government funding in
investing on renewable energy

1: Improve technology and
innovation for green industrial
development

1: correlation results (C) – industry
(0.82**), total green house gas
emission (0.97**)

1: technology adoption rate

2: Community support for
resolving the conflicted interests
between industry, community,
and environment

2: correlation results (C) – labor force
participation (0.84**)

2: social support performance of
industries on communities

3: Innovative strategic planning
integrating the corporate social
responsibility practices

3: reference (R) – Teixeira and Junior
(2019) – companies need to enhance
sustainability at strategic planning
level for organizational
improvements

3: corporate social responsibility
performance

4: Optimize data management and
analytics in the value chain

4: reference (R) – Bag et al. (2020) big
data analytics can be utilized to
promote sustainable supply chain
performance

4: machine learning technology
performance in value chain
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SDG Goal 12
Responsible
Consumption and
Production

1: Collaborate with governmental
agencies to improve technology
for sustainable production with
minimal environmental
pollutions

1: correlation results (C) –
manufacturing (0.97*), GDP (0.93**)

1: technology adoption rate for
sustainable production; air quality
indicator; water quality indicator

2: Optimize the resources
consumed with cost benefit
analysis

2: reference (R) – e.g., Chang et al.
(2020) the resources for urban
sustainability needs to consider costbenefit-risk tradeoffs

2: ROI on resources; consumption
rate

3: Reasonable land use for
consumption and production

3: correlation results (C) – services
(0.96**) manufacturing (0.97**),
agriculture forestry fishing (0.82**)

3: land use rate for consumption and
production

4: Utilize big data and machine
learning in various industries for
predictive analytics

4: reference (R) – e.g., Tayal et al.
(2020) a sustainable manufacturing
layout can be optimized using big
data and machine learning

4: machine learning technology
performance in industries

Note. Correlation Results (C) - indicates that the responses are based on the correlation results of the current study. The text was made bold to highlight that the results
are a major outcome of the correlation analysis. ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05; Reference (R) – indicates that the responses are based on the previous literatures.
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6.4: The Application of the Adapted DPSIR Framework in Future Studies
The adapted DPSIR framework integrates the correlation results (between socio-economic
factors, sustainability-related factors and urban land change), Sustainable Development Goals, and
reference points, thus provides the feasibility of applying the model in various environments. Its
application in other contexts, however, depends on how sustainability and other factors are related
in a combined sustainable decision-making framework. Aligning with Sustainable Development
Goals, various investigation methods, such as spatial approach, historical approach, and functional
approach have been proposed. For example, if decision makers and public policy makers are
concerned with the sustainability-related environmental policies to govern social and economic
activities, the model that emphasizes the Sustainable Development Goals and functional approach
would become highly relevant. Generally, the adapted DPSIR framework serves as possible
explanations and predictions for the actions oriented by Sustainable Development Goals. This
model can also help identify the elements or factors that contribute to the sustainable decisionmaking process. These elements and factors can be measured quantitively by the indicators
proposed in Table 6.1. For each Sustainable Development Goal and its corresponding response
options, the sustainability indicators have been listed as measures to evaluate and monitor the
development progress towards that goal.
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Chapter 7: General Discussions and Future Research
7.1: General Conclusion
For years researchers are dealing with environmental problems and the social-economic
variables within the boundaries of a more sustainable system. The sustainable practices can
mitigate the environmental impacts of human activities but require the governmental
administration and the implementation of national policies. To address the interactions between
environment, social, and economic development in an urbanization setting, the current study
utilizes remote sensing technology and machine learning algorithms to study LULCC information
and its relation to sustainability-related factors from environmental, social, and economic
perspectives at a large spatial (a country level) and temporal level (within a 20-year time frame).
The effects of the underlying drivers, the pressure (pollution and energy use) on the state (LULCC),
the impacts, and the responses are then put together in a Driver-Pressure-State-Impact-Response
(DPSIR) framework to conceptualize the urban transformation and propose the suggestions on
governmental policies regarding sustainable improvements. The empirical data and the theoretical
framework provide opportunities for researchers to better understand the process of a more
sustainable urbanization system and the performance of the decision making following sustainable
development goals (SDG). The results of the current study have shown that the urban areas faced
the dramatic increase during the study period, displayed by the urban sprawl in the coastal regions.
The further driving force analysis shows that the urban expansion is driven by urban population
growth, GDP, and the development of industries (e.g., services, manufacturing). Meanwhile, a
correlation analysis with the sustainability-related factors shows that LULCC process exerts
pressures on energy use and emissions. The key results are integrated into a theoretical framework
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to assess the sustainability process in a dynamic format and provide implications for establishing
sustainable policies.
7.2: Theoretical implications
The current study is an exploratory approach for linking the LULCC and the socioeconomic factors at a large spatial and temporal level. As Chapter 6 suggests, the conceptual model
produced based on the results from both remote sensing data and the further correlation analysis
addresses the interactions between LULCC variables, socio-economic variables, as well as the
environmental sustainability variables to support a whole system in which the relevant
sustainability-related parts dominate, interact, impact, and change the process. An urban
environment setting allows the discussion on the combination of different variables that influence
the ongoing LULCC during the urban development and transformation. The bridge between
LULCC and sustainability-related variables also provides the possibility of exploring how human
activities interact with natural resources and environment, and how these interactions can be
theoretically modeled in a sustainable framework.
Furthermore, the current study integrates several theories, analysis, and models, such as
remote sensing, DSPIR framework, Sustainability Development Goals (SDG) and reference points.
Though DSPIR framework is the core model, the integration of other theories and models allows
the study to further explore the mechanism and processes of a sustainable urban transformation in
which the role of sustainability-related variables from social, economic, and environmental aspects
work properly. For example, the study on Sustainability Development Goals (SDG) provides
guidance for the national policies to emphasize on more sustainable practices with the appropriate
social and economic growth, by integrating the Sustainability Development Goals. Consequently,
the adapted DSPIR framework can be used to construct a theoretical explanation on a
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sustainability-focused dynamic urban system in which human activities are the main forces on
changing the environmental variables and provide implications for the formulated sustainable
strategies in response to the environmental changes. The adapted DPSIR framework can also have
potential to be utilized in other contexts that address human-environment interactions, such as the
problems that involve natural resources, wastewater, forest, etc.
7.3: Methodological Implications
The current study utilizes remote sensing technology and machine learning algorithms to
classify the LULC images to detect the urban trend for a large study area within a 20-year time
frame. It supports the feasibility, fit, and applicability of the method in studying the LULC
exploration and its relationship to driving forces and sustainability-related factors. The advantage
of this method lies in the fact that mega image data with high spatial and temporal level can be
analyzed using a cloud-based computing platform (e.g., GEE) combined with remote sensing
technology without sacrificing the accuracy of spatial and temporal levels of LULCC details. Thus,
this method can be utilized in other study areas to detect the LULCC trends in high spatial and
temporal level.
The current study also introduced the analysis of the reference points in a sustainability
related DPSIR framework. As the previous chapter indicates, the investigation of the reference
points can be taken from three approaches: spatial data approach, historical data approach, and
functional data approach. The adapted framework can be empirically tested to demonstrate the
interaction effects between different variables. For example, the study on sustainable urban
transformation can be explored using a mixed methodology of the analysis of spatial data, the
examination of historical long-time series secondary data, as well as primary research design
methods such as survey and qualitative research design to explore the underlying factors. The
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results from a mix of methodologies can validate the original study results and provide more
explanations on LULCC phenomenon and its underlying mechanisms. Especially the machine
learning approach and the linked data-platforms can offset the disadvantages of the traditional
primary data collection and analysis and the related validation issues.
7.4: Implications for Practitioners
LULCC is a globally significant sustainability-related topic that brought attention to
researchers. Key issues of utilizing LULCC information on detecting and monitoring the
sustainable urban development in the recent years have been widely discussed. The current study
specifically focuses on the identification of the relationship between socio-economic factors and
environmental issues caused by the urbanization. As previous studies suggested, the factors
examined should be essential to the practice as well (Pissourios 2013). The current study is
beneficial for the exploration of sustainable development challenges in many areas that involve
human activities, such as how to generate economics of sustainable development, how to utilize
renewal energy resources, how to take advantage of an ethical and cultural perspective of
sustainable opportunities, etc. In order to provide a comprehensive view towards how land
information can be utilized on urban sustainability topics, the key social, economic, environmental
variables need to be addressed in various fields such as energy production and consumption,
environmental pollution, macro-economies, social and welfare development, public administration
policies, technology, and innovations, and so on.
To practitioners, sustainability needs to be characterized from a long-term perspective.
While there exists the debate over whether the national sustainability policies should be oriented
on short-term benefits such as economic development (e.g., a country that focuses on increasing
the economic growth first and then resolving the pollution issues), the current study holds the view
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that sustainability requires to be considered from a long-term perspective. In other words, the
decision making and the policies on sustainability should be taken from a more socially responsible
manner, with the environmental protection as the central goal for sustainable development.
Meanwhile, policy makers should seek proactive measures to enact environmental strategies
without a major sacrifice on social and economic development, with an aim of delivering
sustainable development in all kinds of related human activities.
7.5: Limitations and Future Research
The current study has several limitations. One limitation is that because the sustainability
related topics are complex and involve plenty of variables, the current study only includes key
sustainability indicators in the driving force analysis and the further construction of the adapted
DPSIR framework. Also, different from the previous studies, the current study did not involve the
bio-physical factors. Though the socio-economic factors have been the main factors underlying
the urbanization process, the bio-physical factors, such as topography, can also be associated with
the explanations of LULCC. Also, the current study only evaluated the LULCC information and
the driving factors in UAE. Most of the land in the study area is sandy desert, making most of the
surface features outside the urban areas homogeneous. Future studies can select the areas where
the desert landscape does not dominate, and examine various surface features, such as vegetation,
water surface, etc. to satisfy the research demand specifically in the selected regions. Also, future
studies may consider implementing multivariate analysis to further determine which variables have
stronger influence on LULCC, and the interaction effect between socio-economic and
sustainability-related factors on LULCC.
Another limitation is that the current study only performed on random forest classifiers for
obtaining the samples, thus makes it impossible to compare the effect of different machine learning
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classifiers on the training results. Also, a visual interpretation method may have its own limitations
of interpreting the results that vary idiosyncratically. However, the previous research suggested
that visual interpretation method performs better than computer interpretation on urban
environment as urban areas are heterogenous urban areas that consist of complex surfaces
(Chuvieco 2016). Future studies can conduct the analysis via computer image processing and
compare the results, as computer image processing is advantageous in objectivity and consistency.
Also, the current study did not further investigate the correlation relationships between
certain factors. For example, though several studies (e.g., Wunch et al. 2009, Zhao et al. 2019)
proposed that the association between methane emission and urbanization remains positive, which
is supported by the correlation results of this study, future research needs to further investigate
how the urban contribution of methane emissions is occurring when the land is converted for urban
uses. While the contribution of urbanization to the methane emission is due to the sources such as
the waste decomposition that was produced by urban communities (Churkina 2016, Bingemer and
Crutzen 1987), the general anthropogenic sources from urban areas (Hopkins et al. 2016),
wastewater treatment plants (Zhao et al. 2019), etc., it is still necessary to consider the natural
sources (e.g., agriculture) as the methane emission can be caused by biogenic contribution as well.
In the adapted DPSIR framework mentioned in the previous chapter, the three approaches
(spatial approach, historical approach, and functional approach) on the reference points were not
further expanded and tested empirically. Though the current study shed light on the integration of
a spatial approach that utilizes remote sensing technology and the functional approach to
investigate the underlying factors, future studies can further explore the opportunities for the
integration of historical approach as well. For example, the data analysis from the historical
census-based data from social surveys can be linked to the satellite imagery data to further
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understand the effect of the specific human activities on LULCC. It can be suggested that the
combination of spatial, historical, and functional approaches can help explore the fit between
theoretical framework, such as DPSIR, with the innovative machine learning and mega data
analytical tools to improve the decision-making performances in any systems. Also, the response
component of the DPSIR framework requires a quantitative measure to provide baseline
assessment and determine whether the response actions / policies are effective. By integrating the
reference points with spatial, historical, and functional approaches, futures studies can explore
both the qualitative indicators that can conceptually direct the response actions and the quantitative
indicators that can empirically test the effectiveness of the responses.
Lastly, future research should apply the adapted DPSIR framework in other contexts to test
its generalizability. The model can be easily adapted by integrating many other factors, such as
transportation factors that are highly related to urbanization, to make the framework more
complete. However, the adapted DPSIR framework should be oriented by Sustainable
Development Goals, which means this framework is more appropriately used in explaining and
predicting the sustainability-related environmental policies and how these policies guide other
activities, such as socio-economic activities. The framework provides several approaches (e.g.,
spatial approach, historical approach, and functional approach) as well as response indicators that
can be further examined in other contexts in both qualitative and quantitative measures.
7.6: Conclusion
The current study concerns the application of remote sensing and machine learning technology
in understanding the long-term urbanization trend and its related sustainable decision-making
process. To investigate the research questions, Landsat data classification has been conducted with
the Random Forest classifier to detect the 20-year urban trend for UAE urban areas. Then, LULCC
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was modeled as the predictor variable of a series of socio-economic factors as well as
sustainability-related factors. Lastly, an adapted DPSIR framework was applied to enhance the
understanding of how human-environment interactions impact sustainable decision making.
Specifically, the highlights of the conclusions for this dissertation work are listed below:
1) The urbanization is increasing rapidly over the 20-year period (from year 1999 to 2018)
for UAE urban areas. The other classification types, vegetation, bare land, and water areas
fluctuated within the study period.
2) Strong correlations exist between socio-economic factors and urban land change, which
supports that urbanization is accompanied by social and economic development.
3) Strong correlations exist between sustainability-related factors and urban land change,
which supports that urbanization is also accompanied by the increasing use of total energy
and renewable energy, as well as the increasing amount of various greenhouse gas
emissions.
4) An adapted Driver-Pressure-State-Impact-Response (DPSIR) framework integrated with
the LULCC information and the correlated socio-economic factors and sustainabilityrelated factors provides the feasibility and applicability of combining various variables in
understanding the sustainability-decision making process.
As a result, this study initiates the research interests of investigating various socioeconomic-environmental roles in an interdisciplinary sustainability framework. Future
research should continue testing the applicability of the machine learning approach and the
adapted DPSIR framework introduced in this study on sustainability and urbanization
problems.
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APPENDIX A
The URL Links of Remote Sensor Data from GEE for UAE (from 1999 to 2019)
Year

URL Link

1999

https://code.earthengine.google.com/6c5b8c18e1126f564aec0883dcb36c5b?noload=true

2000

https://code.earthengine.google.com/9dc7328b77cf7a2ea037d4c593783fd1?noload=true

2001

https://code.earthengine.google.com/6a4ce4bb9ba46cba9fee619594ac5875?noload=true

2002

https://code.earthengine.google.com/3b7ee4da10616687bc730e50f0aa31ea?noload=true

2003

https://code.earthengine.google.com/af1f5e50e1676678244805d93178efc5?noload=true

2004

https://code.earthengine.google.com/a5dc0e3bb60d94035100ffd7dc42faad?noload=true

2005

https://code.earthengine.google.com/5c744e1968fe26302ee00620eb9dfcd5?noload=true

2006

https://code.earthengine.google.com/2e3197e444a0e83818c9fffd87078185?noload=true

2007

https://code.earthengine.google.com/c78f4d94fd0af2ddfc7cb0a780cbf3f6?noload=true

2008

https://code.earthengine.google.com/a0b2eeb6472df58cca922367a7c09eff?noload=true

2009

https://code.earthengine.google.com/fe065c0fecbc0fd5064d389e0684b64a?noload=true

2010

https://code.earthengine.google.com/9717ee0da0692cc1b855f5f72e8d7560?noload=true

2011

https://code.earthengine.google.com/f5c00ffd566f63bfb5af9d246c99d90c?noload=true

2012

https://code.earthengine.google.com/96f4ce9165a043565812a5f41c40c3a8?noload=true

2013

https://code.earthengine.google.com/a533c910e02475f78f92222784bfcaf9?noload=true

2014

https://code.earthengine.google.com/b756f73b193ce8949867960f8aadf2f2?noload=true

2015

https://code.earthengine.google.com/11da7e3b2a01509e5c4ab139fee57451?noload=true

2016

https://code.earthengine.google.com/23f20c15c7b5d2815fb1b170e7c70681?noload=true

2017

https://code.earthengine.google.com/c2d9bce5433bc0ae07af8bbf7d849544?noload=true

2018

https://code.earthengine.google.com/c8c784c3784ddf10451fc91d6f6c6f56?noload=true

2019

https://code.earthengine.google.com/60b8dab590f64259cfecb59535d31eb6?noload=true
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APPENDIX B
Coding Script Sample for the Generation of LULCC Information from GEE (Sample Data
is for Year 2019)
Part I Polygon Samples for Each Class (Urban / Vegetation / Bare / Water)
var Urban =
/* color: #00f9ff */
/* shown: false */
ee.FeatureCollection(
[ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.362064422169695, 24.483939285671156],
[54.367815078297625, 24.478315054465227],
[54.37547064323361, 24.48370494772322],
[54.36911917228635, 24.490110027880725]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "0"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.35644251207448, 24.467808004801824],
[54.36116319994069, 24.46331587584178],
[54.365025580922136, 24.46616741975723],
[54.36026197771169, 24.470464144790665]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "1"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.34485677345944, 24.471314524964896],
[54.34713128670407, 24.469205256154485],
[54.35077909096432, 24.472095726667327],
[54.34889081581784, 24.473775293911554]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "2"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.25995588989446, 25.21628448372654],
[55.26383972854802, 25.214207287327394],
[55.2659425804157, 25.21793456774093],
[55.26289559097478, 25.219448742792455]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "3"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
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[[[55.24821854324529, 25.210357082166293],
[55.25113678665349, 25.208648653101413],
[55.25268173904607, 25.2113277698145],
[55.25045014114568, 25.212647892591036]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "4"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.407054899286784, 25.342996247675607],
[55.41340637023405, 25.34020367816969],
[55.42113113219694, 25.34454764732541],
[55.413492200922526, 25.350675481420637]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "5"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.40410200930857, 25.337950628677156],
[55.41474501467967, 25.332675501090584],
[55.41663328982615, 25.336166420080875],
[55.40599028445506, 25.342294678728194]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "6"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.39562622882151, 25.343244918885482],
[55.403565567505595, 25.340277817743992],
[55.405775707733866, 25.34256617667762],
[55.39800803042674, 25.34694884497989]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "7"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.548123806515314, 25.544188448323364],
[55.55340239385662, 25.550925625597326],
[55.548123806515314, 25.55305511435868],
[55.54391810277996, 25.545543658083126],
[55.547351330319024, 25.54387868394152]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "8"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.553034132133824, 25.571631106152108],
[55.55912811101566, 25.56865027355352],
[55.55981475652347, 25.574611864545602],
[55.55608112157474, 25.575192523128813]]]),
{
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"class": 1,
"system:index": "9"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.42831022838191, 25.393556724121733],
[55.43938238719539, 25.392277339849745],
[55.4415281544073, 25.398325218751264],
[55.43607790568904, 25.40006974288095]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "10"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.439403844867506, 25.402531417357736],
[55.4425366649969, 25.400186043592857],
[55.44571240047053, 25.40371377858182],
[55.442922903095045, 25.40611723125295]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "11"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.43076680028689, 25.404936846231074],
[55.43252632940066, 25.403638199721257],
[55.43394253576052, 25.404258450544464],
[55.432097175958276, 25.40633239107614]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "12"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.966134169608196, 25.80592719625821],
[55.97021112731083, 25.805656747046672],
[55.97450266173466, 25.810524738406386],
[55.967378714591106, 25.81195418994078]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "13"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.975826439526685, 25.816056280838243],
[55.98063295808137, 25.814781409587475],
[55.983079132702954, 25.819301345735],
[55.97900217500032, 25.820344383424757]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "14"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.98196418369576, 25.821349546487475],
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[55.984582019694294, 25.821117763095685],
[55.98668487156197, 25.823126537417703],
[55.984281612284626, 25.824555836856547]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "15"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.546897346268, 25.564832322313656],
[55.55011599708587, 25.5623933263409],
[55.551188880691825, 25.5650258912954],
[55.54805606056243, 25.566187298616324]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "16"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.35393256055617, 25.135016174563624],
[56.35333174573683, 25.140416436409865],
[56.35058516370558, 25.14103803395552],
[56.35079974042677, 25.135288135907018]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "17"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.32505061778006, 25.13625938724567],
[56.32818332818846, 25.133850696920188],
[56.332861024749675, 25.13691987994083],
[56.32921330770283, 25.140299791160622]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "18"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.33442485895613, 24.4594509185407],
[54.337858086495196, 24.45859151010822],
[54.339403038887774, 24.46351349720618],
[54.33742893305281, 24.46429474731042]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "19"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.36243550354612, 24.460674679514703],
[54.36415213740631, 24.459102366055156],
[54.36492462677198, 24.4601082624997],
[54.36646958663007, 24.459151199584774],
[54.36586876434378, 24.45795974163617],
[54.36758534485472, 24.456455750120128],
[54.37179104859007, 24.458487104133997],
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[54.3654395776428, 24.46278409122091]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "20"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.366115408486216, 24.492814920566754],
[54.367660360878794, 24.49015925230999],
[54.37426932389149, 24.494142733667005],
[54.37289603639429, 24.49480662874431],
[54.372381048745005, 24.496095374522735]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "21"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.25231967865932, 25.216129375036576],
[55.254422530526995, 25.21426572145212],
[55.256654128427385, 25.218497726944317],
[55.254937514657854, 25.219118926369738]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "22"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.245925292367815, 25.20595658526679],
[55.24953018128383, 25.203277350326868],
[55.251203879709124, 25.205645952353784],
[55.247684821481585, 25.208014508293218]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "23"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.401484868933636, 25.362038880624493],
[55.407235525061566, 25.361108177858124],
[55.40843715470024, 25.363047133867752],
[55.404231450964886, 25.364753389426493]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "24"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.4173635463018, 25.361108177858124],
[55.422770879675824, 25.356299432742425],
[55.428693197180706, 25.360720382923795],
[55.422513387610394, 25.36537384002098]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "25"
}),
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ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.412213704993206, 25.354515494785577],
[55.41633357804008, 25.352576401935814],
[55.42019595902153, 25.355213560598997],
[55.414273641516644, 25.35785066174384]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "26"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.53728679519052, 25.54697846785478],
[55.54239372115487, 25.544771430534894],
[55.54651359420175, 25.55193447375034],
[55.541878737024014, 25.552824984339217]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "27"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.54760620094143, 25.55502731409399],
[55.55344268775784, 25.552394529425378],
[55.55953666663967, 25.562847892098617],
[55.552756042250024, 25.564861027570622]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "28"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.971973095042515, 25.81254263752425],
[55.97780958185892, 25.8099155371771],
[55.98004117975931, 25.81362436779189],
[55.97489133845072, 25.815710533982084]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "29"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.329025435738075, 25.133922149347043],
[56.33305947809647, 25.13019229926087],
[56.33614938288163, 25.13376674120096],
[56.33305947809647, 25.13648635520492]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "30"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.33537690668534, 25.128715868802324],
[56.33838098078202, 25.12607379081162],
[56.34215753107499, 25.127783377212896],
[56.33966844110917, 25.13190182802286]]]),
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{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "31"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.33666436701249, 25.113251130316073],
[56.34456079035233, 25.11270710890988],
[56.34438912897538, 25.121955143515926],
[56.335291075996864, 25.121955143515926]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "32"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.35655820751391, 24.487639632506557],
[54.35913312816821, 24.483499719598573],
[54.36754453563891, 24.48935804690897],
[54.36557042980395, 24.49193562449537]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "33"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.37080610180102, 24.491466977954065],
[54.37286603832446, 24.488811281236384],
[54.38162076854907, 24.494435043222616],
[54.378960017206296, 24.496543889134976]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "34"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.408360505236146, 24.44182990635908],
[54.41625692857599, 24.43854803829869],
[54.41831686509943, 24.44409590825347],
[54.41050627244806, 24.447299496596884]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "35"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.25585382958491, 25.2207673739863],
[55.25885790368159, 25.219214390519046],
[55.26297777672846, 25.223795634722435],
[55.25928705712397, 25.22558149673729]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "36"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
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[[[55.26203363915522, 25.22853199391642],
[55.26486605187495, 25.22713439891275],
[55.268642602167915, 25.23218119403056],
[55.26520937462885, 25.233345809310233]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "37"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.24519567738418, 25.19797988400152],
[55.2531779314125, 25.194795650461458],
[55.256096174820705, 25.196271281234207],
[55.24742727528457, 25.201940643665132]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "38"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.3978109307713, 25.34901518103628],
[55.404162401718565, 25.34389567576765],
[55.41051387266583, 25.35141972235378],
[55.404162401718565, 25.355375476619564]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "39"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.408501486369026, 25.373734696384414],
[55.413308004923714, 25.370167308806007],
[55.41914449174012, 25.375285701606046],
[55.42740565997485, 25.379783493034175],
[55.42536724021195, 25.381799709682088],
[55.41663391640805, 25.377457128432013],
[55.41493878800477, 25.378620295397873]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "40"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.468689239768686, 25.386944434185814],
[55.45933369472474, 25.37601047812327],
[55.47117832973451, 25.371047221097903],
[55.4832804568097, 25.379655240136394]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "41"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.45804623439759, 25.400978770449676],
[55.47134999111146, 25.397722329538873],
[55.47366741970033, 25.402529425708945],
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[55.46019200160951, 25.405475615795353]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "42"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.46628598049134, 25.409821669892473],
[55.47555569484681, 25.405324986552014],
[55.478988922385874, 25.411682317411834],
[55.471693313865366, 25.41478333281935]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "43"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.534891018156, 25.53977989546212],
[55.539354213956784, 25.537998673845177],
[55.54227245736499, 25.54341970083377],
[55.53772343087573, 25.546362441411887]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "44"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.960275699987456, 25.800422776819122],
[55.96697049368863, 25.798259065347583],
[55.9681721233273, 25.80320463352672],
[55.96173482169156, 25.80451826538411]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "45"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.93744473685269, 25.78898556883908],
[55.94302373160367, 25.7835756942564],
[55.9476585887814, 25.78944926089157],
[55.94165044058804, 25.794395196623285]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "46"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.930835773839995, 25.78048422655875],
[55.936843922033354, 25.77646519810328],
[55.942079594030425, 25.783034693225645],
[55.93632896835254, 25.787787709874337],
[55.934311907314665, 25.784725325253678],
[55.93665079660966, 25.78338732150162],
[55.93504150035009, 25.781508303364518],
[55.93315320242886, 25.782648262407196]]]),
{
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"class": 1,
"system:index": "47"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.34785678661381, 25.14284615231681],
[56.352277067070354, 25.14234111203207],
[56.3521054056934, 25.14502168658015],
[56.347470548515666, 25.144905141084692]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "48"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.3513573785919, 25.05876861365455],
[56.3583096643585, 25.05814659788104],
[56.35865298711241, 25.06770974146698],
[56.35161487065733, 25.067631995341905]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "49"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.363804086241856, 24.442522711573762],
[54.3676664672233, 24.438459456093497],
[54.370584710631505, 24.439865982425793],
[54.36612151483072, 24.443460367317144]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "50"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.38569091180338, 24.432442471886997],
[54.39375899652018, 24.429394798929575],
[54.39925216058268, 24.42908221292398],
[54.4032003722526, 24.435177500299606],
[54.39895170095873, 24.438186042158325],
[54.395818933043614, 24.432676905218003],
[54.38663504466999, 24.434591511994693]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "51"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.401312097106114, 24.427519271276676],
[54.40920852044596, 24.425956310264517],
[54.41238425591959, 24.431739169279336],
[54.40457366326822, 24.434552356177715]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "52"
}),
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ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.405457121720616, 24.43679666111966],
[54.40661583601505, 24.43648409345964],
[54.40803204237491, 24.437851571251866],
[54.41416893660099, 24.43527288645886],
[54.4154134815839, 24.43699201551371],
[54.40768871962101, 24.440391133518197]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "53"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.39854775129825, 24.44195391564058],
[54.40494213758976, 24.437695288826223],
[54.40584335981876, 24.440977179084353],
[54.401465994706456, 24.444571532292635]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "54"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.357270673311874, 24.456607729973655],
[54.35967393258922, 24.452544928582405],
[54.36181969980113, 24.454576345654853],
[54.35812898019664, 24.45785779635059]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "55"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.35066171029918, 24.46246730890085],
[54.35469575265758, 24.458951594254433],
[54.35890145639293, 24.46254543477833],
[54.355468228853866, 24.46598292540808]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "56"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.34319444040172, 24.46363919197476],
[54.34920258859508, 24.458014053775482],
[54.351262525118514, 24.45988912775539],
[54.345254376925155, 24.46567043013727]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "57"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.33916038057369, 24.458170306470823],
[54.34328030536014, 24.456763978888468],
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[54.344911075373886, 24.460006306633424],
[54.3432802695887, 24.462154822469717]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "58"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.35418076852672, 24.45332624671708],
[54.35757108072154, 24.450200945109387],
[54.358729795015975, 24.451880804358638],
[54.355725720919295, 24.454732607149943]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "59"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.36654038766734, 24.46567043013727],
[54.36860032419078, 24.463561066775757],
[54.37332101205699, 24.466920406567393],
[54.371003583468124, 24.468482859655644]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "60"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.275042859127815, 25.238427890016496],
[55.278819409420784, 25.236409300830356],
[55.28345426659852, 25.247045335999143],
[55.28045019250184, 25.24844270208773]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "61"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.280021039059456, 25.235399993666814],
[55.28911909203797, 25.231750890161592],
[55.293238965084846, 25.24036880954344],
[55.28594335656434, 25.243551850467806]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "62"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.26620229821473, 25.215910958929065],
[55.27109464745789, 25.2126495405699],
[55.283025113156135, 25.230042761526896],
[55.27821859460145, 25.2322167392609]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "63"
}),
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ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.26620229821473, 25.23345899479938],
[55.26894888024598, 25.232527304335473],
[55.27135213952332, 25.238583164719223],
[55.26912054162293, 25.239204261546618]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "64"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.284055081417854, 25.25286758866937],
[55.29881795983582, 25.247511126481054],
[55.30285200219422, 25.25457539652024],
[55.28757413964539, 25.2590776839309]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "65"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.5603397502349, 25.56879301148778],
[55.56342965502006, 25.56492169418179],
[55.56488877672416, 25.572586781030857],
[55.56136971849662, 25.573438427060754]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "66"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.553773702566446, 25.564999121754237],
[55.55982476610404, 25.56302470302137],
[55.56085473436576, 25.564805552729265],
[55.558033084030455, 25.565715357013815],
[55.55855877427575, 25.568134913290336],
[55.556305723606755, 25.569296296350675],
[55.554803670828164, 25.56720578652797]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "67"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.55072671312553, 25.54595043084771],
[55.55321580309135, 25.544866267944272],
[55.556048215811074, 25.54889310930158],
[55.553559125845254, 25.55028698440686]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "68"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.54248696703178, 25.555630022132625],
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[55.5449760569976, 25.55470081529295],
[55.549010099355996, 25.560740530942883],
[55.54592019457084, 25.56197940933988]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "69"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.39741861090179, 25.36860026756916],
[55.40136682257171, 25.36735939632466],
[55.40668832525726, 25.3738738281943],
[55.402139298768, 25.37550238127866]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "70"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.93306435868526, 25.757563218612205],
[55.9424199037292, 25.763515371706802],
[55.93975915238643, 25.768539684249063],
[55.92800034806514, 25.76452025122826]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "71"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.328043917959775, 25.129500353566204],
[56.33070466930255, 25.126547458077173],
[56.334052066153134, 25.128878697289878],
[56.33010385448321, 25.131598420140914]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "72"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.34617553666107, 25.14595377123267],
[56.35003791764252, 25.145487592142956],
[56.35089622452728, 25.148750808380118],
[56.34196983292572, 25.148750808380118]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "73"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.35988473970237, 25.050910509524307],
[56.354820729082256, 25.05098826625915],
[56.35550737459007, 25.04406772373061],
[56.36048555452171, 25.043212348654844]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "74"
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}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.354820729082256, 25.057208645235054],
[56.35439157563987, 25.054098495207676],
[56.359112263506084, 25.053942985634542],
[56.35842561799827, 25.056664374677695]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "75"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.360571385210186, 25.041657105958357],
[56.35619402009788, 25.04329011027192],
[56.35645151216331, 25.039168676620246],
[56.36091470796409, 25.038857619403007]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "76"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.361752726680855, 24.47135147999671],
[54.364842542596634, 24.46807046655792],
[54.36930540992692, 24.47072661754764],
[54.36690241202617, 24.474319887110113]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "77"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.37548554331865, 24.482756569044916],
[54.366730813094044, 24.476351114531703],
[54.37085068614092, 24.47103902693135],
[54.38097870738115, 24.47775721784179]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "78"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.295825829316826, 25.23882677199494],
[55.29840074997112, 25.2377398470886],
[55.30337885067538, 25.240340670792698],
[55.30423723678753, 25.244338884374205],
[55.299602379609794, 25.2462797094987]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "79"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.37034452642254, 24.447334899545137],
[54.373262769830745, 24.44405317480526],
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[54.375494367731136, 24.44655354426214],
[54.37257612432293, 24.4487413268472]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "80"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.369743711603206, 24.43623920058816],
[54.373520261896175, 24.433347907388345],
[54.375494367731136, 24.43459820447465],
[54.371803648126644, 24.437880175346205]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "81"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.43333832368619, 24.44410420952132],
[54.432222524736, 24.4346492430181],
[54.437801519486975, 24.434102239789503],
[54.439518133256506, 24.4430884206728]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "82"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.3002337606359, 25.273712665449516],
[55.29825965480094, 25.27053041493935],
[55.306070247452304, 25.273557435653217],
[55.30486861781363, 25.275885861748254]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "83"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.30873099879508, 25.273790280273204],
[55.30941764430289, 25.269987095537633],
[55.31491080836539, 25.27223797436796],
[55.31285087184195, 25.27580824826491]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "84"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.29516975001578, 25.266804747344974],
[55.30469695643668, 25.268124267696262],
[55.30323783473258, 25.272005126769628],
[55.29465476588492, 25.268745213486596]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "85"
}),
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ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.40526172073758, 25.36912530822689],
[55.41092654617703, 25.36641089762383],
[55.41341563614285, 25.369047754484413],
[55.408094133457304, 25.372304968810393]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "86"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.39453288467801, 25.36594556396977],
[55.39770862015164, 25.36323108194397],
[55.401056017002226, 25.36579045235357],
[55.3967644825784, 25.367729333246487]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "87"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.38517733963406, 25.3601287421203],
[55.39221545608914, 25.356638514646637],
[55.39444705398953, 25.360516538952705],
[55.38818141373074, 25.36377398322653]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "88"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.44671794327176, 25.415648575123054],
[55.45238276871121, 25.414873334309757],
[55.45409938248074, 25.420299915330492],
[55.44809123428738, 25.41936966164468]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "89"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.43573161514676, 25.40743076892707],
[55.44294139297879, 25.40743076892707],
[55.443284715732695, 25.414408187429398],
[55.440538133701445, 25.416578857519834]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "90"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.44259807022488, 25.39874719556208],
[55.44757625015652, 25.392699337806846],
[55.45306941421902, 25.395025472809216],
[55.4462029591409, 25.403089060369116]]]),
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{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "91"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.557572795863436, 25.579340302337826],
[55.55920357894449, 25.577327410285754],
[55.56598420333414, 25.584991702922483],
[55.55993313979654, 25.586191623493104]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "92"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.57027573775797, 25.585959381741052],
[55.57096238326578, 25.583636939430217],
[55.57924504470377, 25.58549489688475],
[55.576798870082186, 25.58808824759614]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "93"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.55353248265907, 25.551521285841282],
[55.557480694328994, 25.55028229930807],
[55.563488842522354, 25.561122997143304],
[55.55954063085243, 25.562052154175667]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "94"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.97056685702532, 25.805817896680775],
[55.97571669833391, 25.80535426865537],
[55.9779482962343, 25.80952685557606],
[55.97451506869524, 25.810454077157903]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "95"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.96782027499407, 25.79639043696669],
[55.97331343905657, 25.794999436807373],
[55.975888359710865, 25.800408790182335],
[55.97108184115618, 25.801645179148753]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "96"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
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[[[55.94481765048235, 25.79639043696669],
[55.9504824759218, 25.79299018554047],
[55.9504824759218, 25.797472314695],
[55.94704924838274, 25.800254240654645]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "97"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.31891225418752, 25.116978670778142],
[56.32474874100392, 25.114958069256126],
[56.3288686140508, 25.117911244829276],
[56.32457707962697, 25.121641469870664]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "98"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.35453198990529, 25.123428829016728],
[56.35676358780568, 25.123817381893083],
[56.35573361954396, 25.13461865715191],
[56.35221456131642, 25.134152434779377]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "99"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.41802744556789, 24.4242992621643],
[54.422533608318744, 24.423244299526893],
[54.442660908019015, 24.420157254079747],
[54.44360505070313, 24.42515891254005],
[54.424808092282674, 24.427816026256977],
[54.41922907711463, 24.426565595928647]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "100"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.394338198607386, 24.446804330095752],
[54.398114748900355, 24.442741212625275],
[54.4005180081777, 24.44586669922773],
[54.39674145788473, 24.449148376747743]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "101"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.49493176550192, 24.403822418378695],
[54.52188260168356, 24.397256619560057],
[54.52085263342184, 24.404760361774827],
[54.49887997717184, 24.412419972064903]]]),
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{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "102"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.21763066587455, 25.173506545079196],
[55.22664288816459, 25.163796306060842],
[55.231020253276895, 25.170710075526795],
[55.22140721616752, 25.17692436519448]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "103"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.23445348081596, 25.176302950483343],
[55.23823003110893, 25.178866265746873],
[55.23041943845756, 25.18403157059942],
[55.22758702573783, 25.18030325223627]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "104"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.31717547362595, 25.277300801253315],
[55.317261400386734, 25.2713244558215],
[55.3291060353965, 25.271634920927884],
[55.3221537496299, 25.27931867921705]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "105"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.32816189782326, 25.27862017584218],
[55.33417004601662, 25.26263111042698],
[55.33747440870957, 25.265968888984183],
[55.33391238356641, 25.275205420669984],
[55.33653031785639, 25.275748769313466],
[55.34075753824341, 25.267715472465298],
[55.34764546410744, 25.27435145673051],
[55.3386332418174, 25.282966353724554]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "106"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.438707898039944, 25.38693484344637],
[55.45398576058877, 25.37863753407811],
[55.45896394052041, 25.386236960880634],
[55.44008118905557, 25.390966974838815]]]),
{
"class": 1,
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"system:index": "107"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.41569132530417, 25.38877064171199],
[55.420497843858854, 25.382257013267918],
[55.42667765342917, 25.385358784921827],
[55.420497843858854, 25.39264763466089]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "108"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.409452320630834, 25.362794098017243],
[55.41305720954685, 25.360932696948453],
[55.41475236564426, 25.36199912815105],
[55.41172683387546, 25.365023863643277]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "109"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.540390436982804, 25.53913682740319],
[55.54468197140663, 25.538052602885966],
[55.547085230683976, 25.54146013264298],
[55.54365200314491, 25.54378339286482]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "110"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.54897350583046, 25.54146013264298],
[55.5539516857621, 25.53913682740319],
[55.55738491330116, 25.54300897779307],
[55.55069011959999, 25.54533220800128]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "111"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.549831812715226, 25.501561986881292],
[55.55970234189003, 25.50512548543117],
[55.55841488156288, 25.50923112440592],
[55.548115198945695, 25.507062125079106]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "112"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.956044968813465, 25.789475284970713],
[55.96462803766112, 25.786229403238888],
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[55.96548634454589, 25.789784411930516],
[55.95501500055175, 25.792257398596316]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "113"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.93424397394042, 25.777264125523256],
[55.92892247125487, 25.78020110147181],
[55.92119770929198, 25.77200830289219],
[55.92600422784667, 25.769380304279156]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "114"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.96287047316506, 25.81126676092037],
[55.9649304096885, 25.80817601529479],
[55.96733366896584, 25.812348502839175],
[55.964758748311546, 25.81420289457479]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "115"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.34469721563348, 25.153495151786363],
[56.347100474910825, 25.149921287440424],
[56.353366115169614, 25.152096695594693],
[56.35053370244989, 25.158778063859167]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "116"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.352734898370585, 25.071257132478504],
[56.35934386138328, 25.070712924328383],
[56.358743046563944, 25.07833161836271],
[56.35462317351707, 25.077087782326657]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "117"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.35658404710733, 25.038948846676895],
[56.35973836729342, 25.03675197804321],
[56.361004327563876, 25.03424401357146],
[56.3623776185795, 25.03490503407654],
[56.36109015825235, 25.038443377392348]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "118"
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}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.378621859501415, 24.46933788367569],
[54.37381534094673, 24.467306704673504],
[54.377591891239696, 24.4630879974357],
[54.38119678015571, 24.466056732078126]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "119"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.38205508704048, 24.46543174112737],
[54.378621859501415, 24.462931746305355],
[54.382398409794384, 24.458556635952682],
[54.38617496008735, 24.461369224339823]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "120"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.34926776404243, 24.46808793124444],
[54.34634952063423, 24.46636922639025],
[54.349439425419384, 24.46340049911483],
[54.35098437781196, 24.465587989155875]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "121"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.3001681383841, 25.24668657498178],
[55.30720625483918, 25.244124687848643],
[55.309094529985664, 25.258486084920147],
[55.30523214900422, 25.259883319398682]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "122"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.28677855098176, 25.260193813766115],
[55.2972498949759, 25.25864133398941],
[55.300339799761055, 25.265006374933304],
[55.28901014888215, 25.26391968424701]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "123"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.4152760364503, 25.369002793655103],
[55.41905258674327, 25.364039248759898],
[55.42523239631358, 25.369002793655103],
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[55.42008255500499, 25.3736559318284]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "124"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.40085648078624, 25.378929271769863],
[55.40737961311046, 25.3736559318284],
[55.41561935920421, 25.380170024180828],
[55.41012619514171, 25.384512557235954]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "125"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.3933033802003, 25.35155192975837],
[55.3973374225587, 25.349380090451454],
[55.399912343212996, 25.352482706092623],
[55.39407585639659, 25.354654489677518]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "126"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.46580054345805, 25.414777297917116],
[55.47249533715922, 25.41632777579436],
[55.46974875512797, 25.4214442113298],
[55.46288230004985, 25.418963542429243]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "127"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.44417120996196, 25.406249313253493],
[55.450007696778364, 25.40423351968479],
[55.45155264917094, 25.409195412492316],
[55.444514532715864, 25.40904035643158]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "128"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.432498236329145, 25.390897421577645],
[55.438506384522505, 25.387330540932943],
[55.43936469140727, 25.391362659109465],
[55.430781622559614, 25.393068514718518]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "129"
}),
ee.Feature(
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ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.45601584497172, 25.390122021706723],
[55.465457220704145, 25.38950169822397],
[55.467688818604536, 25.393688819871908],
[55.456702490479536, 25.394774346219453]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "130"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.45189597192485, 25.403613268733395],
[55.44794776025493, 25.40206262740399],
[55.452754278809614, 25.396790297819305],
[55.45292594018657, 25.399116353974073]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "131"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.5503571378439, 25.567362205202507],
[55.553790365382966, 25.56658794250217],
[55.55567864052945, 25.569839812205107],
[55.552588735744294, 25.571543137283996]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "132"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.54589394204312, 25.53251542975376],
[55.555335317775544, 25.533444808562564],
[55.55499199502164, 25.538711152450023],
[55.54846886269742, 25.54041492007582]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "133"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.532847677394685, 25.53483886327336],
[55.5349934446066, 25.534296732811203],
[55.53688171975308, 25.538788596958188],
[55.534306799098786, 25.539485595280947]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "134"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.961672710240975, 25.805273370453666],
[55.964934276403085, 25.80442338044867],
[55.96549217587818, 25.806934696949284],
[55.962917255223886, 25.810914058712275]]]),
{
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"class": 1,
"system:index": "135"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.96700388768168, 25.814894828839176],
[55.971810406236365, 25.81238368107139],
[55.9744282422349, 25.815706111355052],
[55.96876341679545, 25.8169423406935]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "136"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.99794585087748, 25.844406481987146],
[55.99459845402689, 25.841084857168855],
[55.99871832707377, 25.838690139561425],
[56.00120741703959, 25.84255256335675]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "137"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.3230112412062, 25.133438808774724],
[56.324727854975734, 25.13180700691965],
[56.327216944941554, 25.134060441841676],
[56.32464202428726, 25.136080727456296]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "138"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.339919886836086, 25.112689990462375],
[56.345413050898586, 25.10787140879216],
[56.34661468053726, 25.112068248660805]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "139"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.350806429430165, 25.0579574504295],
[56.350033953233876, 25.051970377940552],
[56.35363884214989, 25.05189262182869],
[56.354325487657704, 25.057801945752797]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "140"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.35083947550061, 25.047055686681457],
[56.35500226389172, 25.046589130567234],
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[56.35418687235119, 25.050982463619107],
[56.35152612100842, 25.050982463619057]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "141"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.34381061502271, 25.059144899851276],
[56.34587055154615, 25.05898939668137],
[56.34612804361158, 25.063265661947682],
[56.34406810708814, 25.063265661947682]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "142"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.38122858127137, 24.486129306737972],
[54.37728037173283, 24.482614214105535],
[54.381657736845135, 24.47816167157675],
[54.384919303007244, 24.48159873581822]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "143"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.37745203310978, 24.490737745348707],
[54.38122858340275, 24.486519823446606],
[54.38569177920353, 24.490112876954445],
[54.38157190615666, 24.493862040753687]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "144"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.37187303835881, 24.498938855243015],
[54.373417990751385, 24.496986258542602],
[54.377881186552166, 24.500500910770555],
[54.37496294314396, 24.503781164204497]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "145"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.259513606282084, 25.219390437053367],
[55.26157354280552, 25.218148037803374],
[55.26440595552525, 25.221564605209952],
[55.262260188313334, 25.222729322166128]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "146"
}),
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ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.253247966023295, 25.20937323190088],
[55.25539373323521, 25.2079754167867],
[55.25659536287388, 25.211003995910655],
[55.254020442219584, 25.21209115977731]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "147"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.323361660140634, 25.288186533075727],
[55.32379081358302, 25.28585834306062],
[55.32894065489161, 25.285004662190463],
[55.33168723692286, 25.28865216571549],
[55.32739570249903, 25.291911544133345]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "148"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.33314635862696, 25.288186533075727],
[55.33949782957423, 25.28430619155487],
[55.34490516294825, 25.29074749046968],
[55.33975532163966, 25.29408441440617]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "149"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.340098644393564, 25.284150975311853],
[55.34439017881739, 25.28065855733543],
[55.3491108666836, 25.286556804757943],
[55.34524848570216, 25.289040191549567]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "150"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.38811866867027, 25.356946857259775],
[55.38562957870445, 25.352913590308145],
[55.38914863693199, 25.35012124976257],
[55.39146606552086, 25.354775114849932]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "151"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.367862626189805, 25.356326363408982],
[55.37515823471031, 25.352836026163644],
[55.37644569503746, 25.35686929570259],
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[55.36897842514, 25.359351240851833]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "152"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.37215416061363, 25.346785869612486],
[55.375587388152695, 25.347173709239538],
[55.37472908126793, 25.352913590308145],
[55.37129585372887, 25.352913590308145]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "153"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.432047334374694, 25.40675482973233],
[55.43736883706024, 25.40256816142641],
[55.44208952492645, 25.406444711136842],
[55.43367811745575, 25.407607651758934]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "154"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.42610698651564, 25.398644575966525],
[55.428252753727556, 25.394690238368266],
[55.432115134709, 25.39802429628416],
[55.42790943097365, 25.401668393758904]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "155"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.44779808625306, 25.420018027040637],
[55.45354874238099, 25.42048315227931],
[55.45543701752747, 25.422033556780697],
[55.451145483103645, 25.423041309013595]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "156"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.55363510803159, 25.544574535826456],
[55.556531893767676, 25.543606522593148],
[55.55775498107847, 25.54751724805646],
[55.55612419799741, 25.548446510594495]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "157"
}),
ee.Feature(
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ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.54348995303986, 25.544211911581144],
[55.54664423084137, 25.542411395269877],
[55.54703046893952, 25.543863426663496],
[55.5439834794986, 25.54525736025615]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "158"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.53913633470645, 25.537473231519392],
[55.536733074764605, 25.531238715621242],
[55.541024591787476, 25.530774083004307],
[55.545487809755905, 25.532323002989344],
[55.54677527091502, 25.536079206528925],
[55.54076711884089, 25.538054070482854]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "159"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.922502468325554, 25.76010459153992],
[55.92516321966833, 25.75484800905289],
[55.93057055304235, 25.756857906303605],
[55.92679400274938, 25.764278770681496]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "160"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.958465526797234, 25.765515536315743],
[55.95923800299352, 25.76335118799991],
[55.96610445807165, 25.76505175071291],
[55.964902828432976, 25.767602549104275]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "161"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.96310038397497, 25.762655496232398],
[55.96164126227087, 25.7597180860478],
[55.96507448980993, 25.76049109577386],
[55.9648169977445, 25.76335118799991]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "162"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.98149160217, 25.814670826653657],
[55.986169374691976, 25.811889239152254],
[55.989903009640706, 25.816834238438496],
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[55.98385194610311, 25.818804454073824]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "163"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.98659852813436, 25.82259026661815],
[55.98402360748006, 25.819461185334973],
[55.98925927947713, 25.81725918968123],
[55.991576708066, 25.82058148319817]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "164"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.99828245605977, 25.84473781108035],
[56.001372360844925, 25.84265215642006],
[56.00381853546651, 25.845780624620303],
[56.00051405396016, 25.84767311459885]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "165"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.4110855037961, 24.425435420985707],
[54.41623540379991, 24.42402872674058],
[54.418037855919586, 24.42934285446244],
[54.414003757407826, 24.43090578281051]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "166"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.42353157048377, 24.436531857788808],
[54.4296255493656, 24.43547693661563],
[54.430355110217654, 24.44293933751658],
[54.42567733769568, 24.442392370253078]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "167"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.36313029117731, 24.458627139433226],
[54.36064120121149, 24.457298951607555],
[54.361842830850165, 24.455189448042912],
[54.36467524356989, 24.457611467649944]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "168"
}),
ee.Feature(
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ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.33291788883356, 24.46507255792192],
[54.33519240207819, 24.46233817824196],
[54.33678026981501, 24.464056938114247],
[54.33446284122614, 24.466205354967226]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "169"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.33768149204401, 24.470150534089786],
[54.338625629617255, 24.469369320316897],
[54.3410288888946, 24.470111473516273],
[54.34291716404108, 24.469291198672995],
[54.343603809548895, 24.470150534089786],
[54.34120055027155, 24.472611325789313]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "170"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.35394462689191, 24.48140490402759],
[54.351541367614566, 24.479686380994178],
[54.35342964276105, 24.47765536897028],
[54.35570415600568, 24.47921768882101]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "171"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.08583816948338, 25.031313637636732],
[55.0923613018076, 25.02664739779917],
[55.09588036003514, 25.031002560501456],
[55.089958042530256, 25.034502132799595]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "172"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.11144830856284, 25.035151203114374],
[55.1159973350521, 25.030990611296748],
[55.11797144088706, 25.032895946557186],
[55.1134224143978, 25.036395464846937]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "173"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.22857252359247, 25.18619092683598],
[55.234923994539734, 25.182618020666208],
[55.23681226968622, 25.19100641719852],
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[55.23294988870477, 25.19279276037812]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "174"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.22233393478796, 25.180492343060276],
[55.22529509284288, 25.178900024225943],
[55.226711299900266, 25.180570017402445],
[55.22465136337683, 25.182667205926844]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "175"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.25786783981726, 25.212334671145385],
[55.260442760471555, 25.2099273714867],
[55.263446834568235, 25.21404304846574],
[55.260185268406126, 25.21575140180141]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "176"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.29787983229381, 25.259344086631728],
[55.302943842913926, 25.25631671150015],
[55.304746287371934, 25.26066368807042],
[55.29985393812877, 25.262526630393385]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "177"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.31556095411998, 25.264079060494534],
[55.32577480604869, 25.2608965574239],
[55.32955135634166, 25.270366199397397],
[55.3180500440858, 25.269434791959497]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "178"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.33315142186363, 25.29535361657681],
[55.336584649402695, 25.291706314622484],
[55.33915957005699, 25.29481040834581],
[55.33572634251793, 25.297914422596484]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "179"
}),
ee.Feature(
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ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.3424211362191, 25.293646382512378],
[55.34568270238121, 25.290542258988637],
[55.34920176060875, 25.294500002549647],
[55.34525354893883, 25.29760402474789]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "180"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.387347095693606, 25.34497885934233],
[55.390608661855715, 25.337842281660958],
[55.39498602696802, 25.343815315617917],
[55.38872038670923, 25.34722834547397]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "181"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.39198195287134, 25.338850736655147],
[55.39919173070337, 25.334816866251533],
[55.40176665135767, 25.339859183244407],
[55.39498602696802, 25.342884472580458]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "182"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.335111381005575, 25.127884969325148],
[56.334853888940145, 25.12252300901394],
[56.3405187143796, 25.12236758636521]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "183"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.3410241337211, 25.12712227797911],
[56.340852472344146, 25.122615110564805],
[56.348834726372466, 25.12207113083933],
[56.34544449490582, 25.12576239935177]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "184"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.68768134603466, 24.224522301648985],
[55.68991294393505, 24.22013894763247],
[55.69540610799755, 24.222174095045094],
[55.693517832851064, 24.22749663452045]]]),
{
"class": 1,
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"system:index": "185"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.74707618246044, 24.20495259052276],
[55.74999442586864, 24.19524489876252],
[55.760637431239736, 24.196654125686283],
[55.759950785731924, 24.204639450714147]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "186"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.74226966390575, 24.24659332678488],
[55.741926341151846, 24.241741160148518],
[55.751711039638174, 24.24095853529653],
[55.75188270101513, 24.246280289360495]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "187"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.30179119761372, 25.607806732812353],
[56.30119038279438, 25.602311216959464],
[56.306855208233834, 25.602079006502287],
[56.30616856272602, 25.607264932614996]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "188"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.26024914439106, 25.597125075994487],
[56.26531315501118, 25.593564311691566],
[56.270634657696725, 25.597512109205283],
[56.26651478464985, 25.600917947452174]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "189"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.26883221323872, 25.595035075014064],
[56.27209377940083, 25.592325760130652],
[56.27449703867817, 25.594183582663074],
[56.270634657696725, 25.59697026235949]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "190"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.388844811567694, 24.44882838612471],
[54.38635572160187, 24.446953147529563],
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[54.38841565812531, 24.445156017693552],
[54.390818917402655, 24.44718755387987]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "191"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.38910230363312, 24.44265562051376],
[54.39202054704133, 24.439295633703402],
[54.39399465287629, 24.44163981999216],
[54.39150556291047, 24.44421837456351]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "192"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.71304169113214, 24.241813191806834],
[55.713213352509094, 24.23609992293789],
[55.71836319381769, 24.2358651255796],
[55.71776237899835, 24.24150014262089]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "193"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.77569809372003, 24.219036853879302],
[55.77818718368585, 24.214105357625517],
[55.782564548798156, 24.215279540715787],
[55.78024712020929, 24.21856719579459]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "194"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.74634399826105, 24.208155996994584],
[55.759132770844055, 24.20839084544323],
[55.75741615707452, 24.212774603707853],
[55.74668732101495, 24.21207008130092]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "195"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.417784649513585, 24.436185031204293],
[54.41598220505558, 24.432356005410238],
[54.41924377121769, 24.431183831415048],
[54.42061706223331, 24.43493474985098]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "196"
}),
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ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.466536715950184, 24.373559086713538],
[54.49966736170214, 24.374340893897077],
[54.501212314094715, 24.380595177354586],
[54.46808166834276, 24.37918799054984]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "197"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.199104442060985, 25.150347228672196],
[55.20399679130415, 25.147705618713147],
[55.21463979667524, 25.161301530250544],
[55.20897497123579, 25.16394284585234]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "198"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.21292318290571, 25.155552586814256],
[55.205627574385204, 25.146462488359862],
[55.20777334159712, 25.143587700924687],
[55.21618474906782, 25.15384338922447]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "199"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.3939355404341, 25.32591412718662],
[55.402518609281756, 25.321414320649268],
[55.40818343472121, 25.33103439326092],
[55.40097365688918, 25.334292631631726]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "200"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.38110068330184, 25.320494000443393],
[55.39037039765731, 25.310873090411896],
[55.39534857758895, 25.319795734307135],
[55.38401892671004, 25.32282152515203]]]),
{
"class": 1,
"system:index": "201"
})]),
Vegetation =
/* color: #ff00e0 */
/* shown: false */
ee.FeatureCollection(
[ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
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[[[54.377853336955255, 24.445127047616285],
[54.37918371262664, 24.44305640925564],
[54.38027805390472, 24.444287075778014],
[54.378883305216974, 24.445849809601256]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "0"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.37976306977386, 24.442353165848367],
[54.381350937510675, 24.440848993168952],
[54.38154405655975, 24.44166945321898],
[54.38053554597015, 24.442861064258267]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "1"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.43563893211287, 24.449776484821466],
[54.432076958541096, 24.44899514467608],
[54.43246319663924, 24.447080840846496],
[54.436325577620686, 24.44817473230964]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "2"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.297943649771234, 25.211422971797145],
[55.2973428349519, 25.209714557694763],
[55.30077606249096, 25.209365106401254],
[55.301419792654535, 25.21119000764993]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "3"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.43552472147572, 25.350914227528587],
[55.43709113154042, 25.35044883422073],
[55.43711258921254, 25.351224488738822],
[55.436211366983535, 25.351689879061585]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "4"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.429733017882526, 25.35806206722275],
[55.43084881683272, 25.357480359696904],
[55.433509568175495, 25.36091239363872],
[55.43260834594649, 25.36143591567454]]]),
{
"class": 2,
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"system:index": "5"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.24223770582885, 25.18607391101277],
[55.24365391218871, 25.18518069343467],
[55.244555134417716, 25.18615158179707],
[55.243053097369376, 25.187355472621608]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "6"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.29821898336128, 25.207771622073977],
[55.30049349660591, 25.207674550821306],
[55.30094410772041, 25.20901412727092],
[55.29871250982002, 25.209285923591942]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "7"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.42099890376186, 24.44637879294696],
[54.424947115431785, 24.446066249044083],
[54.4259770836935, 24.448254040088102],
[54.42323050166225, 24.449582323264195]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "8"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.41602072383022, 24.447785230918665],
[54.420483919631, 24.44739455527865],
[54.420655581007956, 24.449035384828395],
[54.41584906245327, 24.449191653195136]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "9"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.434438494049395, 25.349848778805107],
[55.43553283532747, 25.349267031765294],
[55.436455515228594, 25.349771212694797],
[55.435425546966876, 25.350449914473078]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "10"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.377292198648675, 24.442053013125307],
[54.37815050553344, 24.44041209267815],
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[54.3792233891394, 24.440998138146877],
[54.378322166910394, 24.44295160336682]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "11"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.43994289877598, 24.43085499854831],
[54.44071537497227, 24.429096712545473],
[54.44178825857823, 24.42956559120947],
[54.4404149675626, 24.431636451126312]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "12"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.29534889605031, 25.208928287493897],
[55.296893848442885, 25.20881180308837],
[55.29723717119679, 25.210054297666503],
[55.29547764208302, 25.210287263987766]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "13"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.32579663904958, 25.242529062135223],
[55.32407999512669, 25.24157800444928],
[55.32478810995844, 25.238356029885296],
[55.32689102898231, 25.239462393797872]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "14"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.91226683797302, 25.61355255181235],
[55.91376887502136, 25.61332036319014],
[55.914198028463744, 25.615100464432253],
[55.91252433003845, 25.615371347079428]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "15"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.52804384433763, 24.41773289176542],
[54.52928838932054, 24.416013500237607],
[54.53031835758226, 24.41652150471789],
[54.52928838932054, 24.418436272457186]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "16"
}),
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ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.38460400582823, 25.34821579647943],
[55.38541939736876, 25.347731000928228],
[55.38642790795836, 25.348429105906362],
[55.38576272012266, 25.349107815216396]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "17"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.39378788949522, 25.347110459787192],
[55.39456036569151, 25.346315386797517],
[55.39507534982237, 25.347071675860157],
[55.39425995828184, 25.347556474054098]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "18"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.32773538222467, 24.461544007437745],
[54.327048736716854, 24.460215850368776],
[54.32737061027642, 24.460020543324188],
[54.329022842551815, 24.459668958093147],
[54.32940908064996, 24.459786149495013]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "19"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.34405527325875, 24.469096685135515],
[54.34469900342233, 24.468432648179387],
[54.34564314099557, 24.46929198945611],
[54.344741918766566, 24.47019038542867]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "20"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.44195849594415, 25.16995293768444],
[55.44118601974786, 25.16816625968309],
[55.443846771090634, 25.167622482920994],
[55.44419009384454, 25.169486850295076]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "21"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.33441772614675, 25.143080443695094],
[55.33529749070363, 25.14240058259135],
[55.336928273784686, 25.143507783022375],
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[55.33634891663747, 25.14405166727526]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "22"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.331177617656756, 25.14212863708969],
[55.33250799332814, 25.141235097604774],
[55.33383836899953, 25.141856690982248],
[55.33300151978688, 25.142730801314638]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "23"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.43259105984271, 25.361757837844536],
[55.43385706249774, 25.36148638298013],
[55.43456516567767, 25.36263036720834],
[55.433663943448664, 25.363115103022164]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "24"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.441959822886105, 24.452594936087873],
[54.44058653187048, 24.452751200040396],
[54.44376226734411, 24.450094686491948],
[54.4445347435404, 24.451969878339874]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "25"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.439213240854855, 24.450719753541847],
[54.43629499744665, 24.45032908699899],
[54.43689581226599, 24.448297601452843],
[54.439985717051144, 24.44907894592307]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "26"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.652468475545234, 24.27783618676036],
[54.65405634328205, 24.277053784071185],
[54.655172142232246, 24.278814183345016],
[54.653970512593574, 24.279400977681423]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "27"
}),
ee.Feature(
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ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.31409047276626, 25.14962871471282],
[55.312996131488184, 25.14906543171616],
[55.31342528493057, 25.14780289141747],
[55.314712745257715, 25.1485215698042]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "28"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.53530738131495, 25.313880238612924],
[55.53483531252833, 25.312444831030515],
[55.54157302157374, 25.311242179150444],
[55.54135844485255, 25.312871575601932]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "29"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.349068517560795, 25.32217324378651],
[55.34945475565894, 25.320854311549958],
[55.350034112806156, 25.32324001670434],
[55.349540586347416, 25.323201225126517]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "30"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.417216801519515, 25.331787177208465],
[55.41914799201024, 25.330798057928362],
[55.419984841222885, 25.33159323288865],
[55.41807510840428, 25.33265992280184]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "31"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.441407195432184, 25.396254754129053],
[55.442372790677545, 25.396041529125387],
[55.443102351529596, 25.397379025191203],
[55.44224404464483, 25.397514712369688]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "32"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.64554293582401, 24.42303170875367],
[54.64361174533329, 24.420706714531214],
[54.64459879825077, 24.419788427700915],
[54.647173718905066, 24.421976674667906]]]),
{
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"class": 2,
"system:index": "33"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.89366096820067, 25.60458996994304],
[55.89459217107356, 25.60489957728377],
[55.89540756261409, 25.60671850421884],
[55.893733864188796, 25.60691200545566]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "34"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.89095730151366, 25.600061870983065],
[55.8889831956787, 25.601184236281586],
[55.88769573535155, 25.598436357737373],
[55.889584010498034, 25.597546186359338]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "35"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.890528148071276, 25.596849525876646],
[55.89125770892333, 25.596849525876646],
[55.89185852374266, 25.598784683864306],
[55.89091438616942, 25.598784683864306]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "36"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.293476586448904, 25.60548347105077],
[56.2905583430407, 25.604128939631035],
[56.2905583430407, 25.602077762839734],
[56.29373407851433, 25.6025034816712]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "37"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.76358241638956, 24.21414176668134],
[55.76542777619181, 24.215394227901594],
[55.76692981324015, 24.21547250631903],
[55.768217273567295, 24.21461144108184],
[55.77062053284464, 24.212771873123632],
[55.7731525381547, 24.208818669139436],
[55.77439708313761, 24.21007118268462],
[55.77317400932278, 24.21200862604033],
[55.772723384712314, 24.21418090628085],
[55.7731525381547, 24.21660753796687],
[55.77100677094278, 24.21789911340261],
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[55.76727313599405, 24.220247398825585],
[55.764483638618564, 24.219777745204446],
[55.76242370209513, 24.216959787111694],
[55.761737056587314, 24.213515531453986]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "38"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.00042011201262, 25.78745426518285],
[56.00187923371672, 25.78741562359765],
[56.00192214906096, 25.787917963223205],
[56.000312823652024, 25.78824641490477]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "39"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.022589416010305, 24.98597251514966],
[55.023318976862356, 24.983560756605108],
[55.02589389751665, 24.98332735810646],
[55.025850989938526, 24.985894706352568],
[55.02477809856646, 24.986750491685456]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "40"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.65618707297286, 24.2781644823898],
[54.654384628514855, 24.276638796625356],
[54.655865207891075, 24.275426058972126],
[54.656358734349816, 24.27613023063189],
[54.65644456503829, 24.27644319456112],
[54.65691663382491, 24.277577682341256]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "41"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.62474995391339, 24.302801753913055],
[54.62565117614239, 24.30219551147798],
[54.625801379847225, 24.302703973071065],
[54.62517910735577, 24.303231988722576]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "42"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.564073515385836, 25.271738745107612],
[55.56373019263193, 25.273174634665377],
[55.560854864567965, 25.274261242497225],
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[55.55973906561777, 25.272592519324682]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "43"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.91382469289868, 25.612308215048348],
[55.91605629079907, 25.611611640576278],
[55.916657105618405, 25.614165727126267],
[55.91476883047192, 25.61455270517535]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "44"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.74017399299734, 24.21577697910985],
[55.74352138984793, 24.213663450008095],
[55.74377888191336, 24.216559758768014],
[55.74197643745535, 24.21726425634785]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "45"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.723662202605254, 24.21961439209607],
[55.72383386398221, 24.21871421666063],
[55.72731000686551, 24.21871421666063],
[55.728425805815704, 24.21957525416594],
[55.7275245835867, 24.22055369881125]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "46"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.89093011262376, 25.600724114010394],
[55.89230340363938, 25.59995006712598],
[55.89307587983567, 25.60258180609053],
[55.89093011262376, 25.602659209300867]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "47"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.29467545476573, 25.14821408039109],
[55.295834169060164, 25.147009803070024],
[55.29802285161632, 25.147126346555908],
[55.29797993627208, 25.14895217997247]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "48"
}),
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ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.444697212575626, 25.167224142010316],
[55.4458988422143, 25.167029934801782],
[55.44615633427973, 25.169088515474957],
[55.44504053532953, 25.169166197084035]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "49"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.64388989460414, 24.1766071991894],
[55.639340868114886, 24.176528896909396],
[55.639340868114886, 24.17394489471973],
[55.64414738666957, 24.1746496277777]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "50"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.65669036795583, 24.27472798725998],
[54.65780616690603, 24.274336776946214],
[54.65866447379079, 24.276371057422914],
[54.65772033621755, 24.276605779997148]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "51"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.9965558289687, 25.738865766274696],
[55.99664165965718, 25.737087512690564],
[55.998980545918165, 25.737010196713808],
[55.998980545918165, 25.738904423665804]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "52"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.336864316750415, 25.521390721957303],
[56.336864316750415, 25.520616162300637],
[56.33892425327385, 25.520538706060016],
[56.3387525918969, 25.521700544420224]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "53"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.4570118153959, 24.419830724257906],
[54.46010172018106, 24.417876900912347],
[54.46113168844278, 24.418814739893364],
[54.45821344503457, 24.42076854871889]]]),
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{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "54"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.1565682321259, 25.10377080913689],
[55.15837067658391, 25.102255197401814],
[55.15897149140324, 25.103498777644432],
[55.157426539010665, 25.104353731725844]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "55"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.34909809310893, 25.290394414105993],
[55.350685960845745, 25.29035561201178],
[55.35051429946879, 25.291248057037578],
[55.34931266983012, 25.29117045338303]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "56"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.69615560385089, 24.243977479065343],
[55.698043878997375, 24.243273129295037],
[55.698558863128234, 24.244447043412595],
[55.697013910735656, 24.245307906881337]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "57"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.74267583700519, 24.25634209539875],
[55.74267583700519, 24.25352494678403],
[55.74576574179034, 24.252507627780155],
[55.74713903280597, 24.254542257649828]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "58"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.79082745295518, 24.223582429751573],
[55.789625823316506, 24.22240832319672],
[55.79142826777451, 24.221077656015844],
[55.792629897413185, 24.22256487136278]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "59"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
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[[[55.764674210296484, 24.211390762768733],
[55.764910244689794, 24.209159737553765],
[55.76596167062363, 24.209159737553765],
[55.765875839935156, 24.21133205207935]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "60"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.443151452957125, 25.367502017411447],
[55.44201419633481, 25.36676524495073],
[55.44302270692441, 25.366144801499726],
[55.44398830216977, 25.36693974409739]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "61"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.6189679106281, 25.414652865408236],
[55.61802377305486, 25.412520923575002],
[55.619869132857104, 25.412365871789614],
[55.62046994767644, 25.414497816364005]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "62"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.91357068725476, 25.62897196563949],
[55.91509418197522, 25.628410914778673],
[55.91603831954846, 25.629455628059237],
[55.91440753646741, 25.630461639618122]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "63"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.911725327452515, 25.629320202779155],
[55.91043786712537, 25.628198101693716],
[55.91155366607556, 25.62730815195731],
[55.91241197296033, 25.62856568769318]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "64"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.91867761321912, 25.628256141663595],
[55.921703144987916, 25.62765639394824],
[55.92262582488904, 25.62854634108982],
[55.92013673492322, 25.629629746050874]]]),
{
"class": 2,
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"system:index": "65"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.349751249155176, 24.44542563424294],
[54.348764196237696, 24.444644267123678],
[54.34923626502432, 24.444448924587018],
[54.35009457190908, 24.44499588292676]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "66"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.34901405696532, 25.293574451695978],
[55.3490998876538, 25.291362770512293],
[55.34991527919433, 25.291440374043763],
[55.34982944850585, 25.293496849530367]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "67"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.90841100685678, 25.61382685503358],
[55.9054069327601, 25.61235632284972],
[55.90660856239877, 25.611272761241793],
[55.90926931374155, 25.613285082123546]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "68"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.98470288448251, 25.615667620505253],
[55.98410206966317, 25.613268358784943],
[55.986333667563564, 25.613036169610613],
[55.98641949825204, 25.615125855940033]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "69"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.818394939154544, 24.202225242522754],
[55.81676415607349, 24.199602616756625],
[55.818352023810306, 24.198898021535552],
[55.81925324603931, 24.201677235627727]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "70"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.36750376861939, 24.452118463229986],
[54.36630213898072, 24.45125900477711],
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[54.36733210724244, 24.450087006530552],
[54.367932922061776, 24.450946472977176]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "71"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.38462212302158, 25.35069822865793],
[55.383077170629, 25.349689872426346],
[55.384192969579196, 25.34883664135588],
[55.385222937840915, 25.350077702741167]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "72"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.339551308147115, 25.125151146497977],
[56.338821747295064, 25.124684887988003],
[56.34010920762221, 25.123907786517222],
[56.34023795365493, 25.125423129807047]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "73"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.480895646302116, 25.299505016172617],
[55.48226893731774, 25.298923027191243],
[55.4842430431527, 25.30140616070472],
[55.48286975213708, 25.3017941457209]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "74"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.486789514041774, 25.30631955147292],
[55.48472957751834, 25.30340974223289],
[55.48520164630496, 25.3029829643359],
[55.48739032886111, 25.305660000835537]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "75"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.48708992145144, 25.306940301734656],
[55.488248635745876, 25.30690150493645],
[55.48910694263064, 25.307910217652367],
[55.48842029712283, 25.30837577453513]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "76"
}),
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ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.346249825227574, 25.368747921924623],
[56.34788060830863, 25.368515259821194],
[56.34788060830863, 25.37161738436546],
[56.34633565591605, 25.371074518319574]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "77"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.35534904713884, 25.05363349456158],
[56.35500572438493, 25.052953136141497],
[56.35500572438493, 25.05252548034457],
[56.35571382756486, 25.05209782305561],
[56.355885488941816, 25.053575178273533]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "78"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.680370321417435, 24.250682177850287],
[55.681142797613724, 24.249782222108102],
[55.679898252630814, 24.24923441984303],
[55.680627813482864, 24.248295324756917],
[55.683631887579544, 24.250212636518395],
[55.68221568121968, 24.252051663500662]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "79"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.3007604233885, 24.176797950690176],
[55.3013183228636, 24.176132380773648],
[55.30262724086287, 24.176641346316195],
[55.30236974879744, 24.177287338120337]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "80"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.33423070420697, 25.24235657889432],
[55.33423070420697, 25.240803871147797],
[55.336462302107364, 25.240027509835475],
[55.33835057725385, 25.240881507006275],
[55.33637647141889, 25.244375069306482]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "81"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
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[[[54.32140892328898, 24.46718530870887],
[54.31982105555216, 24.464060350942788],
[54.321709330698646, 24.463513475360834],
[54.321966822764075, 24.465896273027194]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "82"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.31115381944227, 24.45990013058718],
[54.31364290940809, 24.46068140310579],
[54.31334250199842, 24.46220487057833],
[54.31184046495008, 24.46247831150739],
[54.310209681869026, 24.461892365932453]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "83"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.159704722621825, 25.070010788436715],
[55.15807393954077, 25.06853363137211],
[55.15961889193335, 25.067134202983773],
[55.16150716707983, 25.068300394417648]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "84"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.15884641573706, 25.082915718642887],
[55.16099218294897, 25.081283242382163],
[55.161678828456786, 25.081905140667555],
[55.15987638399878, 25.0837708165671]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "85"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.15901807711401, 25.087035680965766],
[55.1609063522605, 25.08571419872428],
[55.162708796718505, 25.087579816564933],
[55.16116384432593, 25.088512614820623]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "86"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.17429593966284, 25.066667723301485],
[55.17472509310522, 25.06589025321686],
[55.17704252169409, 25.067678427034576],
[55.17652753756323, 25.068455885769968]]]),
{
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"class": 2,
"system:index": "87"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.56169643945982, 25.276285509859935],
[55.56620255060484, 25.273724247133526],
[55.56620255060484, 25.275548182192157],
[55.563413053229354, 25.277139252088414]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "88"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.95724626183484, 25.641336839848844],
[55.9597782671449, 25.64056305603964],
[55.960636574029664, 25.641646351968046],
[55.95797582268689, 25.642497506157525]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "89"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.25183964975861, 25.03786406404955],
[55.2494793058255, 25.036580934296573],
[55.25085259684113, 25.03448123847657],
[55.25347043283966, 25.03576439019265]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "90"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.48481812018841, 25.308689661387323],
[55.48601974982708, 25.307060208692814],
[55.486878056711845, 25.308767253826165],
[55.48524727363079, 25.30977595100967]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "91"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.98260422966982, 25.61179999547036],
[55.98599454186464, 25.611335610965444],
[55.98612328789736, 25.61257396563567],
[55.98260422966982, 25.612728759067295]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "92"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.92769017014216, 25.648291612012404],
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[55.92756142410944, 25.64709231485856],
[55.929750106665594, 25.64724706355569],
[55.92979302200983, 25.648639792799433]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "93"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.34441257243823, 25.525866764534335],
[56.344026334340086, 25.52513096042614],
[56.34612918620776, 25.52513096042614],
[56.34600044017505, 25.52617657544049]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "94"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.321551193956424, 25.410929352365976],
[56.32157265162854, 25.40920436726252],
[56.322988857988406, 25.40916560326889],
[56.323525299791385, 25.4107549167914]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "95"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.38716291708984, 24.42534926688262],
[54.389480345678706, 24.424645924725322],
[54.39068197531738, 24.426912235415674],
[54.38819288535156, 24.427537417406864]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "96"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.39428686423339, 24.421207306625327],
[54.39703344626464, 24.420191333343897],
[54.39737676901855, 24.421519912143154],
[54.39514517111816, 24.422614025356705]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "97"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.35386060996093, 24.444025473704112],
[54.35265898032226, 24.44238457893224],
[54.35368894858398, 24.441446915186848],
[54.355319731665034, 24.44269713196415]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "98"
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}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.26952209101107, 25.048631795653108],
[55.27098121271517, 25.047076621693392],
[55.27149619684603, 25.04800972843644],
[55.269607921699546, 25.04964264814832]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "99"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.36194222192905, 25.214795870682607],
[55.361513068486666, 25.2125439276626],
[55.362543036748384, 25.211223803758287],
[55.363744666387056, 25.213631077772035]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "100"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.95029966461052, 25.769758324306718],
[55.947681828611984, 25.768637546061143],
[55.950170918577804, 25.765854878452988],
[55.95193044769157, 25.766859738170123]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "101"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.91013677863966, 25.61310957607615],
[55.908763487624036, 25.61179382970934],
[55.91198213844191, 25.610439369790335],
[55.91266878394972, 25.61202602129718]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "102"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.016648019525626, 24.611100702420863],
[55.016390527460196, 24.61000822952702],
[55.021669114801504, 24.609891178293903],
[55.02673312542162, 24.609891178293903],
[55.026647294733145, 24.611061685696107]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "103"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.03025218364916, 24.61102266895916],
[55.030123437616446, 24.609344937757765],
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[55.03484412548266, 24.60938395501803],
[55.034887040826895, 24.61090561867535]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "104"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.48737041099971, 25.35491082217158],
[55.49011699303096, 25.35266147893425],
[55.49131862266963, 25.354755696395145],
[55.48891536339229, 25.3568498775841]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "105"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.385636619423266, 25.338905005692048],
[55.383662513588305, 25.338051698549833],
[55.38537912735784, 25.33618991662504],
[55.38597994217717, 25.336422640932152]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "106"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.77434935597227, 25.685989890810436],
[55.77653803852842, 25.684249521992644],
[55.77859797505186, 25.685912541625104],
[55.77735343006895, 25.6877302342028]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "107"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.75198134111801, 24.26287479713935],
[55.74974974321762, 24.267256679075825],
[55.7478185527269, 24.26647421123821],
[55.75077971147934, 24.261818428003384]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "108"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.76829923658607, 24.295503776387754],
[55.76825632124183, 24.293782723590777],
[55.77241910963294, 24.29405652900582],
[55.77224744825599, 24.295934035940657]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "109"
}),
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ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.77018751173255, 24.299610739902526],
[55.76997293501136, 24.297303033905134],
[55.77164663343665, 24.297420375900693],
[55.77151788740394, 24.299532513267735]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "110"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.98281958273696, 25.61567742626615],
[55.9828624980812, 25.613394259151182],
[55.98402121237563, 25.613394259151182],
[55.98427870444106, 25.615406544312762]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "111"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.59764486232266, 25.408777810787353],
[55.59464078822598, 25.408390168919656],
[55.59592824855313, 25.406994647880865],
[55.59798818507657, 25.407614881446893]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "112"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.96221716460405, 25.779663171175077],
[55.96045763549028, 25.776146504383995],
[55.96519978102861, 25.776069213833324],
[55.96416981276689, 25.779663171175077]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "113"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.959320378867965, 25.779972323710282],
[55.95593006667314, 25.781981795550482],
[55.95290453490434, 25.779895035652],
[55.957303357688765, 25.77666821428413]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "114"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.9762919917967, 25.602403931165544],
[55.97800860556623, 25.602133019131696],
[55.978137351598946, 25.605151718536582],
[55.97624907645246, 25.605538725768863]]]),
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{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "115"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.698893217437636, 24.151152839624885],
[55.700180677764784, 24.15025218100363],
[55.7008673232726, 24.151270316368333],
[55.70009484707631, 24.151936015874462]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "116"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.74509196556225, 24.10739883621998],
[55.74595027244702, 24.105557723486783],
[55.74770980156079, 24.106380351596595],
[55.74672274864331, 24.108358554701418]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "117"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.76851000972481, 24.282152970070285],
[55.768552925069045, 24.280353497837734],
[55.77168574519844, 24.280275259336243],
[55.771556999165725, 24.282270326069405]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "118"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.95097254259421, 25.78706773665428],
[55.947324738333954, 25.78416957337846],
[55.949813828299774, 25.78270114362079],
[55.9526462410195, 25.78459464175741]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "119"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.33630871227151, 25.237276623448434],
[55.339184040335475, 25.236150865259088],
[55.33987068584329, 25.240188018692155],
[55.33858322551614, 25.240537381435036]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "120"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
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[[[55.34124397685891, 25.238790557678286],
[55.3405573313511, 25.23626732348631],
[55.34274601390725, 25.236461420283696],
[55.342445606497584, 25.238790557678286]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "121"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.41267067951107, 24.452575259464954],
[54.41567475360775, 24.451559538891253],
[54.416361399115566, 24.45343470893973],
[54.413614817084316, 24.45437228349877]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "122"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.47866997688671, 25.430481396024284],
[55.47626671760936, 25.427671470138296],
[55.48051533668895, 25.42571417270488],
[55.48152384727855, 25.42761333304883]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "123"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.70340080188809, 24.211881986298053],
[55.704645346871, 24.207380772332545],
[55.70983810352383, 24.20949440564744],
[55.7081214897543, 24.21301704993381]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "124"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.68838651847102, 24.205285607628017],
[55.68958814810969, 24.20317190451328],
[55.69207723807551, 24.20395476160561],
[55.69143350791194, 24.20591188330092]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "125"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.60998476752584, 24.1112101785439],
[55.61088598975484, 24.109800008887103],
[55.61517752417867, 24.1112101785439],
[55.61384714850728, 24.11383461960404]]]),
{
"class": 2,
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"system:index": "126"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.294784777647436, 25.23555558742737],
[55.29787468243259, 25.233847512246452],
[55.29873298931736, 25.235866143972743],
[55.295299761778296, 25.236953085633658]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "127"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.988638525487566, 25.612658309170687],
[55.987951879979754, 25.611071666057377],
[55.98962557840505, 25.610723375725534],
[55.99005473184743, 25.612658309170687]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "128"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.922487101513255, 25.646996369668173],
[55.92364581580769, 25.646338684937827],
[55.92411788459431, 25.647731424783323],
[55.923517069774974, 25.648737282340385]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "129"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.92954667564045, 25.646280653758183],
[55.92941792960774, 25.64403675983832],
[55.93134912009846, 25.64419151249755],
[55.93137057777058, 25.646261310025363]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "130"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.94310607692135, 25.772155205882644],
[55.94344939967526, 25.77080256848017],
[55.947783849443326, 25.77118903788264],
[55.94563808223141, 25.773198658487335]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "131"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.93702743459566, 25.645767672334845],
[55.93694160390719, 25.64418146901299],
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[55.93812177587374, 25.64420081308293],
[55.9380788605295, 25.645787016147693]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "132"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.32126817511478, 25.524314980215582],
[56.321182344426305, 25.52168152115902],
[56.32281312750736, 25.520635866975244],
[56.322641466130406, 25.524353707123463]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "133"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.35792472183277, 25.47021491218972],
[56.359963200684085, 25.470544238776892],
[56.36007048904468, 25.471241633279167],
[56.35809638320972, 25.471222261264238]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "134"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.857594652919246, 24.203943923606367],
[55.85755173757501, 24.199990445787872],
[55.859139605311825, 24.20002958973357],
[55.859139605311825, 24.20370906696353]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "135"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.58783838282693, 24.153217289969056],
[55.58715173731912, 24.148988123602784],
[55.592988224135524, 24.154940243542722],
[55.59118577967752, 24.156349915547615]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "136"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.59198357800648, 24.15704645451968],
[55.593528530399055, 24.155636790200788],
[55.598249218265266, 24.16025729850939],
[55.59687592724964, 24.16072717134765]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "137"
}),
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ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.165221817971236, 25.11087983404803],
[55.16711009311772, 25.111112989860764],
[55.16693843174077, 25.11301707902018],
[55.16595137882329, 25.11301707902018]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "138"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.5262116015694, 24.41415831392493],
[54.52921567566608, 24.411422829834805],
[54.530331474616276, 24.412985970859168],
[54.52848611481403, 24.41501802525306]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "139"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.621220595684036, 24.490732879437918],
[54.62070561155318, 24.48979557564613],
[54.62169266447066, 24.488194332177386],
[54.62383843168257, 24.48940503033813]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "140"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.02874571948483, 24.60822188516675],
[55.02874571948483, 24.605334548217215],
[55.03046233325436, 24.605334548217215],
[55.03054816394284, 24.60806581460288]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "141"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.34719738718271, 25.06229544860506],
[56.34721884485483, 25.061381888145554],
[56.34846338983774, 25.061381888145554],
[56.3484204744935, 25.06221769904389]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "142"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.93179637096224, 24.066574148526634],
[55.92982226512728, 24.06665251812153],
[55.93007975719271, 24.063360953916284],
[55.93235427043734, 24.063870368185633]]]),
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{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "143"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.94149523876009, 24.06673088766855],
[55.938147841909505, 24.066691702901032],
[55.93806201122103, 24.064614893094888],
[55.94170981548128, 24.064967561280767]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "144"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.695139619582534, 24.147031705995243],
[55.69372341322267, 24.145308645786052],
[55.69449588941896, 24.144642911756783],
[55.6965558259424, 24.145465288583132]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "145"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.69275712951466, 24.179887717091937],
[55.6882081030254, 24.17863490705116],
[55.68872308715626, 24.174054215651694],
[55.69357252105519, 24.17824340139115]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "146"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.65943533471548, 24.176899080983357],
[55.656366887602445, 24.175587514456122],
[55.65679604104483, 24.174393389926376],
[55.66027218392813, 24.176057330880816]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "147"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.654516773845685, 24.175574524085565],
[55.654559689189924, 24.173656088874765],
[55.65567548814012, 24.173714816911083],
[55.65546091141893, 24.175652826951094]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "148"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
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[[[54.37760093584077, 24.450703753721005],
[54.379188803577584, 24.450703753721005],
[54.37923171892182, 24.451680414903265],
[54.378158835315865, 24.452539870481782],
[54.37751510515229, 24.452344540183244]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "149"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.4231173075102, 25.372680289168333],
[55.42402925857527, 25.372156815842835],
[55.42447986968977, 25.372980800608154],
[55.42371812232954, 25.373397637819426]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "150"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.92611454424616, 25.633259721987812],
[55.9241404384112, 25.634304392850183],
[55.92272423205134, 25.63329841366424],
[55.924998745295966, 25.63167335246068]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "151"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.54106391950304, 24.192568798711083],
[55.542651787239855, 24.190611472186237],
[55.54496921582872, 24.192490506226836],
[55.54333843274767, 24.194212929777272]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "152"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.24119531183876, 25.601373175349444],
[56.246516814524306, 25.601218367213658],
[56.24668847590126, 25.60385007826456],
[56.241023650461806, 25.60369527333556]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "153"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.35822437148142, 25.344956312458663],
[56.358825186300756, 25.344413326678815],
[56.361099699545385, 25.345732002201828],
[56.3592114243989, 25.346507686970707]]]),
{
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"class": 2,
"system:index": "154"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.93569804903143, 24.06472554636516],
[55.93737174745672, 24.06488228776559],
[55.93685676332586, 24.067468493225643],
[55.9348826574909, 24.06735093956306]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "155"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.620114178707276, 24.17776117068557],
[55.62045750146118, 24.174002641040616],
[55.627152295162354, 24.174472463299043],
[55.626122326900635, 24.178544183763307]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "156"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.62028584008423, 24.172436554356686],
[55.62080082421509, 24.1671117159202],
[55.62543568139282, 24.16742494785822],
[55.62457737450806, 24.173062991335925]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "157"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.61496433739868, 24.176664944305795],
[55.615135998775635, 24.1735328170529],
[55.618397564937744, 24.1735328170529],
[55.61702427392212, 24.177447964109305]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "158"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.691525311519776, 24.20876481563404],
[55.69118198876587, 24.2061031823517],
[55.69358524804321, 24.2061031823517],
[55.69358524804321, 24.209077945306788]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "159"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.8067645009625, 24.353827931468356],
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[55.81260098777891, 24.353827931468356],
[55.81260098777891, 24.359457713305826],
[55.807451146470314, 24.35883219435751]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "160"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.819124120103126, 24.34757232463384],
[55.823930638657814, 24.348823470729144],
[55.822900670396095, 24.35288961014944],
[55.8177508290875, 24.351951281875074]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "161"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.98763555409695, 24.730289138504162],
[54.9848889720657, 24.724987819593842],
[54.99003881337429, 24.722181147547037],
[54.99312871815945, 24.72685889912091]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "162"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.9519299876907, 24.725299668135687],
[54.95879644276882, 24.724052269278868],
[54.959483088276635, 24.729353628052404],
[54.95364660146023, 24.730289138504162]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "163"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.974932612202416, 24.70471598821654],
[54.980425776264916, 24.702844575836842],
[54.98248571278835, 24.708146837877983],
[54.97699254872585, 24.70939439613792]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "164"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.888573944694635, 25.595533132094012],
[55.888573944694635, 25.597313498190378],
[55.886342346794244, 25.598784215411143],
[55.88617068541729, 25.596074985450528]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "165"
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}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.990268440855196, 25.614550370478348],
[55.99001094878977, 25.613234639973324],
[55.99413082183664, 25.612615467664682],
[55.994302483213595, 25.613931204986248]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "166"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.92406448752722, 25.644307012027703],
[55.923120349953976, 25.64330111712905],
[55.92427906424841, 25.64256603472652],
[55.92509445578894, 25.643804065638086]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "167"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.47680715818501, 25.434029901226552],
[55.47564844389058, 25.432324624932278],
[55.4770217349062, 25.43019299562467],
[55.479467909527784, 25.432440894537212]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "168"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.487450163556105, 25.428526422809806],
[55.487664740277296, 25.426782310299412],
[55.49079756040669, 25.426976101824792],
[55.49023966093159, 25.428487665028253]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "169"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.61744747017716, 24.13139183532889],
[55.61594543312882, 24.13060853320979],
[55.619378660667884, 24.12673111707889],
[55.620623205650794, 24.127984436158425]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "170"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.54426875862641, 24.40927322721881],
[54.54426875862641, 24.407866359794234],
[54.546843679280705, 24.408100838786964],
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[54.546629102559514, 24.409624941625484]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "171"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.97942053896355, 25.607096334359607],
[55.97598731142449, 25.607096334359607],
[55.97615897280144, 25.605857922941336],
[55.97942053896355, 25.60562571937225]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "172"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.902507906900894, 25.596172995691692],
[55.901992922770035, 25.594470021129442],
[55.90388119791652, 25.594857062931755],
[55.9043103513589, 25.595708550488403]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "173"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.88414013956691, 25.599656277228345],
[55.88414013956691, 25.59787594600699],
[55.88585675333644, 25.59787594600699],
[55.88559926127101, 25.599578872074172]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "174"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.79902458567582, 24.36221709918011],
[55.79936790842972, 24.359245921428066],
[55.8009128608223, 24.359871438331325],
[55.80039787669144, 24.36221709918011]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "175"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.36478693505591, 25.08295565370467],
[55.36633188744849, 25.080312586854152],
[55.36873514672583, 25.08132317797652],
[55.36753351708716, 25.083888487203264]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "176"
}),
ee.Feature(
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ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.366555507421225, 25.079193101761906],
[55.36715632224056, 25.078260232483515],
[55.369817073583334, 25.07946518729583],
[55.36925917410824, 25.080475785413437]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "177"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.46464782862375, 25.279481109311913],
[55.46310287623117, 25.277540814827677],
[55.46584945826242, 25.276454236363104],
[55.46687942652414, 25.27823932441659]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "178"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.457953034922575, 25.283827256351028],
[55.457180558726286, 25.2828183432376],
[55.45975547938058, 25.280024386206918],
[55.46130043177316, 25.281731812038668]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "179"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.483245430056925, 25.427278780971253],
[55.483030853335734, 25.42541837413648],
[55.48457580572831, 25.424100568586947],
[55.48633533484208, 25.425999754357246]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "180"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.8805882247974, 25.612244867252432],
[55.88024490204349, 25.61046472347791],
[55.88213317718998, 25.609922935327653],
[55.88290565338627, 25.611548292411165]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "181"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.88727275092558, 25.587114554027053],
[55.88512698371367, 25.585063085445835],
[55.8868435974832, 25.584056691773867],
[55.888173973154586, 25.586417832792563]]]),
{
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"class": 2,
"system:index": "182"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.91130534369902, 25.61879820359541],
[55.910962020945114, 25.616321610415532],
[55.91353694159941, 25.615702454100372],
[55.912678634714645, 25.61879820359541]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "183"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.916197692942184, 25.621816482129688],
[55.91473857123808, 25.61957212843723],
[55.915940200876754, 25.618952988964814],
[55.9172276612039, 25.62119735428767]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "184"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.915425216745895, 25.626459838669653],
[55.91877261359648, 25.625376404954427],
[55.919201767038864, 25.626227675129396],
[55.91628352363066, 25.62762064960205]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "185"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.94507971961455, 25.647159273311242],
[55.94301978309111, 25.64503145957026],
[55.943921005320114, 25.644412452085618],
[55.94572344977812, 25.646308152367514]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "186"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.94388998688845, 25.77615399359857],
[55.94135798157839, 25.775497022354394],
[55.943804156199974, 25.773487440673712],
[55.945306193248314, 25.773989839284614]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "187"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.903621348599415, 25.59843700968933],
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[55.90319219515703, 25.597508135062668],
[55.90447965548418, 25.597063046747436],
[55.90475860522173, 25.59810803408413]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "188"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.69958224183501, 24.213039917203986],
[55.69331660157622, 24.21045665471295],
[55.69417490846099, 24.208734450624046],
[55.70001139527739, 24.21108290497452]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "189"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.6049192262259, 24.104465577390133],
[55.60620668655305, 24.104465577390133],
[55.6060350251761, 24.10716850153042],
[55.60479048019319, 24.107246846306836]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "190"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.605090887602856, 24.104073844520446],
[55.60423258071809, 24.103094507103744],
[55.60573461776643, 24.102115162197965],
[55.60646417861848, 24.102820291285013]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "191"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.914960332213745, 25.61679096566626],
[55.91461700945984, 25.61477870381634],
[55.91882271319519, 25.614546517576343],
[55.918479390441284, 25.616713571606276]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "192"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.92277092486511, 25.62770302626025],
[55.92577499896179, 25.625536171555474],
[55.926719136535034, 25.626696991464513],
[55.923972554503784, 25.62832212038424]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "193"
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}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.92577499896179, 25.642032613198957],
[55.9250025227655, 25.639169604738484],
[55.92740578204285, 25.639014845568223],
[55.92826408892761, 25.64180047993601]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "194"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.34061115702906, 24.17893939227861],
[55.34052532634058, 24.176825252490193],
[55.342928585617926, 24.177295064358677],
[55.34284275492945, 24.17901769307966]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "195"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.4363982053689, 24.192014960034882],
[55.4363982053689, 24.189979330984617],
[55.43828648051539, 24.19005762501036],
[55.43802898844996, 24.192406423435127]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "196"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.8277753414537, 24.348646766433518],
[55.832410198631436, 24.351618193004875],
[55.830178600731045, 24.355215089748814],
[55.82588706630722, 24.353182073713068]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "197"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.96995916803591, 24.717795100280927],
[54.976653961737085, 24.715923884472893],
[54.978885559637476, 24.722161161099148],
[54.97287741144412, 24.723720431413305]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "198"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.00795844530321, 24.726019216856066],
[55.014824900381335, 24.724459975348097],
[55.01636985277391, 24.730696824135553],
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[55.01036170458055, 24.73194415637262]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "199"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.30467921150839, 25.144012367721228],
[55.30721121681845, 25.143895821262117],
[55.30652457131064, 25.146420969630064],
[55.30570917977011, 25.14638212158928]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "200"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.473943156918466, 25.288716210380045],
[55.47102491351026, 25.28561196065235],
[55.47201196642774, 25.28456425843639],
[55.47462980242628, 25.28797895826418]]]),
{
"class": 2,
"system:index": "201"
})]),
UAEPoly = ee.FeatureCollection("users/wissamatwah/UAEPoly1"),
Bare =
/* color: #ff9f00 */
/* shown: false */
ee.FeatureCollection(
[ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.574825854767184, 24.357208946535913],
[54.58718547390781, 24.353142945861855],
[54.59388026760898, 24.364558693175223],
[54.579289050567965, 24.367217007035055]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "0"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.421917838143536, 24.2685904334522],
[54.42586604981346, 24.259983112621217],
[54.441143912362286, 24.271407248214004],
[54.434449118661114, 24.278761970136966]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "1"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.30570015853307, 25.117237031535485],
[55.31522736495397, 25.11622673708566],
[55.31617150252721, 25.122832357267246],
[55.307588433679555, 25.12415343845473]]]),
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{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "2"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.26825861932835, 25.09951681020688],
[55.2764983654221, 25.097962282318246],
[55.27855830194554, 25.106978269047318],
[55.26825861932835, 25.108221801259436]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "3"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.46713544144025, 25.176981669385068],
[55.477435124057436, 25.17107810449939],
[55.482241642612124, 25.180710089366077],
[55.46953870071759, 25.18630250546153]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "4"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.52321969276693, 25.34144490670712],
[55.54124413734701, 25.34097947696428],
[55.541072475970054, 25.354010832867125],
[55.52665292030599, 25.356182589004977]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "5"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.51171715774678, 25.373042126727462],
[55.51703866043233, 25.36435607973101],
[55.52716668167256, 25.366527650014906],
[55.52064354934834, 25.375678838871814]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "6"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.04005954083121, 25.920273854685373],
[56.04297773484852, 25.91865275687314],
[56.046153403835014, 25.928070420535757],
[56.04314937532747, 25.929228210666956],
[56.04151852401823, 25.923284404413607]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "7"
}),
ee.Feature(
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ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.31938117710669, 25.0901257580417],
[56.324659764448, 25.09028122167706],
[56.32594722477515, 25.094245477641337],
[56.31920951572974, 25.09311839832677]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "8"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.00073764557802, 24.886161212880037],
[55.01670215363466, 24.871989709288815],
[55.024598576974505, 24.894102773246498],
[55.01653049225771, 24.895504172057027]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "9"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.57463582901633, 24.375293789007667],
[54.578240717932346, 24.371384734212995],
[54.584763850256564, 24.374511987715263],
[54.57755407242453, 24.381704377275163]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "10"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.70086879944978, 24.31651849352864],
[54.70876522278962, 24.31229474922477],
[54.71889324402986, 24.31667492580109],
[54.71357174134431, 24.324339870716685]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "11"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.46443509746538, 24.46438977819553],
[54.46529340435015, 24.462671022865777],
[54.47130155254351, 24.465639767337922],
[54.468898293266165, 24.46798346353635]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "12"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.476134939652376, 24.38921097558683],
[54.48205725715726, 24.38788205682413],
[54.48360220954984, 24.391399752496433],
[54.47785155342191, 24.39257229595958]]]),
{
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"class": 3,
"system:index": "13"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.506757069184665, 24.464981672731977],
[54.51370935495127, 24.459903488123764],
[54.5198033338331, 24.462012912745898],
[54.51465349252451, 24.46420042688925]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "14"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.60904579369192, 24.52227280685469],
[54.61659889427786, 24.515713179726326],
[54.62174873558645, 24.52320986848018],
[54.616083910147, 24.527270388062206]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "15"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.54704314922163, 24.384302461295896],
[54.56000358318159, 24.37421757216781],
[54.574079816091746, 24.38500602819037],
[54.5661833927519, 24.39282317460572],
[54.54575568889448, 24.389461860906692]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "16"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.624307982561554, 24.400361219219388],
[54.625509612200226, 24.403331430811665],
[54.61623989784476, 24.40067387636062],
[54.623278014299835, 24.39176284456821],
[54.631517760393585, 24.394733258338388]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "17"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.790699897207375, 24.385247282719426],
[54.784434256948586, 24.383683798397588],
[54.78649419347202, 24.37938411679879],
[54.79275983373081, 24.380322241620277]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "18"
}),
ee.Feature(
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ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.26704979452326, 25.07132213711318],
[55.276662831632635, 25.07264377470868],
[55.275890355436346, 25.079251748732684],
[55.26747894796564, 25.079174009934867]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "19"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.4815453060968, 24.514900236039864],
[54.47828376660603, 24.510370682239284],
[54.48103034863728, 24.505372428696262],
[54.48686683545369, 24.511932595704057]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "20"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.87521261661905, 24.18070710102206],
[55.8568462601847, 24.179297905636574],
[55.86285390752793, 24.165203973032707],
[55.87795910801484, 24.16958892536608]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "21"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.477655845522506, 24.531285394918182],
[54.47662587726079, 24.524726238526142],
[54.48349233233891, 24.521915066617243],
[54.483149009585006, 24.53034839355499]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "22"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.97400825454448, 25.593449808889083],
[55.97675483657573, 25.570689355525573],
[55.98396461440776, 25.571928131015266],
[55.98396461440776, 25.59422389784348]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "23"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.218553286985376, 25.581772720991413],
[56.22387478967092, 25.579450197433186],
[56.233316165403345, 25.58734659364374],
[56.229539615110376, 25.592610568302327]]]),
{
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"class": 3,
"system:index": "24"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.24018262048147, 25.56969510640078],
[56.23125622887991, 25.567217496404336],
[56.23571942468069, 25.558235730510468],
[56.243787509397485, 25.563733270625143]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "25"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.22035583157165, 25.57232751723842],
[56.22421811242483, 25.57317915872898],
[56.22327397485159, 25.578366337683192],
[56.219068271116235, 25.578211499774895]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "26"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.9081833175885, 25.681936435339747],
[55.9191696457135, 25.670797256696996],
[55.936335783408815, 25.685958660625406],
[55.921572904990846, 25.695549572859843]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "27"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.72535721143547, 24.304339319075243],
[54.71746078809563, 24.302618386103433],
[54.72243896802727, 24.28822421463567],
[54.73445526441399, 24.28853714876347]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "28"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.75852032629934, 24.286779360862326],
[54.74495907752004, 24.281615777650607],
[54.74856396643606, 24.274104736396673],
[54.76075192419973, 24.278016792469]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "29"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.441687315742534, 24.26202186341338],
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[54.43310424689488, 24.255761728046256],
[54.442888945381206, 24.248875223162806],
[54.44786712531285, 24.25529220546829]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "30"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.09585758573593, 24.88743574547758],
[55.08538624174179, 24.8832312266287],
[55.090192760296475, 24.874043076300858],
[55.09946247465194, 24.882296869670846]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "31"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.19671045037897, 24.93117924909337],
[55.19104562493952, 24.922306020740763],
[55.20083032342585, 24.915144704173596],
[55.20580850335749, 24.927443230786256]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "32"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.633088068954244, 25.429045014322707],
[55.636564211837545, 25.428269859658915],
[55.63742251872231, 25.431409205251367],
[55.6336030530851, 25.431835529826596]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "33"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.61900740627502, 25.51549718457079],
[55.62123900417541, 25.514567666742565],
[55.62248354915832, 25.516736530478795],
[55.62115317348693, 25.517549844276786]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "34"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.82468333055055, 25.662345871815834],
[55.834296367659924, 25.656311287694987],
[55.841334484115, 25.662345871815834],
[55.83463969041383, 25.669463193930678]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "35"
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}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.85424929309265, 25.639286061313317],
[55.861115748170775, 25.63294077701534],
[55.86695223498718, 25.63882178365354],
[55.86145907092468, 25.64408349139452]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "36"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.22363556663954, 25.560055145230848],
[56.23281945030653, 25.560132575949016],
[56.23007286827528, 25.566326871243],
[56.22337807457411, 25.566249444528868]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "37"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.340690586489224, 25.194301029360687],
[56.34476754419186, 25.19445636038857],
[56.344896290224575, 25.2026109611106],
[56.34026143304684, 25.203387561268027]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "38"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.340690586489224, 25.19072836104424],
[56.34056184045651, 25.185718682256333],
[56.34378049127438, 25.18482546207399],
[56.34326550714352, 25.190068182601927]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "39"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.3326319084798, 25.16058069717193],
[56.32688125235187, 25.15211251446161],
[56.33048614126788, 25.14900477705838],
[56.33748134237872, 25.15743433093701]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "40"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.284749598460365, 25.124559911476087],
[56.29384765143888, 25.123802236827242],
[56.293761820750404, 25.126269519062117],
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[56.28607997413175, 25.128756178298083]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "41"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.75359268041828, 24.06462710709452],
[55.76801223608234, 24.068545587662797],
[55.76423568578937, 24.081710805538826],
[55.75187606664875, 24.079516696424722]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "42"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.787581633055, 24.128672892751297],
[55.77505035253742, 24.122092866009993],
[55.78002853246906, 24.111595456231473],
[55.79530639501789, 24.119272750955062]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "43"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.96094879817868, 24.088739493508612],
[55.96060547542477, 24.08423394015452],
[55.96558365535641, 24.08462573369013],
[55.96566948604489, 24.088151821618712]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "44"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.986826736161, 24.098093680178902],
[55.98476679963756, 24.096840068413986],
[55.986183005997425, 24.095547268432686],
[55.98824294252086, 24.09648748789474]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "45"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.96156743509901, 24.130835227169776],
[55.96261886103285, 24.128974868708337],
[55.96407798273695, 24.129425273765666],
[55.963048014475234, 24.13159894544074]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "46"
}),
ee.Feature(
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ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.960161147585175, 24.162681955749026],
[55.95685666607883, 24.161311509447643],
[55.95724290417697, 24.15751333856302],
[55.962392745485566, 24.158296475823096]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "47"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.957199988832734, 24.15453737318933],
[55.955397544374726, 24.15234451223942],
[55.95715706302558, 24.15173756204644],
[55.95908826397922, 24.153793371014093]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "48"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.95262358122086, 24.168484575874523],
[55.95022032194352, 24.166800959144982],
[55.95223734312272, 24.164216760048223],
[55.95541307859635, 24.165665484164816]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "49"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.654376654073104, 24.11201294537649],
[55.63918462221275, 24.102063145608597],
[55.640386251851425, 24.09610856498775],
[55.657638220235214, 24.106450554188214]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "50"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.49908922820558, 24.143407530067236],
[55.51651285796632, 24.143485852654678],
[55.51591204314698, 24.149751504151283],
[55.49926088958253, 24.148889995285067]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "51"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.560801493220225, 24.181728544371612],
[55.57350443511476, 24.186426404699706],
[55.57075785308351, 24.19315970281075],
[55.55891321807374, 24.19167214428368]]]),
{
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"class": 3,
"system:index": "52"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.81023553713359, 24.278179334864944],
[54.81830362185039, 24.278335814401785],
[54.81710199221172, 24.287411297686987],
[54.8080039392332, 24.286941892043764]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "53"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.7805381189207, 24.279744121558775],
[54.792211092553515, 24.280057076584285],
[54.79289773806133, 24.286628953984188],
[54.78156808718242, 24.286941892043764]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "54"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.80954889162578, 24.40908517485695],
[54.81572870119609, 24.409788603738228],
[54.81572870119609, 24.416275596450244],
[54.81049302919902, 24.416353750956453]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "55"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.773134779145636, 24.489668029256357],
[54.77356393258802, 24.48498140078085],
[54.78283364694349, 24.485293848111144],
[54.78223283212415, 24.4904491170266]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "56"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.098486483166035, 24.86155512022018],
[55.1077561975215, 24.85314417837802],
[55.11857086426955, 24.859218804865716],
[55.11101776368361, 24.86903103270019]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "57"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.4539539627335, 24.2146966347305],
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[54.45893214266514, 24.20812103996746],
[54.47146342318272, 24.21281792799618],
[54.46116374056553, 24.21939328035928]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "58"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.536821872994224, 24.199431340765024],
[54.53759434919051, 24.190349580732327],
[54.545576603218834, 24.189331756978422],
[54.545319111153404, 24.19935305249425]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "59"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.76061653904876, 24.20304911420534],
[54.76396393589935, 24.198743310111183],
[54.77057289891204, 24.202187965021068],
[54.76645302586517, 24.207433056216136]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "60"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.154425399087245, 24.91677612726341],
[55.16472508170443, 24.9113270929621],
[55.17124821402865, 24.91848863118574],
[55.164381758950526, 24.923003300269013]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "61"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.44815964173841, 25.13538641667283],
[55.45382446717786, 25.134298568540753],
[55.45674271058606, 25.13787289029888],
[55.45124954652356, 25.138572201883562]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "62"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.4881394425392, 25.192146207775306],
[55.49157267007826, 25.189272497189126],
[55.49706583414076, 25.193311206266554],
[55.49208765420912, 25.19533051058739]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "63"
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}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.53337963519214, 25.267826942976768],
[55.54041775164722, 25.265420742143412],
[55.54264934954761, 25.269146452216393],
[55.53732784686206, 25.270854031115874]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "64"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.589823165356705, 25.32801713467985],
[55.59402886909206, 25.32693100865964],
[55.59617463630397, 25.32964630543887],
[55.59042398017604, 25.331430610159426]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "65"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.64615157731546, 25.50451202201666],
[55.649756554595264, 25.500018764705747],
[55.65653734516904, 25.50443455348732],
[55.65318986628182, 25.508307918786326]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "66"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.67895509331668, 25.56384111852554],
[55.69045640557254, 25.563995975017466],
[55.69002725213016, 25.56701563659256],
[55.67869760125125, 25.567789896527856]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "67"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.872238742138784, 25.627557325976884],
[55.87601531689965, 25.62616434174115],
[55.877131123083224, 25.63220048943255],
[55.87283956084795, 25.633361252090413]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "68"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.007731272685014, 25.73977244915337],
[56.01283819864937, 25.739540506312135],
[56.012924029337846, 25.743754064004655],
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[56.009447886454545, 25.74398599862166]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "69"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.36034464311181, 25.33313933594733],
[56.365408653731926, 25.32902769575949],
[56.37150263261376, 25.33616479329499],
[56.365194077010734, 25.33876352319101]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "70"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.365482669942125, 25.324679609783125],
[56.36865840541576, 25.3221193694307],
[56.37578235255931, 25.328325919248005],
[56.37226329433177, 25.33166180829877]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "71"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.3285841722261, 25.331024075896387],
[56.33154533097854, 25.329239765183083],
[56.334463574386746, 25.33893678902019],
[56.33042953202835, 25.340992458247705]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "72"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.336992353621156, 25.255587494094424],
[56.34643372935358, 25.246776573950488],
[56.34943780345026, 25.251512037780387],
[56.34158429545465, 25.259740437465826]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "73"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.33228188245979, 25.2446918028888],
[56.32902031629768, 25.23754932024663],
[56.33399849622932, 25.23553071647057],
[56.337088401014476, 25.241896968367605]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "74"
}),
ee.Feature(
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ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.3259232349039, 25.274323905195583],
[56.328927309000576, 25.275255275112197],
[56.327468187296475, 25.278204566020214],
[56.32454994388827, 25.27696276805958]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "75"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.33977435233799, 25.562690788015693],
[56.34282134177891, 25.562458500671656],
[56.343894225384865, 25.565865336571154],
[56.33986018302647, 25.567026735751924]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "76"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.08123222639185, 26.00374326881949],
[56.08269134809595, 26.003318988959204],
[56.08320633222681, 26.005093239996718],
[56.0848800306521, 26.00490038792139],
[56.08548084547144, 26.007060313076614],
[56.08247677137476, 26.007638857712173]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "77"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.03603511400238, 25.912191097828316],
[56.03912501878754, 25.91172788681101],
[56.041957431507264, 25.916977505134778],
[56.03886752672211, 25.91805827989558]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "78"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.0493414760235, 25.937204352904963],
[56.05187348133356, 25.936625461711074],
[56.053461349070375, 25.940137357899268],
[56.05058602100641, 25.940870597736623]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "79"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.99298238278639, 24.12383909094832],
[55.98787545682203, 24.12176320728864],
[55.989806647312754, 24.116906291308368],
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[55.99693059445631, 24.118982253759622]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "80"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.51412498511056, 24.208974046267436],
[54.502794165339076, 24.205059462873358],
[54.5060560682864, 24.193628192231788],
[54.52305229716038, 24.197699720961015]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "81"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.607289999578654, 24.238363292709685],
[54.60059520587748, 24.23476308297557],
[54.59862110004252, 24.225683841040254],
[54.604800909612834, 24.224666299442795]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "82"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.88374950776996, 24.690261796193884],
[54.91945507417621, 24.682151198694058],
[54.93353130708637, 24.708040874393056],
[54.90503551851215, 24.717085396265855]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "83"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.9232965200606, 24.572705974987876],
[54.91814667875201, 24.553033973342803],
[54.94286591703326, 24.548661998256012],
[54.94904572660357, 24.572081514448378]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "84"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.230411886462605, 24.987531264612944],
[55.23950993944112, 24.986675495587473],
[55.24199902940694, 24.99258795997916],
[55.23521840501729, 24.99507733359156]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "85"
}),
ee.Feature(
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ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.20037114549581, 24.999355826677576],
[55.21109998155538, 24.99741107555946],
[55.21436154771749, 25.004178676628026],
[55.208954214343464, 25.005423252333546]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "86"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.652890067609974, 25.519425879749345],
[55.66052899888439, 25.518573849903035],
[55.6641338878004, 25.52198193299573],
[55.65803990891857, 25.524537931800275]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "87"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.686909283077895, 25.532360910290638],
[55.6817594417693, 25.530657028243652],
[55.68253191796559, 25.526474669702825],
[55.68974169579762, 25.52872076926709]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "88"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.10452766537664, 26.02607986506833],
[56.1065017712116, 26.025944892780352],
[56.106587601900074, 26.029685495858253],
[56.1049353611469, 26.029299872188485]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "89"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.87686015024637, 24.16438512898917],
[55.861582287697544, 24.159843082566052],
[55.86501551523661, 24.149035495214047],
[55.87943507090067, 24.15389119104077]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "90"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.947858668164066, 24.122184247130495],
[55.938413020185244, 24.10776968314444],
[55.95283257584931, 24.098994806066617],
[55.96244561295868, 24.11341035802677]]]),
{
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"class": 3,
"system:index": "91"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.01128695335391, 25.762778612416305],
[56.00901244010928, 25.75783135852156],
[56.01673720207217, 25.75481652460281],
[56.018668392562894, 25.758681682454824]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "92"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.6407822850003, 25.426920241299964],
[55.644644665981744, 25.426493899335142],
[55.6448163273587, 25.428664351814213],
[55.641340184475396, 25.429284473914112]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "93"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.170277213916656, 24.904923123464506],
[55.18092021928775, 24.898383625242445],
[55.18581256853091, 24.906947183641886],
[55.175770377979156, 24.913174852861854]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "94"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.64251372755699, 25.498413857873153],
[55.636333917986676, 25.492371003843108],
[55.640110468279644, 25.487877402555927],
[55.65264174879722, 25.492371003843108]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "95"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.637935065558324, 24.470971009028123],
[54.66282596521653, 24.454720870396525],
[54.66522922449387, 24.466752424559864],
[54.64548816614426, 24.478157901434432]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "96"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.5956435301695, 24.38751514941446],
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[54.6069731810484, 24.38047944390875],
[54.61624289540387, 24.389547613647824],
[54.610406408587465, 24.395488475509648]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "97"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.70580679633704, 24.445308091768307],
[54.696537081981575, 24.445308091768307],
[54.6979103729972, 24.431867890036763],
[54.70409018256751, 24.433587065510107]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "98"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.78477102973548, 24.46077817756388],
[54.76914984443275, 24.458590603980667],
[54.772411410594856, 24.445933182559074],
[54.7912941620597, 24.448746052752753]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "99"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.783397738719856, 24.436243926962433],
[54.773956362987434, 24.434368501159774],
[54.77601629951087, 24.427647996340614],
[54.786144320751106, 24.428585762695878]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "100"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.672197485839014, 24.34014556924344],
[54.68146720019448, 24.3334200528153],
[54.68661704150308, 24.339207146526633],
[54.68078055468667, 24.345619563179614]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "101"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.661211157714014, 24.341709591654137],
[54.665674353514795, 24.33842512228497],
[54.66996588793862, 24.34859106079708],
[54.66824927416909, 24.351875266500773]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "102"
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}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.74221412146387, 24.272530084392923],
[54.73088447058496, 24.271591161373863],
[54.73260108435449, 24.264079527466663],
[54.7439307352334, 24.26595747756644]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "103"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.73750195114732, 24.581934761977635],
[54.72033581345201, 24.581310347438475],
[54.71827587692857, 24.562264208927147],
[54.739218564916854, 24.56320097194337]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "104"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.62630461482979, 24.520374086312437],
[54.62355803279854, 24.515532416688814],
[54.63128279476143, 24.51381436003273],
[54.63437269954659, 24.520061726161664]]]),
{
"class": 3,
"system:index": "105"
})]),
Water =
/* color: #27ff00 */
/* shown: false */
ee.FeatureCollection(
[ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.34436970514888, 24.41032727323054],
[54.34746230585268, 24.406895908172462],
[54.36187466920016, 24.401424019550888],
[54.36289924088597, 24.405326141374484]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "0"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.34748303072482, 24.443610108075468],
[54.34319149630099, 24.438921765183892],
[54.35606609957247, 24.432357792242495],
[54.3574393905881, 24.43485839365162]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "1"
}),
ee.Feature(
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ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.42019601812597, 24.407307787119596],
[54.44440027227636, 24.39949153696817],
[54.44543024053808, 24.401836462808188],
[54.42174097051855, 24.410277835324884]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "2"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.32599515306784, 25.199453766348906],
[55.33354825365378, 25.19370662221388],
[55.34178799974753, 25.199609090804344],
[55.33560819017722, 25.20333681829201]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "3"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.240508636584906, 25.24216092955265],
[55.228147780445724, 25.24309233208473],
[55.221967497561174, 25.23284337088056],
[55.2370748560883, 25.22973745471813]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "4"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.33938474047019, 25.21265563762282],
[55.345907872794406, 25.211568478798974],
[55.34951276171042, 25.21498523096842],
[55.34504956590964, 25.21700417579091]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "5"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.330188821300084, 25.244958922347898],
[55.32701308582645, 25.24418258757957],
[55.3303175673328, 25.237544722830812],
[55.33272082661014, 25.238398737446417]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "6"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.378587376743084, 25.33029185752106],
[55.38416637149406, 25.32532672375091],
[55.388028752475506, 25.3296712269367],
[55.383823048740155, 25.333705268852892]]]),
{
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"class": 4,
"system:index": "7"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.347164467592464, 25.33003564103852],
[55.35051186444305, 25.329725325487185],
[55.35154183270477, 25.333604212697587],
[55.346391991396175, 25.3329060221737]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "8"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.36493142010711, 25.32026031905817],
[55.3657038963034, 25.317622398550643],
[55.3668196952536, 25.319562051574447],
[55.36621888043426, 25.321579257764373]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "9"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.4629213265076, 25.443173969733984],
[55.46131708948201, 25.44274649278518],
[55.460002725555796, 25.44193377425411],
[55.460861169965064, 25.44015087001254],
[55.464208924334145, 25.441391125216896]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "10"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.459316274030535, 25.42488101907125],
[55.46043207298073, 25.42302057522525],
[55.46541025291237, 25.42581123022562],
[55.46395113120827, 25.427206533495855]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "11"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.959464522488766, 25.79531094418613],
[55.958262892850094, 25.793069859931958],
[55.96530100930517, 25.790751452330614],
[55.96530100930517, 25.794460882731936]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "12"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
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[[[55.92882296670263, 25.79252890221324],
[55.93268534768408, 25.790596890212004],
[55.93766352761572, 25.794924553371658],
[55.9351744376499, 25.796470109073088]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "13"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.922042342312984, 25.78209566343741],
[55.925046416409664, 25.77954517658018],
[55.93036791909521, 25.784414240265434],
[55.92736384499853, 25.786887338924164]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "14"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.4185151150779, 24.51634350656106],
[54.41216373097233, 24.510720807925416],
[54.41945923974407, 24.505722636629756],
[54.424008196979244, 24.513454090212285]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "15"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.360320004436154, 24.507341697010006],
[54.36340990922131, 24.50140610575572],
[54.3696755494801, 24.50781028438186],
[54.36461153885998, 24.511637015854912]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "16"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.3728008801277, 24.428019745740023],
[54.367651038819105, 24.426144197642607],
[54.375890784912855, 24.422236716216],
[54.37898068969801, 24.423174522795144]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "17"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.347912199725315, 25.223487687337567],
[55.34653890870969, 25.22341004037155],
[55.34585226320188, 25.2202264720888],
[55.34851301454465, 25.21851818158876]]]),
{
"class": 4,
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"system:index": "18"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.35067247847732, 25.301441599913936],
[55.35496401290115, 25.2986480719513],
[55.35573648909744, 25.300432833354318],
[55.35273241500076, 25.304235063491564]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "19"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.32138850063745, 25.25093651168969],
[55.32404925198022, 25.24907339157781],
[55.32537962765161, 25.250587178845198],
[55.322718876308834, 25.25241146151352]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "20"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.37734127830573, 25.3360612076391],
[55.38086033653327, 25.334975153799775],
[55.382405288925845, 25.33908659193835],
[55.3785429079444, 25.34048289764054]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "21"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.41279182092995, 25.39277349840653],
[55.41528140612037, 25.392385726206776],
[55.416054034289054, 25.39351025958352],
[55.41360737381385, 25.394440896560752]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "22"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.50749554990871, 25.40417596977623],
[55.50783887266262, 25.403768930254877],
[55.5087186372195, 25.404641156119006],
[55.508396772137715, 25.40500942736824]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "23"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.45526703919306, 25.40538148852147],
[55.45754155243769, 25.40538148852147],
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[55.45749863709345, 25.407591085592763],
[55.455181208504584, 25.40890907159147]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "24"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.456897822274115, 25.415963928223523],
[55.46058854187861, 25.417475629519796],
[55.45908650483027, 25.419529962439324],
[55.45672616089716, 25.419336158942308]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "25"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.45548161591425, 25.423444726368054],
[55.458142367257025, 25.4212741798926],
[55.4593439968957, 25.423095891177574],
[55.45655449952021, 25.4245299849491]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "26"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.95371792654786, 25.793628331221154],
[55.95745156149659, 25.793164655511777],
[55.95848152975831, 25.795135264752346],
[55.95423291067872, 25.795405737973947]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "27"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.951615074680184, 25.795753488352087],
[55.952816704318856, 25.793589691647966],
[55.95363209585938, 25.79501934746847],
[55.95213005881104, 25.795908043748252]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "28"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.43802632878563, 24.49991117571569],
[54.456909080250476, 24.49022607320298],
[54.45914067815087, 24.495381139972928],
[54.444206138355945, 24.503816247941934]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "29"
}),
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ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.3990716223908, 24.48112549129231],
[54.402333186528246, 24.478703925810233],
[54.4045647830434, 24.479563196096247],
[54.4001015900132, 24.483000219924065]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "30"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.34356353697526, 24.489717774043903],
[54.347168425891276, 24.48651526474283],
[54.35025833067643, 24.49174859135429],
[54.34802673277604, 24.493857482316006]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "31"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.348174110460896, 25.307623386429857],
[55.35006238560738, 25.30366607133849],
[55.351950660753864, 25.306071513561406],
[55.35006238560738, 25.308321722736324]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "32"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.359417930651325, 25.313287553724926],
[55.35710050206246, 25.310649481355703],
[55.35984708409371, 25.307157826656194],
[55.36336614232125, 25.310571890122265]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "33"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.37099565168621, 25.318007646541258],
[55.36824906965496, 25.316688668936457],
[55.369536529982106, 25.314981735420147],
[55.37202561994793, 25.31568002931158]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "34"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.448107274588715, 25.429757584484815],
[55.45025304180063, 25.428207279338224],
[55.45265630107797, 25.429757584484815],
[55.45025304180063, 25.43208300480779]]]),
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{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "35"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.454630415421725, 25.43309068804726],
[55.45678382859862, 25.43505904427635],
[55.45866441360057, 25.43626865295644],
[55.45737696652606, 25.438516415370035],
[55.45342879992278, 25.43502846787909]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "36"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.060520017503855, 24.997608618923223],
[55.06429656779682, 24.99543046463328],
[55.07116302287495, 25.001809236024688],
[55.06807311808979, 25.00429842283596]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "37"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.05159362590229, 24.99154080738259],
[55.05537017619526, 24.98671746144741],
[55.05691512858784, 24.99091845079944],
[55.05605682170307, 24.993096685054308]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "38"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.055026853441355, 24.977848234757083],
[55.057258451341745, 24.97489168371687],
[55.06429656779682, 24.981738325218487],
[55.056485975145456, 24.981115919013494]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "39"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.31702706609577, 25.255865666383343],
[55.31599709783405, 25.254701266913873],
[55.317584965570866, 25.25338160068698],
[55.318614933832585, 25.25485652082145]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "40"
}),
ee.Feature(
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ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.31217763219684, 25.261221760153386],
[55.3106755951485, 25.25974691732209],
[55.31299302373737, 25.257340556352418],
[55.31419465337604, 25.25869899179328]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "41"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.29721787557074, 25.279940916762342],
[55.29859116658636, 25.278272271697855],
[55.30520012959906, 25.28215280624002],
[55.30447056874701, 25.283122920480626]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "42"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.33129984514936, 25.305395765770765],
[55.333917681147895, 25.30516298182818],
[55.334904734065375, 25.30671486633204],
[55.33263022082075, 25.307956359625205]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "43"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.382808893344176, 25.361290732852126],
[55.383624284884704, 25.36059270212877],
[55.38662835898138, 25.3631909071765],
[55.38568422140814, 25.364005258456512]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "44"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.3775698051935, 25.366955475431343],
[55.37941516499575, 25.365675809337734],
[55.381003032732565, 25.367459582596197],
[55.38031638722475, 25.369010668374816]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "45"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.37014545064028, 25.36234085827366],
[55.37284911732729, 25.361293819773437],
[55.37366450886782, 25.363426666397537],
[55.37164748768862, 25.36474513457691]]]),
{
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"class": 4,
"system:index": "46"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.46335120657382, 25.397860101628016],
[55.45978923300204, 25.3984416147149],
[55.458930926117276, 25.397588727895183],
[55.46373744467196, 25.396503226861295]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "47"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.43116469839511, 25.41684183962814],
[55.42730231741366, 25.410174671734037],
[55.43004889944491, 25.4108724158755],
[55.43365378836093, 25.417306977120475]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "48"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.49311532887093, 25.475339294629343],
[55.493973635755694, 25.47305345321271],
[55.49508943470589, 25.4734021436947],
[55.49405946644417, 25.475842948761205]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "49"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.49560441883675, 25.487121598064412],
[55.493716143690264, 25.484022445314288],
[55.49483194264046, 25.482937722974455],
[55.49775018604866, 25.486966642324703]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "50"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.75830237029509, 25.675942196749816],
[55.76250807403044, 25.675787485283298],
[55.764482179865404, 25.6804287419115],
[55.761220613703294, 25.682130490715547]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "51"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.79768871587244, 25.71428059051685],
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[55.798547022757205, 25.71366194265598],
[55.80013489049402, 25.71675514979163],
[55.79897617619959, 25.717528439009264]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "52"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.804040186819705, 25.721781439850762],
[55.802581065115604, 25.719461640061247],
[55.80790256780115, 25.719616294788118],
[55.80987667363611, 25.721433472766677]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "53"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.950418402199, 25.798835401501467],
[55.951491285804956, 25.798835401501467],
[55.95346539163992, 25.803317309636117],
[55.95213501596853, 25.803510491521223]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "54"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.951534201149194, 25.809035360128735],
[55.950289656166284, 25.80876491801176],
[55.95265000009939, 25.804244579812487],
[55.95337956095144, 25.805055935264686]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "55"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.976894582458435, 25.827509645450643],
[55.978611196227966, 25.827316502705262],
[55.979855741210876, 25.82936379977212],
[55.97835370416254, 25.829943217041407]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "56"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.98079987878412, 25.832994767852416],
[55.98195859307855, 25.832299484715264],
[55.983889783569275, 25.8340376848993],
[55.982387746520935, 25.83519647083869]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "57"
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}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.978585752473776, 25.84209888190285],
[55.980903181062644, 25.839858682869284],
[55.98244813345522, 25.841442276235853],
[55.98146108053774, 25.84314171870699]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "58"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.02125166678731, 25.888313342889408],
[56.01970671439473, 25.887309513605395],
[56.02150915885274, 25.886382894383058],
[56.02313994193379, 25.88684620490328]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "59"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.28437061567645, 25.615308974446954],
[56.28265400190692, 25.612213134559862],
[56.28514309187274, 25.610897378324506],
[56.287803843215514, 25.61244532533312]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "60"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.3421440385345, 25.60431837989823],
[56.340255763388015, 25.602770327652216],
[56.345233943319656, 25.601454467484576],
[56.34695055708919, 25.60277032765219]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "61"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.31867730616437, 24.48902731925456],
[54.32631623743878, 24.48879299078409],
[54.33155190943585, 24.49644749502234],
[54.328719496716126, 24.49551023382005]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "62"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.33712216290129, 24.47910095567926],
[54.341671189390546, 24.477772983810762],
[54.34450360211027, 24.4819911989525],
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[54.34210034283293, 24.483553464973298]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "63"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.318754395567304, 24.485740604813724],
[54.32459088238371, 24.483475352132952],
[54.32716580303801, 24.486599827919775],
[54.321243485533124, 24.488552585881276]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "64"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.3098866866168, 24.47069454384984],
[54.31512235861387, 24.46655407350889],
[54.31786894064512, 24.470303939257168],
[54.313749067598245, 24.4721007103489]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "65"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.2948663161334, 24.465304093442317],
[54.2989003584918, 24.465304093442317],
[54.298728697114846, 24.469210239950485],
[54.29512380819883, 24.469678969388163]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "66"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.304479353242776, 24.454048393481617],
[54.30138944845762, 24.452642025411418],
[54.3043935225543, 24.450141776749824],
[54.30705427389707, 24.451391907281884]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "67"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.33293641059864, 24.44708697173249],
[54.33293641059864, 24.443961515388832],
[54.34066117256153, 24.44177364983631],
[54.34340775459278, 24.445367980334336]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "68"
}),
ee.Feature(
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ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.40955744244567, 24.408956309246616],
[54.419685200358074, 24.406298942263128],
[54.41693868971574, 24.412707790921576],
[54.412475609987915, 24.41380195207669]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "69"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.47779571682425, 24.398915634456962],
[54.48019897610159, 24.397586817764928],
[54.48243057400198, 24.398837469156145],
[54.48097145229788, 24.400244437170098]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "70"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.46474811618901, 24.39484975796787],
[54.46500560825444, 24.389221551558492],
[54.470069618874554, 24.389065208913046],
[54.469812126809124, 24.395240596325625]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "71"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.46488977032175, 24.38256032923001],
[54.471412902645966, 24.38435835051288],
[54.46926713543405, 24.387016248167964],
[54.46411729412546, 24.38623451936559]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "72"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.50824759709049, 24.390778724036043],
[54.50850508915592, 24.38569755166424],
[54.51537154423404, 24.385619378185957],
[54.51519988285709, 24.390778724036043]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "73"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.45198472998356, 24.33659354253],
[54.4555037882111, 24.33612431888318],
[54.45593294165348, 24.340425470589146],
[54.45361551306461, 24.3421458903766]]]),
{
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"class": 4,
"system:index": "74"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.4724474666155, 24.311722412805114],
[54.46317831587031, 24.311174791946296],
[54.46120477456868, 24.304213214740678],
[54.46995921206873, 24.30515203714599]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "75"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.24115505578475, 25.218504046121424],
[55.24596157433944, 25.21508739276219],
[55.25042477014022, 25.22060058136045],
[55.24587574365096, 25.22510412747237]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "76"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.20694213020046, 25.182820231729142],
[55.216898540832624, 25.180179311628528],
[55.223078381923955, 25.188257239972152],
[55.21792851435028, 25.19167466382537]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "77"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.277138454383056, 25.27645731423757],
[55.28048585123364, 25.27552595354703],
[55.286665660803955, 25.282355765925967],
[55.28331826395337, 25.286236169844425]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "78"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.272160274451416, 25.275836407904844],
[55.27525017923657, 25.272731828584735],
[55.27748177713696, 25.275060270521053],
[55.27447770304028, 25.278475237875856]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "79"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.27881215280835, 25.26648362195525],
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[55.28151581949536, 25.26415501548065],
[55.28657983011548, 25.270946659511836],
[55.28554986185376, 25.271722823204744]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "80"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.25782654947583, 25.255073023492457],
[55.26164601511304, 25.252977082731924],
[55.265422565406006, 25.257557054595356],
[55.26027272409741, 25.259769352020136]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "81"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.355268077742295, 25.33896376142418],
[55.36041791905089, 25.33904133446469],
[55.36342199314757, 25.34516944749764],
[55.36084707249327, 25.347031091244155]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "82"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.34519339742286, 25.32479367986412],
[55.346738349823795, 25.328944388190973],
[55.34283298296537, 25.327586746626963],
[55.34214627790352, 25.32564714847411]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "83"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.38675243020595, 25.375114007041308],
[55.39035731912197, 25.375424206136884],
[55.38898402810634, 25.377362932436878],
[55.386967006927144, 25.37724660973638]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "84"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.38881820524902, 25.380077096979285],
[55.39255184019775, 25.376897640962724],
[55.39615672911376, 25.380115870316573],
[55.395126760852044, 25.38224838469718]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "85"
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}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.39970991992566, 25.38628329589958],
[55.40185568713758, 25.384809975579326],
[55.40443060779187, 25.386477152498095],
[55.403615216251346, 25.38822184787798]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "86"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.422498462540496, 25.401771680380318],
[55.424730060440886, 25.400802517092124],
[55.426489589554656, 25.40320602776024],
[55.42533087526022, 25.40386504651476]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "87"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.44890339227253, 25.424320345247764],
[55.44813091607624, 25.423118806292276],
[55.451950381713445, 25.423893994086153],
[55.45229370446735, 25.425366837159693]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "88"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.44564182611042, 25.427847374284934],
[55.44654304833942, 25.42625828606604],
[55.44851715417438, 25.427033453668436],
[55.44778759332233, 25.4282737114617]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "89"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.47935496441217, 25.46994286488253],
[55.48218737713189, 25.468896760317584],
[55.48476229778619, 25.472499971073724],
[55.48184405437799, 25.473739760566694]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "90"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.766002626038734, 25.68935021253645],
[55.77140995941276, 25.687957958791458],
[55.77312657318229, 25.693604220366748],
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[55.7668609329235, 25.69491906477209]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "91"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.80549124848513, 25.71648833178466],
[55.804461280223414, 25.715444381026],
[55.806692878123805, 25.71412976333597],
[55.80806616913943, 25.715599040975704]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "92"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.810898581859156, 25.72070270651697],
[55.81102732789187, 25.71873086169701],
[55.81574801575808, 25.719078836687547],
[55.81579093110232, 25.720896022877103]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "93"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.89001794087386, 25.746775781715325],
[55.894395305986166, 25.74569344171001],
[55.90006013142562, 25.75033197230596],
[55.89834351765609, 25.75203272147664]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "94"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.90468465086397, 25.760644294373673],
[55.908032047714556, 25.759330176540526],
[55.91163693663057, 25.763658980326557],
[55.91034947630342, 25.764663858632378]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "95"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.96795862816483, 25.819778463230676],
[55.96950358055741, 25.81946941450715],
[55.97164934776932, 25.821014650059155],
[55.970576464163365, 25.82190315137083]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "96"
}),
ee.Feature(
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ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.01242368942554, 25.9003438952393],
[56.01997679001148, 25.89493911077402],
[56.023753340304445, 25.901424822426634],
[56.021006758273195, 25.904049890082398]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "97"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.020491774142336, 25.905748432147025],
[56.02435415512378, 25.903663854384362],
[56.03405302292163, 25.92169037333924],
[56.03044813400562, 25.924816748214013]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "98"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.2951038722138, 25.611746340247485],
[56.295275533590754, 25.609733993458875],
[56.29888042250677, 25.612288120132654],
[56.29707797804876, 25.614145632522902]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "99"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.32761497432089, 25.607511688038443],
[56.32649917537069, 25.60573147377576],
[56.33199233943319, 25.604415646196156],
[56.33473892146444, 25.606118479131354]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "100"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.93548503392732, 24.963650602061293],
[54.94132152074373, 24.95586915427718],
[54.952651171622634, 24.963339353594677],
[54.9454413937906, 24.977033541410655]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "101"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[56.05878293545045, 25.997961032447094],
[56.051487326929944, 25.988394607139945],
[56.057237983057874, 25.984228339809306],
[56.062216162989515, 25.983688257306714],
[56.06908261806764, 25.992406428698754]]]),
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{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "102"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.6692156882686, 24.7755828564778],
[54.67814207987016, 24.77589457809211],
[54.68363524393266, 24.779011751181947],
[54.67093230203813, 24.781193725766265]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "103"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[54.3290986388421, 24.40791796442783],
[54.338368353197566, 24.406354760653834],
[54.338368353197566, 24.41260745962637],
[54.329441961596004, 24.41354533776232]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "104"
}),
ee.Feature(
ee.Geometry.Polygon(
[[[55.46560642012421, 25.448765179250792],
[55.46414729842011, 25.446130064476186],
[55.46612140425507, 25.444579970023387],
[55.468009679401554, 25.4481451574333]]]),
{
"class": 4,
"system:index": "105"
})]);
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Part II The Script of Code Sample with Notes
var countries = ee.FeatureCollection('USDOS/LSIB_SIMPLE/2019');
var UAE = countries.filter(ee.Filter.eq('country_co', 'AE'));
var UAE = UAE.geometry();
print('UAE', UAE);
Map.addLayer(UAE,{}, 'UAE');

*Note: the above code is used to define the boundary of UAE, and interpret the results.

var UAEPoly = UAEPoly.geometry()
print('UAEPoly', UAEPoly)
Map.addLayer(UAEPoly)

*Note: the above code is used to visualize the major cities in the study area. The major urban
areas are determined by the assistance of the juridical maps and Worldpop. Then data file of
each urban area has been combined and converted to one SHIP file (which represented
geometry polygons of each urban area) and processed in QGIS software. The purpose is to
compress the size of the files to be more easily interpreted in GEE later. Lastly, the data file has
been imported into GEE. The name of the data file in Gee is named “UAEPoly”.

var Year = 2019;

*Note: the above code is used to define the study period - year.

var startDate = ee.Date.fromYMD(Year, 1 , 1);
var endDate = ee.Date.fromYMD(Year, 12, 31);
print('startDate', startDate);
print('endDate', endDate);
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*Note: the above code is used to define the study period – start date and end date.

function maskL8sr(image) {
var cloudShadowBitMask = (1 << 3);
var cloudsBitMask = (1 << 5);
var qa = image.select('pixel_qa');
var mask = qa.bitwiseAnd(cloudShadowBitMask).eq(0)
.and(qa.bitwiseAnd(cloudsBitMask).eq(0));
return image.updateMask(mask);
}
print('maskL8sr', maskL8sr);

*Note: the above code is used to operate cloud masking technique. Specifically, this technique is
used to identify whether the pixels are cloud or shadow pixels. If identified, the cloud or shadow
pixels will be removed.
var addNDVI = function(maskL8sr) {
var ndvi_fun = maskL8sr.normalizedDifference(['B5', 'B4']).rename('NDVI');
return maskL8sr.addBands(ndvi_fun);
};
print("addNDVI", addNDVI);

var addNDWI = function(maskL8sr) {
var ndwi_fun = maskL8sr.normalizedDifference(['B3','B6']).rename('MNDWI');

return maskL8sr.addBands(ndwi_fun);
};
print('addNDWI', addNDWI);
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*Note: the above code is used to compute NDVI and MNWDI. NDVI and MNWDI are added into
the image bands in order to increase accuracy and more clearly visualize the location of
vegetation and water.
var AllBands = ['B3','B2','B1','B4','B5','B6','B7','B10','B11','NDVI','MNDWI'];

*Note: the above code is used to select the bands needed.
var polygonsD = Urban.merge(Vegetation).merge(Bare).merge(Water);
print("trainingData polygons", polygonsD.getInfo());

*Note: the above code is used to merge the data for each class (urban, vegetation, bare or
water) and recode the category into number 1 to 4.
var labels_image = polygonsD.reduceToImage(["class"],ee.Reducer.first()).toInt()
print ('labels_image',labels_image)

*Note: the above code is used to aggregate the image data.
var L8_AllB_MC = ee.ImageCollection('LANDSAT/LC08/C01/T1_SR')
.map(maskL8sr)
.filterDate(startDate, endDate)
.filterBounds(UAEPoly)
.map(addNDVI)
.map(addNDWI)
.median();
var L8_AllB_MC=L8_AllB_MC.addBands(labels_image);
var L8_AllB_MC= L8_AllB_MC.clip(UAEPoly)
print('L8_AllB_MC', L8_AllB_MC);

*Note: the above code is used to create median composite for every pixel. By adding the
available bands, the accuracy of classification will be improved.
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var RGB_vis = {bands: ['B3','B2','B1'],
min: 0,
max: 3000,
gamma: 1.4};
Map.addLayer(L8_AllB_MC, RGB_vis,'RGB_vis');

*Note: the above code is used to produce the visual representations of image data. It will assign
the image as a true-color composite.
var ndvi_palette = 'FFFFFF, CE7E45, DF923D, F1B555, FCD163,74A901,66A000,539400, 3E8601,
207401,056201, 004C00,023B01,012E01,011D01,011301';
var ndvi_vis = {bands: 'NDVI', min: -0.1, max: 1.0, palette: ndvi_palette};
Map.addLayer(L8_AllB_MC, ndvi_vis,'ndvi_vis');
var mndwi_palette = ['0000ff', '00ffff', 'ffff00', 'ff0000', 'ffffff'];
var mndwi_vis = {bands: 'MNDWI', min: 0.0, max: 1.0, palette: mndwi_palette};
Map.addLayer(L8_AllB_MC, mndwi_vis, 'mndwi_vis');

*Note: the above code is used to generate color palettes for NDVI and MNDWI.
var classifierTraining = L8_AllB_MC.stratifiedSample({
numPoints: 2000,
classBand: "first",
region: polygonsD,
scale:1000,
tileScale: 16
}).randomColumn();
print('classifierTraining', classifierTraining);

*Note: the above code is used to sample the pixel points. First, 616 polygons are randomly
selected for every year across four classes (urban, vegetation, bare, water). Then, using random
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forest classifier, roughly 2000 pixel points from each class will be selected to generate a
sampling pool.
var validation = classifierTraining.filter(ee.Filter.lt('random', 0.3))
classifierTraining = classifierTraining.filter(ee.Filter.gte('random', 0.7))
print("training points", classifierTraining.reduceColumns(ee.Reducer.frequencyHistogram(), ["first"]))
print("validation points", validation.reduceColumns(ee.Reducer.frequencyHistogram(), ["first"]))

*Note: the above code is used to split the data into a training set and a validation set.
Specifically, about 70% of the data will be used for training and 30% of the data will be used for
validation.
var trained = ee.Classifier.randomForest(100).train({
features: traningPoints,
classProperty: 'first',
inputProperties: AllBands
});
print('trained', trained);

*Note: the above code is used to make and train a random forest classifier. Note that different
number of trees have been tested and overall accuracy value have been calculated respectively
in order to determine the optimal number of trees. Other hyperparameters have been set as
default value.
var classified = L8_AllB_MC.select(AllBands).classify(trained);
print('classified', classified);

*Note: the above code is used to classify the data into four categories (urban, vegetation, bare,
water).
var igbpPalette = [
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'red', //Urban
'green', //Vegetation
'yellow', //Water
'blue', //Bare Soil
];

Map.addLayer(classified, {palette: igbpPalette, min: 1, max: 4}, 'classification');

*Note: the above code is used to apply the IGBP classification on the image and define the
palette.
// // Export a cloud-optimized GeoTIFF.
// Export.image.toDrive({
// image: classified,
// description: 'classified2019',
// scale: 30,
// region: UAEPoly,
// maxPixels: 1e9,
// fileFormat: 'GeoTIFF',
// formatOptions: {
//

cloudOptimized: true

// }
// });

*Note: the above code is used to create a “GeoTIFF” file that can be imported into QGISS and
printed as a graphic image for the classification across four categories (urban, vegetation, bare,
and water). This code has been applied every five years during the study period in order to
visualize the LULC information across four categories.
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var validated = validation.classify(trained);
var testAccuracy = validated.errorMatrix('first', 'classification');
print('Validation error matrix: ', testAccuracy);
print('Validation overall accuracy: ', testAccuracy.accuracy());

*Note: the above code is used to classify the validation data as well as generate confusion
matrix. The confusion matrix will indicate the expected accuracy from the validation data.
var pixelArea = function(image, whichGeometry) {
var Stat = ee.Image.pixelArea().addBands(image);
var r = Stat.reduceRegion({
reducer: ee.Reducer.sum().group({
groupField: 1,
groupName: 'first',
}),
maxPixels: 1e13,
scale: 1000,
tileScale: 16,
bestEffort: true,
'geometry': whichGeometry
});
return r;
};
print('pixelArea', pixelArea)
var studyArea = UAEPoly;
var classTargetArea = classified.clip(studyArea);
var targetArea = ee.Geometry(studyArea);
print('targetArea', targetArea);
Map.addLayer(targetArea,{},"UAEPoly", false);
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var testArea = pixelArea(classTargetArea,targetArea);
print("the pixel Area", testArea);
var classAreas = ee.List(testArea.get('groups'))
print('classAreas', classAreas)

var classAreaLists = classAreas.map(function(item) {
var areaDict = ee.Dictionary(item)
var classNumber = ee.Number(areaDict.get('first')).format()
var area = ee.Number(
areaDict.get('sum')).divide(100*100).round()
return ee.List([classNumber, area])
})
var result = ee.Dictionary(classAreaLists.flatten())
print('the pixel Area of classification ha',result)

*Note: the above code is used to print the image for classification visualization. Square meter to
square kilometre conversion is also performed.
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APPENDIX C
The URL Links for Socio-Economic Factors from World Bank Database
Socio-Economic Factors

URL Links

GDP

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD?locations=AE

GDP Per Capita

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.CD?locations=AE

Total Population

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL?locations=AE

Urban Population

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.URB.TOTL.IN.ZS?locations=AE

Rural Population

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.RUR.TOTL.ZS?locations=AE

Population in the Largest

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EN.URB.LCTY?locations=AE

City
Employment in Services

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SL.SRV.EMPL.ZS?locations=AE

Industry

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NV.IND.TOTL.CD?locations=AE

Labor Force Participation

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SL.TLF.ACTI.ZS?locations=AE

Agriculture, Forestry, and

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NV.AGR.TOTL.CD?locations=AE

Fishing
Manufacturing

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NV.IND.MANF.CD?locations=AE

Services

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NV.SRV.TOTL.CD?locations=AE
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APPENDIX D
The URL Links for Environmental Factors from World Bank Database
Environmental

URL Links

Factors
Total Energy Use

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EG.USE.COMM.GD.PP.KD?locations=AE

Renewable Energy

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EG.FEC.RNEW.ZS?locations=AE

Consumption
Total Greenhouse

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EN.ATM.GHGT.KT.CE?locations=AE

Gas Emission
CO2 Emission from

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EN.ATM.CO2E.GF.KT?locations=AE

Gaseous Fuel
Consumption
CO2 Emission from

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EN.ATM.CO2E.SF.KT?locations=AE

Solid Fuel
Consumption
CO2 Emission from

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EN.ATM.CO2E.LF.KT?locations=AE

Liquid Fuel
Consumption
CO2 Emission Per

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EN.ATM.CO2E.PC?locations=AE

Capita
Methane Emission

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EN.ATM.METH.KT.CE?locations=AE

Nitrous Oxide

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EN.ATM.NOXE.KT.CE?locations=AE

Emission
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